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I KHTI SAR S I NGKAT 
Karangan ini adalah laporan hasil  penyelidikan ten tang bahasa-bahasa daerah 
yang ada di propinsi Sulawesi Selatan . Penyelidikan tersebut dilaksanakan dalarn 
rangka ker j a  sarna antara Universitas Hasanuddin dan Summer Institute of 
Linguistics pada bulan Nopember 1982 sarnpai dengan bulan Maret 1983 . 
Bab Sa tu menjelaskan ten tang kawasan penelitian dan berbagai karangan yang telah 
diterbitkan mengenai bahasa-bahasa daerah di Sulawesi Selatan . 
Pada tahun 1914 dua orang Belanda , yaitu N .  Adriani dan A . C .  Kruyt , menghasilkan 
suatu studi luas mengenai suku-suku di Sulawesi bagian tengah . Karya mereka 
mendeskripsikan pula tentang suku-suku yang bermukim di daerah pegunungan di 
bagian utara Sulawesi Selatan dan menerangkan sedikit mengenai ciri-ciri bahasa 
dan kebudayaan suku-suku tersebut . 
S . J .  Esser bertugas di daerah Pipikoro , Bada dan Mori di Sulawesi bagian tengah 
pada awal abad ini dan kita memperoleh manfaat dari karangannya mengenai suku­
suku tersebut bers arna catatan-catatannya mengenai Wotu , Padoe dll .  di Sulawesi . 
Pada tahun 1938 Esser memetakan rumpun-rumpun bahasa di seluruh Sulawesi . 
R .  Salzner , pada tahun 1960 , mengeluarkan sebuah atlas bahasa untuk wilayah 
Indo-Pasifik termasuk Sulawesi.  
Pada tahun 1974 , Lembaga Bahasa Nasional, Cabang III  di Uj ung Pandang 
mengeluarkan Peta Bahasa Sulawesi Sel a tan , salah satu sumber yang baik untuk 
mendapatkan informasi tentang narna dan lokasi dialek-dialek . 
R .  Mills ( 19 7 5 )  menulis disertasinya mengenai bahasa proto-Sulawesi Selatan . 
Sumber ini penuh dengan keterangan yang berguna untuk studi ini . 
Pada tahun 1978-197 9 ,  dalarn rangka kerja sarna Universitas Hasanuddin dengan 
Summer Institute of Linguistics , D. dan S .  Barr dengan bantuan C .  Salombe dari 
UNHAS melaksanakan suatu penjejakan bahasa daerah di Sulawesi Tengah . Hasil 
pen j e j akan tersebut diterbitkan dalarn buku Languages of Central Sulawesi . Buku 
itu dipergunakan dalarn studi ini untuk mendapat keterangan mengenai bahasa­
bahasa yang terdapat di perbatasan antara Sulawesi Tengah dan Sulawesi Selatan . 
U. Sirk pad a tahun 1981 menyaj ikan suatu peninj auan terhadap karangan-karangan 
yang membahas rumpun bahasa Sulawesi Selatan . 
Dari sumber-sumber tersebut ada ketidaksetujuan mengenai klasifikasi bahasa 
yang secara umum , kurang memberikan penjelasan mengenai dasar apa mereka telah 
gunakan untuk mengambil keputusan ten tang klasifikasi bahasa . Selain itu ,  
kecuali Peta bahasa Sulawesi Sel a tan tersebut dan peta bahasa oleh Sneddon , tak 
ada sumber yang memberikan keterangan mengenai Sulawesi Selatan secara 
keseluruhan dan mendetail .  
Oleh karena itu , karya ini mengusahakan untuk melengkapi karangan-karangan 
di atas disertai penelitian lapangan untuk memperoleh data-data primer . Lagipula 
diusahakan penyaj ian tentang hubungan bahasa-bahasa daerah secara quantitatif 
yang ada di Sulawesi Selatan . Berdasarkan pada tuj uan tersebut , dengan 
vi 
vii 
pemakaian mobil , sepeda motor , prahu , dan berj alan kaki , tim peneliti 
menempuh lebih dari 8 . 000 kilometer dengan berj alan kaki selama enam hari di 
gunung , dari Kalukku di Kabupaten Mamuj u ke Barang-Barang di bagian selatan 
Pulau Selayar sampai di Soroako di Kabupaten Luwu . 
Bab Dua menj elaskan dengan grafik sebagai contoh mengenai metode yang dipakai 
untuk menghasilkan laporan ini . Penjelasan tersebut agak mendetail dengan 
maksud supaya dapat dipergunakan oleh para ahli lain yang ingin menyelidiki 
keadaan bahasa-bahasa daerah yang beraneka ragam di Indonesia.  Metode utama 
yang dipakai adalah perbandingan daftar kata dari 39 dialek , yaitu , dengan 
memakai leksiko-statistik berupa 202 kata dari 39 dialek yang saling 
diperbandingkan dengan j umlah perbandingan kata = 141 . 804 . Pola-pola 
hubungan bahasa ( lexicostatistical patterns ) yang ditemukan di dalam data-data 
ini dijelaskan dengan contoh-contoh , misalnya , pola divergensi , konvergensi dan 
perantaian bahasa ( language chaining) . Sistem klasifikasi yang dipergunakan 
dalam karya ini diperinci dengan luas persentasi kosa kata meliputi phylum , 
superstock , stock , family , subfamily , bahasa dan dialek . 
Bab Tiga adalah inti dari karya ini .  Dengan memakai peta dan grafik , setiap 
bahasa , dialek dan rumpun bahasa di Sulawesi Selatan diperinci dengan nama 
bahasa ,  nama-nama lain untuk bahasa tersebut yang ditemukan di dalam sumber­
sumber tertulis atau dipakai oleh suku lain , pembahasan klasifikasi bahasa 
tersebut,  disertai j umlah penutur bahasa ,  lokasi bahasa , agama yang dominan , 
serta lingkungan , dialek-dialek yang diliput di dalam bahasa yang bersangkutan . 
Keterangan-keterangan tersebut di atas disaj ikan untuk 83 dialek di dalam 3 5  
bahasa di Sulawesi Selatan . 1 Semua bahasa di Sulawesi Selatan termasuk dalam 
rumpun bahasa-bahasa Austronesia bagian Barat (West Austronesian Superstock) . 
Rumpun bahasa Sulawesi Selatan (South Sulawesi Stock) terdiri dari 2 0  bahasa. 
Rumpun bahasa Sulawesi Tengah (Central Sulawesi  Stock ) terdiri dari 10 bahasa 
yang ada di propinsi Sulawesi Selatan . Rumpun bahasa ini mempunyai bahasa­
bahasa lain di propinsi Sulawesi Tengah pula.  Rumpun bahasa Muna-Buton 
(Muna-Buton Stock) terdiri dari 4 bahasa yang ada di propinsi Sulawesi Selatan . 
Rumpun bahasa ini mempunyai bahasa-bahasa lain di propinsi Sulawesi Tenggara 
pula . Ada satu bahasa yang tidak dapat diklasifikasi dalam konteks Sulawesi 
Selatan oleh karena kekurangan keterangan . (Lihatlah ringkasan klasifikasi di 
Figure 5) . 
Bab Empa t merupakan ringkasan . Yang j elas dari karya ini adalah bahwa propinsi 
Sulawesi Selatan beraneka ragam bahasa .  Hal-hal yang belum sempat diberikan 
perhatian dan pertanyaan-pertanyaan yang muncul masih perlu dihadapi oleh para 
ahli untuk lebih meningkatkan ilmu pengetahuan kita , khususnya , hubungan 
antara bahasa-bahasa yang belum sempat diklasifikasi , penguj ian pengertian 
antar dialek (dialect intelligibility testing - lihatlah Casad 1974 dan Simons 
1979 ) , penyelidikan sosio-lingguistik , dan penyelidikan bahasa-bahasa daerah 
secara mendalam. 
Bagian-bagian pemerintahan (Kabupaten dan Kecamatan) di Sulawesi Selatan 
terdaftar di Lampiran A .  
Lampiran B adalah daftar pustaka tentang seluruh Sulawesi yang disaj ikan di 
sini untuk dipergunakan seperlunya . 
Lampiran C merupakan daftar keterangan mengenai perolehan daftar-daftar kata , 
termasuk nama dialek , tempat pengambilan daftar kata , nama penutur utama yang 
memberikan kata-kata , dll . 
------- --------------------------------------------------------
viii 
Lampiran D menyaj ikan klasifikasi bahasa di Sulawesi Selatan dalam bentuk lain 
daripada Figure 5 .  
Lampiran E adalah daftar kata dari 39 dialek yang dipakai sebagai dasar karya 
ini . Penj elasan ten tang simbol-simbol khusus diberikan di sini .  
CATATAN 
lorang awam seringkali berpendapat bahwa bila hanya sejumlah kecil orang 
memakai suatu bahasa ,  maka bahasa tersebut tak dapat disebutkan ' bahasa ' ,  
tetapi ' dialek ' saj a .  Namun demikian , para ahli bahasa tidak membedakan 
antara bahasa dan dialek berdasarkan j umlah pemakai bahasa ,  tetapi berdasarkan 
faktor-faktor lain , misalnya , persentasi kesamaan kosa kata , kesamaan sistem 
bunyi , kesamaan struktur , faktor pengertian , faktor-faktor sosial , dsb . 
Pada umumnya, bila ada saling pengertian , dua dialek termasuk satu bahasai 
bila tidak ada pengertian , dianggap berbeda bahasa .  (Pengertian di sini 
berarti pengertian antara dua orang yang belum pernah mendengar bahasa lain 
itu . ) 
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CHAPTER 1 
I NTRODUCT I ON 
PURPOSE 
This study presents a current overview of the languages and dialects spoken by 
the ethnic groups in the Indonesian province of South Sulawesi . The province 
of South Sulawesi encompasses the entire south-west peninsula of the K-shaped 
island of Sulawesi , formerly called the Celebes ( see Map 1 ) . Brief demographic  
information on these ethnic groups is also presented including maps , population 
estimates and descriptions of local geography.  
The languages in this study are tentatively classified based on the similarity 
of their vocabularies . To determine lexical similarity a 202 item word list 
was collected from 39 speech communities scattered throughout South Sulawesi . 
We hope that this overview of the languages of South Sulawesi  wil l  lead to 
further linguistic research of both a descriptive and comparative nature . 
Scholars investigating the phenomenon of linguistic chaining will find the 
Sulawesi  situation intriguing . 
SCOPE 
The data for this study were collected by two linguists over a span of four 
months beginning in mid-November 1982 under a cooperative agreement between 
Hasanuddin university and the Summer Institute of Linguistics and in consulta­
tion with the Lembaga Penelitian Bahasa in Uj ung Pandang , a branch of the 
National Language Research Institute . Working on the premise that the most 
reliable data for our purposes should be gathered ' on-site ' in the actual 
language areas , within the province we covered 2 000 kilometres by automobile 
and 6000 kilometres by motor cycle , walked six days in the mountains , took 
several boat rides , paid 54 visits to various government offices and elicited 
39 word lists . 
Geographically, this study encompasses the entire province of South Sulawesi , 
almost 63 , 000 square kilometres in size . The large area to be covered in the 
time given made word list elicitation the most productive means of data 
collection . Recognising that languages and dialects do not follow the bound­
aries of administrative units , the data were also considered in light of 
linguistic information available about adj acent provinces . We have posited our 
classification of South Sulawesi  languages with the larger context of Sulawesi 
in mind . However , our primary data are limited to South Sulawesi . 
A comparison of South Sulawesi  languages and dialects was made with Indonesian , 
the national language , primarily for interest ' s  sake . I t  is not , however ,  
within the linguistic scope o f  this study to discuss other languages spoken in 
South Sulawesi which are not native to the province . Prominent among the non­
South Sulawesi languages spoken are Javanese , Balinese , and various Chinese 
languages .  1 
1 
Grimes, C.E. and Grimes, B.D. Languages of South Sulawesi. 
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A bri ef overview of previous studies of South Sulawesi languages is  given below . 
Chapter 2 describes the procedures used in the study . The language classifica­
tion is pres ented in Chapter 3 along with language maps and brief non-linguistic 
information pertinent to each ethnic group . After the summary in Chapter 4 an 
assortment of additional information is offered in the appendices , including 
the comparative word lists in Appendix E .  
PREV I OUS STUDI ES 
Previous studies which have contributed to the classification of South Sulawesi 
languages are described bri efly here. We refer to thes e  sources in greater 
detail wher e  they contribute to the discussion of the classification of specific 
languages and language groupings in Chapter 3 .  
Adr i a n i  and Kruyt 
Attempts at grouping and classifying the languages and ethnic groups of Sulawesi 
have greatly benefited from the early works of N .  Adriani and A . C .  Kruyt , 
missionary-anthropologists who surveyed large parts of Sulawesi and Halmahera 
in the beginning years of this century . They were among the first to propos e  
larger groupings for the languages o f  Sulawesi . Their ethnographic and 
linguistic investigations of certain groups throughout Central Sulawesi and 
northern South Sulawesi have been the foundation for later studi es of the area . 
Van der Veen 
Another early contributor to our knowledge of the languages and ethnic groups 
of South Sulawesi was H .  van der Veen who began work as a missionary-linguist 
among the Toraja-Sa ' dan in northern South Sulawesi in the 1920s . Over the next 
several decades he made significant contributions of linguistic and ethnographic 
data from the Toraj a-Sa ' dan and surrounding ethnic groups , including classifica­
tion of several of these languages and dialects . He also translated the Bible 
into Toraj a-Sa ' dan and produced a Toraj a-Dutch dictionary which has been trans­
lated recently into Indonesian . 
E s s er 
S . J .  Ess er ,  working as a language officer for the Dutch colonial government in 
the area of Central Sulawes i ,  made trips around the island of Sulawesi writing 
down many of his obs ervations and descriptions of the languages . In 1938 he 
mapped out eight groupings of languages in Sulawesi in a brief article in Atlas 
van tropisch Nederland: 
ESSER ' S  SULAWESI LANGUAGE GROUPS 
1 .  Philippine Group (Minahasal 5 .  Loinang Group 
2 .  Gorontalo Group 6 .  Bungku-Laki Group 
3 .  Tomini Group 7 .  South Celebes Group 
4 .  Toraj a  Group 8 .  Muna-Butung Group 
4 
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Four of Ess er ' s  groups are pertinent to languages of South Sulawesi : Toraj a 
Group (our Kaili-Pamona Fami ly of the Central Sulawesi S tock) , Bungku-Laki 
Group (our Bungku-Mori Family of the Central Sulawesi S tock) , South Celebes 
Group (our South Sulawesi S tock ) , and Muna-Butung Group (our Muna-Buton S tock ) . 
The great majori ty of languages in South Sulawesi fall wi thin Esser ' s  South 
Celebes Group which he subdivided as follows : 
ESSER ' S  SOUTH CELEBES GROUP 
l .  Makassares e 
2 .  Bugines e 
3 .  Luwu ' group 
4 .  Sa ' dan 
5 .  Pitu-Ulunna-Salo 
6 .  Mandar dialec ts 
7 .  Seko 
Sal zner 
R. Sal zner's 1960 Sprachena tlas des Indopa zi fi schen Rau mes (Language atlas of 
the Indo-Pacific region) lists the following groups under South-wes t Indonesian: 
AUSTRONESIAN 
---
Wes t Indonesian 
South-wes t Indonesian 
1 .  Sumatra Group 
2 .  Java Group 
3 .  Borneo Group 
4 .  Bali-Sasak Group 
5 .  Gorontalo Group 
6 .  Tomini Group 
7 .  Toraj a Group 
8 .  Loinang Group 
9 .  Banggai 
10 . Bungku-Mori Group 
North-wes t  Indonesian 
Formosa , Philippines 
Minahasa 
1 1 .  South Celebes Group 
12 . Muna-Butung Group 
13 . Bima-Sumba Group 
For South Sulawesi languages Sal zner ' s  groups correspond with Esser ' s ,  i . e. 
Toraja  Group , Bungku-Mori Group , South Celebes Group , and Muna-Butung Group 
( s ee Map 2 ) . 
6 
The larger divisions of Salzner ' s  South Celebes Group are : 
SALZNER ' S  S OUTH CELEBES GROUP 
1 .  Makassar-Bugi 
a .  Makassar 
b .  Bugi 
c .  wotu 
d .  Toala 
2 .  Sadan (g) 
a.  Sadan 
b .  Mas enrempulu 
c .  Pitu Uluna Salu 
3 .  Mandar 
a.  Mandar 
b .  Mamuju 
4.  S eko 
Neither Salzner nor Esser attempted to show the degree of relationship between 
their groups and languages or explain on what basis these groupings were made. 
Below the group level Salzner ' s  subdivisions are quite divergent from our 
results . 
Peta ba hasa S u l awes i S e l a tan ( L i ngu i s tic a tl as  of South S u l awesi) 
In 1974 the National Language Institute in Ujung Pandang published a Linguistic 
atlas of South Sulawesi (hereafter Peta bahasa) . This is a detai led source of 
information on the location of languages and dialects , but does not indicate 
relationships between the languages at higher levels . 
Mi l l  s 
R .  Mills ' 1975 two-volume dissertation from the University of Michigan , ' Proto 
South Sulawesi and Proto Austronesian phonology ' and ' Additional addendum ' 
(1981)  are recent explorations of historical linguistics into the languages of 
South Sulawesi . Mills gathered some of his own data and relied heavily on 
existing literature. He describes brief phonologies of the larger South 
Sulawesi languages and examines the morphology of several of them in the process 
of reconstructing Proto South Sulawesi . Scattered throughout his analysis are 
mentions of transitional dialects and conflicting reports in the literature 
which all hint at the extensive chaining patterns we found throughout South 
Sulawesi . 
Barr, Barr and Sal ombe 
Languages of Central Sulawesi ( 1979 )  by Barr and Barr in consultation with 
C .  Salombe of Hasanuddin University includes language classification , language 
maps , and Swadesh lOO-word lists of the languages of the province of Central 
Sulawesi . Because of the geographic and linguistic proximity , this source was 
especially relevant for comparing and classifying languages in the northern 
part of South Sulawesi . From their data , Barr , Barr and Salombe form a Central 
Sulawesi Group which combines Salzner ' s  Tomini , Toraj a ,  Bungku-Mori ,  and 
Loinang Groups . 
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S i r k  
U. Sirk , i n  ' The South Sulawesi Group and neighboring languages ' ( 1981) , 
reviews the history of the classification and s tudy of the languages of South 
Sulawesi , beginning from notes by Matthes in 1875 on the similari ti es between 
Makassar and Bugis up through Mills ' 1975 work . He examines the classification 
of the South Sulawesi Group and follows o thers in including Makassar , Bugis , 
Mandar , Sa ' dan and S eko within a single group . 
Sneddon 
As part of the Wurm and Hattori Language a tl a s ,  J . N .  Sneddon compiled a map of 
the languages of Sulawesi . For the ' Southern part of Celebes (Sulawesi ) '  he 
primarily follows Mills and the Peta bahasa . Sneddon ' s  map is visually the 
mos t  helpful of all the language maps we found of the area , showing the 
linguistic  taxonomy as well as the language and dialect boundaries .  
S ubsequ ent i nforma t i on 
We have benefited in revisions of this work by follow-up surveys carried out by 
our colleagues in the cooperative program between Hasanuddin University and the 
S ummer Ins titute of Linguis tics since the time that our own field work in 
Sulawesi was completed .  These subs equent surveys focused on areas that we wer e  
only able to touch o n  generally . 
Timothy and Barbara Friberg surveyed the Bugis-speaking areas during April -
S eptember 1984 . They took 90 word lists , examined l exical similarity , and 
mapped lexical and phonetic isoglosses .  A s ummary of their results has been 
published in ' Geografi dialek bahasa Bugis ' ( Dialec t  mapping of Bugis )  ( 1985 ) . 
An expanded descrip tion of their s tudy in English is in preparation . 
Thomas and Kathy Laskowske surveyed the S eko area in October and November of 
1984 . Their findings ( in preparation ) are very helpful , particularly in 
clarifying the relationship of Panasuan and Bana to the surrounding languages . 
CHAPTER 2 
PROCEDURES 
OVERV I EW 
Considering the geographic size and linguistic diversity of the survey area , 
comparing vocabulary between different speech communities was the most produc­
tive approach for our purpos es of establishing a synopsis of the languages of 
South Sulawes i .  Other methods which have been us ed for language surveys , such 
as phonostatistics , dialect intelligibility testing and sociolinguistic surveys 
were seen as appropriate for a limited geographical area and a less diverse 
linguistic situation . 
The word list , the process of data collection , and the method of analysis are 
described below together with a discussion of lexicostatistical patterns found 
in our data and the framework us ed for classifying the languages studied .  
WORD L I ST 
The word list us ed for this study includes all of the standard Swadesh lOO-word 
list and much of the Swadesh 2 00-word list . These standard lists were supple­
mented by additions of  our own which were relevant to South Sulawesi . 
Of the items on the Swadesh 100-word list ,  three were eliminated. The English 
word seed manif ests itself in the language of elicitation , Indonesian ,  
various ly as b i b i t, b i j i or ben i h .  Att empts to elicit any one of these terms 
resulted in confusion , probably reflecting the unclear semantic domains of the 
term in both Indonesian and in the languages elicited .  Ja n t ung heart also 
received widespread hesitation and confusion and was deleted as unreliable. 
Bu l u  b u rung feather is polymorphemic in Indonesian and in many of the languages 
elicited .  Since both morphemes were also elicited separately as b ulu body hair 
and b u rung bird, the Swadesh item ' feather ' was eliminated from the list . 
One item from the Swadesh 100-word list was changed . Bark kul i t  kayu was 
changed to wood kayu because ku l i t  skin was elicited elsewhere. 
The revised list contained 202 items which were used for lexical comparisons 
( s ee Appendix E) . 
DATA COL L ECTION 
Thirty-nine 202-item word lists were collected throughout South Sulawesi . 
Almost all were collected in or very near the geographic area of the language 
or dialect being studied (see Appendix C) . 
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Before elicitation of a word list , each informant was screened to be sure that 
they were a native speaker and the offspring of native speakers of the language 
in question . 2 The maj ority of word lists were elicited with more than one 
native speaker . The language of elicitation was Indonesian ,  the national 
language. All word lists were recorded phonetically by two linguists , Charles 
Grimes and Francis B .  Dawson . 
Where we were unable to gather first-hand language data we sought information 
from government officials and others near the area where a language or dialect 
was reported to be spoken to confirm or modify information from other sources . 
The Peta bahasa was the most complete written source of language and dialect 
names in the province. S everal prominent linguists in Ujung Pandang also 
contributed freely of their knowledge and experience in South Sulawesi . 
The Swadesh lOO-word lists from Central Sulawesi pres ented in Barr , Barr and 
Salombe ( 1979 )  were a source of secondary data along with a few additional 
unpublished Swadesh lOO-word lists from South-east Sulawesi ( Sulawesi Tenggara) 
provided by C .  Salombe of Hasanuddin University . These data were not included in 
our core analysis of South Sulawesi languages , but were used as supplementary 
material in the classification of specific languages located near the provincial 
borders . When these sources are us ed it is noted in the text . 
DATA ANALYS I S  
In the analysis o f  the word lists , the inspection method (Gudschinsky 1956 , 
A .  Sanders 19 7 7 )  was used to determine the percentage of similar words between 
two speech communities . using the inspection method , words from differ ent 
speech communiti es which are phonetically similar with identical or similar 
meanings are considered lexically similar . In contrast ,  the comparative method 
establishes the genetic relationship between forms of speech . Only after the 
genetic relationship has been established and one can show that two forms 
follow regular changes , can those two forms be considered of similar origin , 
or ' cognate' . 
Both the inspection method and the comparative method allow the researcher to 
quantify the degree of similarity between two speech communities . This  process 
of quantifying lexical similarity is called l exicosta tistics . The degree of 
similarity is often expressed as a percentage figure. A fundamental perspective 
on the nature of lexicostatistics is given by G .  Simons : 
Lexicostatistics is j ust what its name states - [word] 
statistics . As a statistical method it involves 
probability and prediction . When a linguist says that 
two languages are 7 5 %  cognate, he is really saying 
that the true percentage of cognates lies somewhere 
within a range defined by a statistical distribution 
centered on 75%.  Stated in another way , it is probable 
that the true percentage of cognates is not significantly 
different from 75% ,  the observed percentage of cognates 
( 19 7 7 c :  7 5 )  . 
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L E X I COSTAT I S T I CAL PATTERNS 
Throughout our lexicos tatistic matrix ( s ee Figure 6 ) , several types of patterns 
emerge which are isolated below for the purposes of definition and illustration . 
The quotes and figures are from Simons ( 19 7 7b) . 
Divergence 
Divergence is ' the process by which two varieties of speech become less alike'  
(p . l07) . Divergence within a matrix is ' recogni zed by a block of adj acent 
lower and equal values ( a  diagnostic block) ' (p . 122 ) . A tree diagram and 
matrix of cognate percentages showing divergence between dialec ts A ,  B and C 
are shown . 
A 
I :: I :0 I c 
Succes s i ve d i vergence 
Fi gure 1: 
A � : ··8l% / /\. . . 90% 
A B C 
DI VERGENCE 
Successive divergence, a type of divergence ' in which one group at a time splits 
from the o thers , is [shown by] a whole column (or row) of adj acent cells filled 
by equal and low cognate percentages ' (p . llO) . Successive divergence for five 
speech groups is illus trated in the matrix and tree diagram below . 
A 
. . . . . . . . • . .  67% -
67 B 
67 73 C • • • • • •  81% 
67 73 81 
. . . .  9 0 %  
D 
67 7 3  81 90 I E A B c D E 
F i gure 2 :  SUCCESS I V E  DIVERGENCE 
In our data the pattern of successive divergence is illus trated between the 
Makassar Subfamily , the Bugis Family , and Mandar ( see Figures 7 and 8) . 
S porad i c  convergence 
The pattern of convergence can occur in isolated cas es and is ' recogni zed by a 
value which is abnormally high in the mids t of lower values ' (p . 12 2 ) . This 
pattern is marked in our matrices by a broken circle around the cognate 
percentage showing sporadic convergence, 
as in I (f,7'; I . .... .. / 
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This type of relationship is s een in several places in our data , such as in 
Figure 7 between Bugis and Pattae' . I t  is not surprising that the high degree 
of contact between Bugis and Pattae' speakers manifes ts itself as sporadic 
convergence in the matrix .  Such cases of sporadic convergence had to be 
identified to recognise the underlying patterns of divergence or chaining . 
C h a i ning 
A chaining relationship among dialec ts , languages , subfamilies , or members at 
any l evel of the linguis tic  taxonomy reflects a complex interrelationship of 
divergence. The following diagram illus trates the geography of a simple 
chaining pattern : 
A <----> B <----> C <----> D <----> E 
Figure 3: S I MPLE CHA I N I NG RELAT I ONS H I P  
Simons describes the pattern o f  language chaining : 
The chaining pattern results in the following 
lexicostatistic relationships . A speech group will 
show i ts highes t  cognate percentages with its neighbours 
which are adj acent in the chain . As groups get further 
and further apart along the chain , the lexicostatistic 
relation between them gets lower and lower . When the 
l exicostatistic relations of a chain are represented in 
a matrix in which adj acent speech groups in the chain 
are placed in adj acent rows and columns of the matrix ,  
the pattern which emerges i s  as follows . The highes t 
lexicostatistic relations will occur on the diagonal and 
the lowest relations will occur in the corner . As one 
proceeds from the corner to the diagonal , the matrix 
values get successively larger (p . 116) . 
The matrix and tree diagram of a chaining pattern are shown : 
A 
90 B 
81 90 C 
7 3  81 90 D 
67 7 3  81 90 E A B 
F i g ure 4: CHA I N I NG 
C 
• • • • • • • • • • • •  67% 
• • • • • • • • •  73% 
• • • • • • •  81% 
• • • •  9 0 %  
D E 
Chaining is illustrated many times in our data at all levels of the taxonomy . 
A clear example of this phenomenon is illustrated by the Mandar dialec ts ( see 
Figure 12 ) . An exa�ple of chaining at a higher level can be s een among the 
members of the Northern South Sulawesi Family ( s ee Figures 7 and 8) . 
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Di a grams 
We present various diagrams as visual illustrations of the relationships in 
our matrices .  The tree diagrams are intended to show the current relationships 
of the speech communities according to our data. In our tree diagrams , solid 
lines are significant at both their end points and their intersections , whereas 
dotted lines are significant onl y at their end points ( s ee Figure 14) . 
In certain instances we have adapted the idea of a language contour map from 
J .  Grimes ( 1974)  to highlight significant relationships in a group of speech 
communities . For an example of this type of representation see Figure 1 1 .  
I n  representing the relationships between groupings o f  speech communities , to 
illustrate relationships at higher levels , we have, in some instances , a veraged 
the relationships of all the speech communities of one group with all the speech 
communities of another group , creating a reduced matrix . For example, in the 
reduced matrix of Figure 7 ,  all the dialects of Mandar average 69% lexical 
similarity with al l the dialects of Mamuju.  
C LASS I F I CAT ION 
In a s ense, any attempt at determining percentage boundari es for taxonomic 
levels is arbitrary . On the other hand , when working with large amounts of 
data , 3 some patterns and groupings become self-evident , thus providing indi­
cators of a range for taxanomic levels . 4 For example, in our data , Makassar , 
Konj o and Selayar naturally group together with each other and separately from 
everything else  ( s ee Figure 6) . More substantially , such a priori groupings 
also happen to show statistically significant internal cohesion and external 
distinction from other speech communiti es or groupings ( s ee Simons 1977c) . 
Another example of a group showing internal and external statistical signifi­
cance is the Northern South Sulawesi Family . 
Listed below are the classificatory terms we us e and their corresponding ranges 
of l exical similarity ( adapted from Smith 1984 ) . We consider no range limits to 
be absolute and all taxonomic levels to be relative to each other . 5 
1 .  Phyl um : percentages of shared lexical similarity falling 
between 0-15% show members of different phyla. In this 
study , no percentages fall into this range,  showing all 
speech communities studied to fall within a single phylum , 
that is , the Austronesian Phylum . 
2 .  Superstock : percentages of lexical similarity falling 
within the range of 15-25% show members of different 
superstocks within a single phylum. Our data show all 
speech communiti es in this study to be of the same 
superstock , that is , the West Austronesian Superstock 
(also known as Western Malayo-Polynesian , following 
Blust 197 7 )  . 
3 .  Stock : percentages of shared lexical similarity falling 
between 25-45% show different stocks of the same superstock . 
Most of the speech communities in this study fall within 
the South Sulawesi Stock . 
4 .  Famil y :  45-60% indicates different families of the same 
stock . 
5 .  Subfa mi l y :  60-75% indicates different subfamilies o f  the 
same family . 
6 .  Language: percentages o f  shared lexical similarity falling 
between 75-80% indicate different languages of a subfamily .  
Although it i s  assumed that speech communities in this range 
are approaching the threshold of intelligibility , it is 
nevertheless recognised that no blanket statements can be 
made regarding intelligibility due to additional factors 
mentioned below which are beyond the scope of this study. 
Further studi es using dialect intelligibility testing methods 
and sociolinguistic surveys are needed to define more clearly 
the relationships of speech communities falling in this range. 
7 .  Dialect : shared lexical similarity above 80% indicates dialects 
of a common language. Although this range indicates that the 
two speech communiti es are probabl y above the threshold of 
intelligibility ,  further study is  needed to determine the 
true picture by taking into account extra- linguistic factors 
such as language contact and social attitudes and linguistic 
factors such as differing affixation , syntax or s emantic 
domains . The pres ence of such features makes the issue of 
intelligibility much more complex than would their absence. 
Distinctions finer than dialect are not made in this study . 
C l a s s i fi ca t i on where c ha i n i ng occurs 
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The presence of clear patterns of chaining among dialects , languages and other 
groupings in South Sulawesi makes any attempt to classify them rather difficul t .  
I n  reference t o  such difficulties Simons points out : 
In the chaining pattern it is  impossible to posit a 
classification or subgrouping of the speech groups on the 
basis of lexicostatistic data alone (McElhanon 197 1 : 136-140 ) . 
The problem of historical interpretation for the basic 
convergence pattern . • •  is compounded many times over in the 
chaining pattern . Lamb ( 19 59 : 41ff)  has suggested that no 
classification or subgrouping be attempted in these cases , 
that 'no taxon is to be  recogni zed at the intermediate rank ' . 
Such a method is rarely appli ed ,  however . In positing 
boundaries , many investigators accept the boundaries 
recogni zed by the local inhabitants (McElhanon 19 70 : 2 18 , 
Cook 1966 ) . Others attempt to resolve the indeterminacies 
by looking at phonological or structural data (Wurm 1961 : 2 1 ,  
McElhanon 1970 : 228-229 ) ( 19 7 7b : 116) . 
Recognising these problems , whenever the lexicostatistic information was 
indeterminate we based our classification decisions on how the people them­
s elves perceive their language identity and its relationship to thos e languages 
around it . These problems also suggest why previous attempts at classifying 
many of the languages in South Sulawesi have shown conflicting results . 
When chaining occurs one cannot be limited to the ranges described above. For 
example, each dialect of Pitu-Uluna-Salu (PUS) relates to its adj acent neigh­
bours above the 80% range ( s ee Figure 16) . However , the end links of the 
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dialect chain only show 7 4% lexical similarity with each other . Nevertheless ,  
we consider these all to be dialects of a single PUS language,  or , more des­
criptively , a PUS subfamily-level dialect grouping . 
Cla s s i f i cati on of peri phera l l anguages 
When grouping speech communities , it must be remembered that percentages of 
lexical similarity falling within a certain range indicate different groupings 
at that level . For example, 38% lexical similarity between speech communiti es 
A and B indicates the two are members of different stocks . However , 38% does 
not indicate with which stock or which other speech communities A or B should 
be grouped . For such a decision , percentages within a higher range must be 
found . Thus , if A shows 65% lexical similarity with speech community C, then 
one can posi t ,  all else  being equal , that A and C group within the same stock . 
In South Sulawesi the above concept is significant in determining how to group 
peripheral speech communities which lie outside the South Sulawesi Stock and 
are to be found near the boundaries of the province. In Figure 6 ,  the lower 
percentages at the bottom of the matrix indicate that these speech communities 
do not group within the South Sulawesi Stock . They do not , however , indicate 
which other speech communiti es they do group with , unless a relationship at a 
higher level of lexical similarity can be substantiated . In such instances we 
have supplemented our primary data with additional information from the Central 
Sulawesi and Muna-Buton Stocks. 
CHAPTER 3 
THE LANGUAGES O F  SOUTH SULAWESI  
OVERV I EW 
The languages found in the province of South Sulawesi fall into three stocks : 
the South Sulawesi Stock , the Central Sulawesi Stock , and the Muna-Buton Stock . 
The South Sulawesi Stock encompasses the majority of the languages in the 
province. The Central Sulawesi Stock is repres ented by s everal languages in 
the northern part of the province from the Kaili-Pamona Family and the Bungku­
Mori Family . The Muna-Buton Stock , most commonly associated with languages 
from the southern islands of South-east Sulawes i ,  is repres ented here by 
languages from the southern islands of South Sulawesi and possibly by the wotu 
language. 
Figure 5 presents a ' S ummary list of languages and dialects of South Sulawesi ' .  
This is  followed by Figure 6 ,  a table of ' Lexical similarity of South Sulawesi 
languages ' bas ed on the 39 word lists . This table forms the basis for the 
classification decisions made in this study . After Map 3 ,  ' Languages of South 
Sulawesi ' ,  a key is given to the presentation of language information and 
classification which follows . 
I . STOCK LEVEL NAME 
KEY 
A .  FAMILY LEVEL NAME (may consist o f  only one member) 
AA. SUBFAMILY LEVEL NAME 
1 .  Language Name 
a .  Dialect Name ( alternate names in 
parenthes es ) . 
*b . Asterisk indicates word list included 
in Appendix E .  
c .  DIALECT NAME IN CAPS INDICATES PRESTIGE 
OR DOMINANT DIALECT . 
1. S OUTH SULAWESI STOCK 
A .  MAKASSAR SUBFAMILY ( Language Chain ) 
1 .  Makassar 
a. Maros-Pangkep 
*b . GOWA ( Lakiung) 
c .  Turatea (Jeneponto) 
d .  Bantaeng (Bonthain) 
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Figure 5 continued . . .  
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continued . . .  
B .  
2 .  Konj o  
a.  Konjo Pegunungan ' Highland Konj o '  
*b. Konjo Pesisir ' Coastal Konj o '  
c .  Tana Towa (Kaj ang) 
* 3 .  Selayar 
BUGIS FAMILY 
l .  Bugis 
*a.  Luwu 
b .  Wajo 
* c .  BONE (Palakka) 
d .  S OPPENG 
e. Enna ' (Sinjai , Bulukumba) 
f .  Sidrap ( Sidenrang , Rappang) 
g .  Barru (Pare-Pare) 
h.  Sawitto 
i .  Pangkep (Pangkaj ene) 
j .  C arnba 
k.  Pasangkayu (Ugi-Riawa) 
* 2 .  Cam,Ealagian (Tallumpanuae) 
C .  NORTHERN S OUTH SULAWESI FAMILY 
1 .  Mandar (Dialect Chain) 
* a .  Maj ene 
*b.  BALANIPA (Napo-Tin arnbung) 
* c .  Pamboang 
*d.  Sendana (Cenrana) 
e. Awo ' Sumakuyu 
* f .  Malunda 
2 .  Mamuju (Dialect Chain) 
* a .  Tappalang 
*b . Botteng 
* c .  Sumare 
d .  Rangas 
* e. MAMUJU 
* f .  Padang 
*g.  Sinyonyoi 
h .  Sondoang 
i .  Budong-Budong 
3 .  Pitu Uluna Salu/PUS (Dialect 
*a.  Aralle-Tabulahan 
*b . Mambi 
* c .  Rantebulahan 
*d.  Bambang 
* e. Mehala ' an 
f .  Tapango 
g .  Ulunda 
Chain) 
Figure 5 continued . . .  
I I . 
c ontinued . . .  
4 .  Pattae' 
* a .  BINUANG 
b .  Paku 
c. Batetanga 
d .  Anteapi 
CA . TORAJA-SA ' DAN SUBFAMILY ( Language Chain) 
* 5 .  Ka1umpang (Makki) 
* 6 .  Mamas a 
7 .  Rongkong 
*a .  Rongkong Atas ' Upper Rongkong ' 
*b . Rongkong Bawah ' Lower Rongkong ' 
8 .  Toraj a-Sa ' dan (Toraj a) 
*a. Maka1e (Ta11u1ernbangna) 
b .  RANTEPAO (Kesu ' )  
c. Toraj a Barat ' West Toraj a '  (Mappa-Pana) 
9 .  Toa1a ' 
a:-Toa1a ' 
*b . Pa1i1i ' 
CB . MASENREMPULU SUBFAMILY 
10 .  Masenrempu1u 
a .  Maiwa 
*b . Enrekang 
c. DURI ( Cakke, Ka1osi) 
11 . Pattinjo ( Endekan Barat) 
a .  Letta 
b .  Batu1appa 
c. Kassa 
D .  SEKO FAMILY 
* 1 .  S eko Tengah (Pewanean) 
2 .  S eko Padang (Wono) 
E .  
3 .  Panasuan 
LEMOLANG 
* l .  Lemo1ang 
CENTRAL SULAWESI 
A. KAILI-PAMONA 
* l .  TOEoi yo 
2 .  Benggaulu 
3 .  Bada 
STOCK 
FAMILY 
Figure 5 c ontinued . . .  
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continued . . .  
4 .  Bana ( Uma , Pipikoro) 
* 5 .  Rampi (Leboni) 
6. Pamona (Bare ' e ) 
*a.  Tomoni 
b .  Other dialects in Central Sulawesi 
AA .  KAILI SUBFAMILY 
7 .  Kaili 
a .  Ledo 
b .  Bunggu 
c .  Other dialects in Central Sulawesi 
8 .  Baras 
*9 . Sarudu 
B .  BUNGKU-MORI FAMILY ( BUNGKU-LAKI ) 
* 1 .  Padoe ( South Mori )  
I I I . MUNA-BUTON STOCK 
1 .  Laiyolo 
a. Laiyolo 
*b . Barang-Barang 
2 .  Bonerate 
a .  Bonerate 
b .  Karompa 
3 .  Kalaotoa 
* 4 .  Wotu 
IV. UNCLASSIFIED ( Insufficient information to group with 
stocks I-III . )  
1 .  Bajau 
F i gure 5 :  SUMMARY L I ST OF LANGUAGES 
AND D I ALECTS OF SOUTH SULAWES I 
For an alternative presentation of this same class ification see Appendix D .  
Bl r-________ �----------------------� MAK 42 MAK Makassar 
KNJ 38 76 KNJ Sub-Family 
SEL 36 69 81 SEL 
BBN 39 38 49 45  
BLW 38 39 48 48 
CAM 39 38 46 43  
BAL 42 38 46 49 48 48 BAL 
MAJ 41 41 46 46 48 51 61 95 MAJ 
PBG 40 38 41 45 46 49 61 88 88 PBG Mandar 
SEN 40 34 42 41 46 45 57 82 81 84 SEN 
MAL 42 39 48 46 45 48 52 76 78 82 88 MAL 
MMJ 44 40 48 50 42 46 51 65 70 71 68 75 MMJ 






SUM 42 42 49 51 45 49 52 68 68 69 68 80 85 86 SUM Mamuju SULAWESI 
PDG 42 3 9  47 52 45  51 52 66 65 64 63 76 83 89 87 PDG 
TAP 43 39 52 45 48 48 53 68 69 71 70 82 80 76 87 86 TAP 
BOT 43 39 46 47 47 5 3  56 65 66 66 63 75 71 77 81 81 82 BOT 
A-T 41 3 5  45  43  43  47 49 62 61 6 3  60 64 68 69 65 72 7 3  78  A-T 
FAMILY 
MBI 40 34 40 39 45 47 51 60 57 59 61 62 64 68 65 68 70 7 5  87 MBI 
RAN 40 39 45 46 48 48 54 63 62 59 56 65 65 65 60 68 65 73 80 84 RAN PUS 
BAM 40 38 48 47 45 46 52 61 58 58 55 61 64 64 63 65 63 72 80 83 87 BAM 
MEH 44 41  45 43 46  49 53 61 59 59 61 58 66 61 62 65 6 3  72 74 8 3  88 9 1  MEH 
KAL 40 36 44 45 46 49 49 60 56 56 55 59 55 55 56 58 61 63 64 63 74 7 3  7 3  KAL 
ABBREVIATIONS 
BI - Bahasa Indonesia 









Kon j o  Pesisir 
Se layar 
Bugis ( Bone ) 



















MMS 45 38 44 45 49 52 56 60 56 56 53 56 59 59 59 58 62 66 69 73 79 79 79 78 MMS Toraj a-S a ' dan 
RKA 43 39 45 46 51 56 58 62 59 56 58 63 60 62 60 59 65 66 67 67 76 76 75 78 76 RKA Sub-Family 
RKB 44 4 1  45 46 50 58 55 62 60 60 59 63 58 58 62 61 66 68 66 66 76 76 72 77 76 92 RKB 
SAD 45 46 47 47 46 55 47 56 55 52 57 55 54 55 56 53 57 61 60 65 7 1  74 72 72 78 79 81 SAD 
TLA 44 39 50 49 57 68 57 58 54 54 50 58 53 56 59 59 59 64 61 62 67 68 6 5  64 71 82 84 7 4  TLA 
MSR 32 39 44 45 56 55 5 3  58 56 53 53 55 49 51 53 52 56 56 55 57 60 57 59 58 62 68 66 66 6 5  
PAT 43 41 4 9  4 8  6 6  6 8  67 67  63 6 0  5 8  61 56 55 5 9  6 2  48 66 63 60 70 64 66 65 70 69 7 1  66 7 4  


















Toraj a-Sa ' dan 
(Makale) 
TLA- Toala ' ( Palili ' )  
MSR- Masenrempulu 
( Enrekang) 
PAT- Pattae ' ( Binuang) 




( B arang-Barang) 
TOP- Topoiyo 
SAR- Sarudu 
PMN- Pamona (Tomon i )  
RAM- Rampi 
PDQ- Padoe 
LEM 31 31 34 35 41 49 39 48 48 47 44 48 47 49 48 55 53 54 54 4 5  51 52 48 51 4 3  51 51 45 56 LEM 
WOT 38 33 40 42 42 55 43 44 48 44 44 46 45 42 44 49 44 43 44 42 41 44 39 39 45 52 52 42 57 43 49 43 53 WOT 
LYL 42 40 43 54 3 7  40  41  4 3  42 42 36 46 45 39 46 44 48 43  42 3 8  46 44 42 4 1  43  44 4 7  4 3  46 41  44 40 45 53 LYL 
TOP 3 3  25  3 3  3 3  31 34 38 40 36 3 5  3 1  36 38 37  39 41  37  41  37  34  35 37  36 34  40 41  38 36 4 1  3 1  39 3 5  41  40 40 TOP 
SAR 35 30 37 38 3 3  41 36 41 40 39 3 1  38 39 39 42 42 38 42 42 36 41 41 40 3 8  43 43 44 39 46 3 5  41 40 49 49 48 69 SAR 
PMN 32 2 5  37 3 5  3 5  37 35 38 39 34 30 41 37 36 39 42 42 40 40 37 41 40 39 37 39 45 44 37 45 34 40 36 45 44 50 48 56 PMN 
RAM 29 25 30 30 3 0  3 5  29 34 33 30 32 37 40 37 38 42 37 36 41 39 40 39 37 34 3 7  40 3 7  40 40 3 3  41 3 8  42 36 3 8  34 44 42 RAM 
PDQ 33 28 3 3  34 32 37 34 34 34 30 2 8  35 34 28 37 39 33 35 34 30 37 36 34 34 39 38 40 40 37 32 3 7  34 3 7  37 4 3  38 38 45 36 PDQ 
F i gure 6 :  L E X I CAL S I M I LARITY O F  SOUTH SULAWES I  LANGUAGES 
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KEY TO LANGUAGE I N FORMAT I ON OF SOUTH SULAWES I 
In the presentation of material on the languages of South Sulawesi the following 
format is used : 
LANGUAGE NAME : 
ALTERNATE NAMES : 
CLASSIFICATION : 






The current name most favoured in the 
local area has been used following 
modern Indonesian spe lling . 
Alternate names and alternate spellings 
of the languages as encountered in the 
literature are included. 6 
Fol lowing the stock name and any lower 
leve ls under which a language is 
classified , is a brief discussion of 
past classifications . 
Normally our population figures are 
based on government reports from the 
Kabupaten and Kecamatan levels . Where 
such reports were unavailable for a 
particular ethnic group the figure 
given reflects an estimate by people 
in the local area taking into account 
number of villages , approximate 
population per village and the existence 
of other ethnic groups in the area . In 
such cases the estimated figure given 
is marked (e stimate) . Where the figures 
are taken from other written sources , it 
is noted . 
The general location where the language 
is spoken can be cons idered highly 
accurate whi le boundaries are approxi­
mate . References to maps are included . 
The dominant religion of the ethnic 
group is given . In South Sulawesi this 
includes Islam, Christianity , traditional 
beliefs , or a mixture of these . 
A brief description is given of the 
area ' s  geography and the general 
livelihood of each ethnic group . 
The dialects of a language are listed 
when applicable . The location and any 
dis tinguishing traits are included . 
I .  SOUTH SULAWES I STOCK 
The existence of a high level grouping of South Sulawesi languages has been 
recognised by scholars ever since B . F .  Matthes 7 noted similarities between 
Makassar and Bugis in 1875 ( Sirk 19 8 1 : 29 ) . We have chosen to call this the 
South Sulawesi Stock on the basis of the range of shared lexical similarity 
between the languages ,  that i s , above 45% . 
2 3  
Our analysis shows the South Sulawesi Stock to have five divisions : the 
Makassar Family-level Subfami ly , the Bugis Family , the Northern South Sulawesi 
Family , the Seko Family and the Lemolang Family-level I solate . These sub­
divisions are shown in the fol lowing reduced matrix . In this matrix the 
average shared percentages of lexical s imilarity from each subdivision within 
the stock has been taken from the comprehensive matrix of Figure 6 .  For 
example , 45% represents the average shared lexical similarity between all 




MAN 4 3  
MMJ 46 
PUS 42 
TOR 4 4  
PAT 46 
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F i gure 7 :  SOUTH S U LAW ES I  STOCK ( REDUCED MATRI X )  
The tree diagram below is a summary representation of relationships among 
languages in the South Sulawesi Stock . 
In addition to our own study of the South Sulawesi Stock , Mills includes 
lexicostatistical information which supports his historical comparative study 
of Proto South Sulawes i  ( 19 7 5 : 49 1 ) . His lexicostatistical percentages reveal 
patterns parallel to ours within the South Sulawesi Stock . s 
50% • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
60% • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
70% • • • • • • • • •  






















F i gure 8 :  SOUTH SULAWES I STOCK 
PATTAE I SEKO LEMOLANG 
Language Family Language 
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A. MAKASSAR SUB FAM I LY 
The Ma kassar Su bfami l y  wi th i n  the South S u l awe s i  Stock 
The Makassar Subfami ly is the most divergent member of the South Sulawesi Stock . 
The average percentage of lexical similarity between this subfamily and the 
rest of the South Sulawesi Stock is only 43% . At first glance this may bring 
into question the validity of including it within the Stock . However ,  recog­
nising the marginality , we nevertheless feel the Makassar Subfamily belongs 
within the South Sulawesi Stock . The Gowa dialect of Makassar consistently 
relates to the rest of the Stock 5-10 percentage points lower than Konjo or 
Selayar , causing the average lexical similarity of the three languages with the 
rest of the Stock to drop to 43% . As this subfamily consists of a chain of 
languages ,  it would be wrong to include Konjo and Selayar in the South Sulawes i  
Stock while excluding the Gowa dialect. 
The linguistic diversity of the Makassar Subfamily seems to have been recog­
nised to a degree by E sser who listed Makassar separately from Bugis and other 
languages in his South Celebes Group . Salzner , on the other hand , combines 
Bugis and Makassar ,  creating a ' Makassar-Bugi ' Subgroup in his classification 
of the South Celebes Group , although his reason for doing so is unclear . Our 
data show , however , that Makassar and Bugis should not be combined at this 
level . 
The divergence of Makassar is also strongly supported by Mi lls who says : 
The lexicostatistical percentages . . .  conclusively show 
Makassar as quite distinct from all the others . Grammatical 
data also support this--viz . the pronoun system , verbal 
pre fixes . . . .  We can therefore say with some assurance 
that Makassar apparently was the first to break off from the 
[South Sulawesi]  proto-language , perhaps well before any 
other group ( 19 7 5 : 491) . 
Ma kas sar S ubfami l y  l anguage c ha i n  
The Makassar Subfamily presents a classic example of chaining from Kabupaten 
Pangkep in the north to Kabupaten Selayar in the south . Our data , presented 
below , encompass the Gowa dialect of Makassar , Kon j o  and Selayar . 
MAK . . . . . . .  70% 
G� B SEL 
• • . . .  80% 
MAK KNJ SEL 
F i gu re 9: MAKASSAR SUBFAM I LY 
The evidence of chaining is further supported by word lists presented in Kaseng 
( 19 7 8 )  which include data from Gowa , Turatea , Bantaeng ,  Konj o  and Se layar . We 
have calculated percentages of lexical s imilarity from his data and present 





7 7  86 BNT 
70 78 81 KON 
70 73 7 1  78 1 SEL 
F i gure 1 0 :  KAS ENG ' S  MAKASSAR DATA 
These chaining relationships are highlighted in the contour map be low : 
MA KASSAR S U B F AM I LY CHA I N  
__ - 86 ----
F i  gure 1 1  
To posit language boundaries within the Makassar Subfamily at this point can 
only be tentative . Further testing needs to be done to measure intelligibility 
within the subfamily . As expected within a chain , Selayar speakers having 
minimal contact with Makassar report non-intelligibility . On the basis of our 
data and in conjunction with the data from Kaseng and the oral reports of 
intelligibi lity , we have tentatively posited three languages within the Makassar 
Subfami ly :  Makassar with four dialects , Konj o  with three dialects , and Selayar . 
1 .  LANGUAGE NAME : 
ALTERNATE NAMES : 
CLASSIFICATION : 
NUMBER SPEAKERS : 
LOCATION : 
MAKASSAR 
Mengkasara , Mangas ara , Goa , Tena , Taena , 
Makassarese ,  Makassaarsche , Macassar 
South Sulawesi Stock , Makassar Subfamily 
1 , 500 , 000 
Speakers of Makassar inhabit the south­
west corner of the peninsula , encompassing 
most of Kabupatens Pangkep , Maros , Gowa , 
Bulukumba , Jeneponto , Takalar , and 





2 . LANGUAGE NAME : 




Along the coastal plain , fishing , wet rice 
farming , and salt harvesting is carried out . 
There is also some dry field farming of corn , 
cassava and vegetables in the surrounding 
foothills . 
The city of Uj ung Pandang ( formerly called 
Makassar) is a microcosm of the diverse ethnic 
nature of South Sulawesi . Within the urban 
setting , Makassar is still the lingua franca 
of the market place . Many persons of Chinese 
descent speak Makassar as their first 
language . 
The variations of Makassar form a dialect 
chain . Typically , lexical similarity ( and 
probably intelligibility) decreases as 
distance within the chain increases ( see 
Figures 10 and 11) . The dialects of Makassar 
are : 
a .  MAROS-PANGKEP :  our informants claim this 
dialect shows distinctions from the Gowa 
dialect . This dialect is spoken in 
Kabupatens Maros and Pangkep where there 
is also overlap with the Bugis dialect of 
Pangkep . 
b .  GOWA ( Goa , Lakiung) is considered to be 
the prestige dialect of Makassar . The 
former seat of the powerful Sultanate of 
Gowa was located in Sungguminas a ,  near 
Ujung Pandang .  The Gowa dialect i s  spoken 
in the western two-thirds of Kabupaten 
Gowa , in Kabupaten Takalar and surrounding 
areas . 
c .  TURATEA (Jeneponto) dialect is spoken in 
Kabupaten Jeneponto . 
d .  BANTAENG ( Bonthain) dialect is spoken in 
Kabupaten Bantaeng . 
Lontara script , the distinctive Bugis-Makassar 
syllabary , is shown in Kaseng ' s  research to 
still be in use today by all ages ( 19 78 : 31 , 47 ,  
61 , 86 ) . We also have observed its use in the 
writing of personal letters and by university 
students . There are extant manuscripts 
written in Lontara describing epics and 
history related to the Sultanate of Gowa . 
KONJO 
Kondj o 
South Sulawesi Stock , Makassar Subfamily 
28 




3 .  LANGUAGE NAME : 
ALTERNATE NAMES : 
CLASSIFICATION : 
Konj o  has been frequently overlooked in the 
literature . Pelenkahu , however , did a study 
of Konj o  ( 19 7 1 )  and grouped it as a dialect 
of Makas sar . On the basis of the percentages 
of lexical similarity described above ( in 
Figures 9 ,  10 and 11) , we have tentatively 
posited Konjo as a separate language from 
both Makassar and Selayar . This is further 
supported by the perceived ethnic perception 
among speakers of Kon j o .  
200 , 000 
Konjo speakers are found in the central 
mountain area and the south-east corner of 
the southern tip of the South Sulawesi penin­
sula. This area includes parts of Kabupatens 
Maros , Gowa , Bone , Sinjai , Bantaeng , and 
Bulukurnba . ( See Maps 3 ,  5 and 6 . )  
I s lam 
Further investigation may reveal a highly 
complex linguistic picture within the Konjo 
speaking area . 
a .  KONJO PEGUNUNGAN ( ' Highland Konj o ' )  is the 
largest dialect . The people live in the 
mountains farming wet rice and growing 
fruit , vegetables ,  and coffee . 
b .  KONJO PESISIR ( ' Coastal Konj o ' )  speakers 
inhabit the coastal areas of Kabupaten 
Bulukurnba working mainly as fishermen and 
boat builders , building wooden sai ling 
vessels of up to 150 tons . 
c .  TANA TOWA ( Kaj ang) is the name given to an 
isolated group reported to speak a dialect 
of Kon j o .  The Tana Towa people resist 
modern ways and contact with outsiders is 
limited . They are said to prefer black 
clothing and practise their traditional 
re ligion and black magic . This group is 
located in the mountains of the north­
eastern part of Kabupaten Bulukurnba . 
SELAYAR 
Si laj ara , Siladj a ,  Salaj ar , Saleier 
South Sulawesi Stock , Makassar Subfamily 
Se layar is often considered a dialect of 
Makassar (Mattulada 19 7 1 ,  Peta bahasa , Mi lls 
1975) . However , being at the opposite end of 
the language chain from Makas sar , lexical 
s imilarity is only 69% . Selayar speakers 
having a high level of contact with Makassar 
29 
frequently report comprehension with Makassar , 
whi le speakers having minimal contact almost 
invariably report no comprehension with 
Makassar .  This suggests that the reported 
comprehension may be due to bilingualism 
rather than to inherent linguistic s imilarity 
between the two languages .  
NUMBER SPEAKERS : 9 0 , 000 
LOCATION : 
RELIGION : 
ENVIRONMENT :  
6' 
Speakers of Selayar are found throughout the 
I s land of Selayar (both along the coastal 
strip and in the mountains ) ,  with some 
speakers also in Bira on the south-eastern 
tip of Kabupaten Bulukumba. ( See Map 6 . ) 
I s lam 
The is land of Se layar is mostly mountainous 
with a narrow coastal strip . Copra is the 
main cash crop . Corn and cassava are culti­
vated for food . 
DIALECTS OF BUGIS 
MA KASSAR A N D  KONJO 
Ma p 6 
--_-'-"-Tana Towa 
6' 
3 0  
B .  B UG I S  FAM I LY 
The Bugis Family consi sts of the Bugis language and the Campalagian language . 
The lexical similarity between Campalagian and the two dialects of Bugis in our 
data is 61% , allowing for them to be placed in the same family .  
1 .  LANGUAGE NAME : 
ALTERNATE NAMES : 
CLASSIFICATION : 





ugi , Bugi , De ' ,  Buginese , Boegineesche , 
Boeginezen 
South Sulawesi Stock , Bugis Family 
The Peta bahasa considers Bugis a single 
language consisting of ten dialects , including 
Campalagian . Sneddon follows the Peta bahasa . 
We deviate from the Peta bahasa by making 
Campalagian a separate language ( see dis­
cussion under Campalagian) , but originally 
fo llowed the Peta bahasa ' s  remaining nine 
dialects for Bugis as we had data from only 
two of those dialects . However , since our 
own field work in South Sulawesi was completed , 
Timothy and Barbara Friberg have published 
' Geografi dialek bahasa Bugis ' ( 1985)  which 
we consider authoritative , and which we 
follow here . The dialects of Bugis need 
further study , in particular , dialect intel­
ligibility testing , to determine more con­
clusively the limits of communication for each 
' dialect ' .  Smith ( 1984 ) found three samples of 
the ' Bugis ' language in Sabah , Malaysia dif­
fering from each other near the 80% shared 
cognate mark . 
2 , 500 , 000+ 
Bugis speakers inhabit the area on the South 
Sulawesi peninsula from three-and-one-half 
degrees south of the equator to five degrees 
south . They also inhabit other areas of South 
Sulawesi marked by coastal swamp such as in 
Kabupaten Bulukumba , parts of Kabupaten Luwu , 
Kecamatan Polewali in Kabupaten Polmas and 
Kecamatan Pasangkayu in Kabupaten Mamuju ( see 
Map 3 ) . Bugis speakers can also be found in 
almost every major town on the is land . Large 
enclaves of Bugis have migrated to other 
provinces of Sulawesi , Kalimantan , Maluku , 
Sumatra , Irian Jaya , and Malaysi a .  
Is lam 
The areas inhabited by the majority of Bugis 
speakers are those best suited for wet rice 
cultivation , being mostly flat lowlands and 
rolling hills . Many of those who have moved 
from the home land are merchants . 
DIALECTS : 
31 
The Peta bahasa lists ten dialects of Bugis : 
LUwu , Waj o ,  Palakka ( Bone ) , Enna ( S inj ai ) , 
Soppeng ,  Sidenrang , Pare-Pare , Sawitto 
(Pinrang) , Tallumpanuae ( Campalagian) and 
Ugi Riawa ( Pasangkayu ) . Sirk ( 19 8 3 )  lists 
s ix tentative dialects of Bugis : Bone , waj o ,  
Soppeng ,  Luwu ' ,  a southern dialect 
encompassing the Sinj ai-Bulukumba area , 
and a north-western dialect covering the 
Sidenrang-Rappang area. Friberg and Friberg ' s  
extensive survey of the Bugis area ( 1985) 
took a multi- faceted look at the Bugis speech 
communities based on lexical similarity of 90 
word lists , in addition to maps of the 
lexical isoglosses as well as the phonetic 
isoglosses .  They identified 11 dialects of 
Bugis , which we follow here . 
a .  LUWU ( Luwu ' ) :  this dialect is spoken in 
Kabupaten Luwu around the maj or towns on 
the coastal flatlands . 
b .  WAJO speakers from Kabupaten Waj o are 
renowned as seafarers . 
c .  BONE ( Palakka) is considered a prestige 
dialect . Palakka in Kabupaten Bone was 
the seat of a sultanate which had wide­
spread inf luence . 
d .  SOPPENG dialect is spoken in Kabupaten 
Soppeng and neighbouring Kabupatens ,  and 
also around the town of Polewali in 
Kabupaten Polmas . Soppeng is also con­
s idered a prestige dialect . 
e .  ENNA ' ( Sinj ai , Bulukumba) : speakers of 
this dialect are found in Kabupatens Bone , 
Sinj ai , and Bulukumba. Friberg and 
Friberg call this dialect Sinj ai . 
f .  SIDRAP (Sidenrang , Rappang) : the S idrap 
dialect is spoken in Kabupaten S idenrang . 
g .  BARRU ( Pare-Pare) is spoken in Kabupaten 
Barru . The Peta bahasa reports the 
Pare-Pare dialect to be spoken in the city 
of Pare-Pare and surrounding areas , mostly 
to the south . We assume this is roughly 
equivalent to the Barru dialect of Friberg 
and Friberg . (Although their map shows 
the Sidrap dialect around the city of 
Pare-Pare , there i s  probably overlap 
between the two dialects . )  
h .  SAWITTO is spoken in the southern half of 
Kabupaten Pinrang and from the city of 
Polewali to the town of Ugi-Baru in 
32 
OTHER : 
2 .  LANGUAGE NAME : 
ALTERNATE NAMES : 
CLASSIFICATION : 
Kabupaten Polmas . Speakers of this dialect 
of Bugis inhabit the same general area as 
speakers of the Pattinjo language , and the 
identity of the two languages is often 
confused . 
i .  PANGKEP (Pangkaj ene) is spoken in Kabupaten 
Pangkaj ene Kepulauan and overlaps with the 
Maros-Pangkep dialect of Makassar . The 
overlap tends to have a checkerboard effect , 
with one village being Bugis , the next 
being Makas sar , and so on . The Peta bahasa 
noted that Bugis was spoken in the area , 
but did not identify a dialect . Friberg 
and Friberg show that Pangkep is a distinct 
dialect of the Bugis language . 
j .  CAMBA is spoken in eastern Kabupaten Maros . 
Friberg and Friberg show that Carnba also 
stands linguistically as a distinct dialect 
of Bugis . 
k .  PASANGKAYU ( Ugi Riawa) is the dialect of 
Bugis spoken in Kecamatan Pasangkayu of 
Kabupaten Mamuj u ,  the northernmost tip of 
South Sulawes i .  Friberg and Friberg feel 
the Bugis community in Pasangkayu was 
probably settled originally by emigrants 
from the Wajo-Soppeng area with influxes 
from other areas , but is nevertheless a 
distinct dialect of Bugis . 
It is interesting to note , as Mi lls points 
out , that dialects of Bugis seem to corre­
spond to the old Bugis kingdoms which 
roughly follow modern kabupaten boundaries 
( 19 7 5 : 70) . 
Many manuscripts describing the histories and 
mythologies of the various Bugis kingdoms 
were written in the Bugis Lontara syllabary 
which is still in use today . 
CAMPALAGIAN 
Tallurnpanuae , Tasing , T j ampalagian 
South Sulawesi Stock , Bugis Family 
Previously the small enclave of Campalagian 
has been grouped with Mandar by Adriani and 
Kruyt , Salzner , and Mi lls , whi le Muthalib 
( 19 7 3 ) , the Peta bahasa , and Sneddon have 
grouped it with Bugis . 
We classify Carnpalagian as distinct from the 
Bugis language with both Campalagian and Bugis 
forming a higher level Bugis Family . This is 
based on the 61% lexical similarity between 




c .  NORTHERN SOUTH SULAWES I FAM I L Y  
Campalagian and two dialects o f  Bugis . 
Friberg and Friberg ( 19 8 5 )  confirm our 
separation of Campalagian as a language 
distinct from Bugis . 
3 3  
I n  relation to Mandar , Campalagian shows 58% 
lexical similarity with five Mandar dialects , 
but even lower percentages with the rest of 
the Northern South Sulawesi Family to which 
Mandar belongs . As a small enclave bordered 
by Mandar there is a high degree of contact 
between Campalagian and Mandar speakers and 
it is understandable that there would be 
the pattern of convergence between the two 
languages .  On the basis of the overall 
language pi cture in South Sulawesi we have , 
therefore , grouped Campalagian within the 
Bugis Fami ly . 
1 2 , 00 0  
Campalagian is a small enclave spoken in the 
town of Campalagian and surrounding areas on 
the coast of Kabupaten Polmas . ( See Map 3 . )  
Islam 
The livelihood of many Campalagian speakers 
is focused around trade in the town of 
Campalagian which is located on the coastal 
plain . Some fishing and small- scale farming 
is also done . 
The Northern South Sulawesi Fami ly consists of 11 languages found in the 
northern third of the province : Mandar , Mamuj u ,  Pitu Uluna Salu ( PUS) , Pattae ' ,  
Kalumpang , Mamasa ,  Rongkong ,  Toraja-S a ' dan , Toala ' ,  Masenrempulu , and Pattin j o .  
These languages form a complex chain , relating to each other with an average of 
63% lexical similarity , signifi cantly higher than they relate to other languages 
in the South Sulawesi Stock .  However , as to be expected in a chain , similarity 
decreases as linguisti c distance within the chain increases . 
Of the 11 languages in the Northern South Sulawesi Family , five languages 
(Kalumpang , Mamasa ,  Rongkong , Toraj a-Sa ' dan , and Toala ' )  belong to the Toraj a­
Sa ' dan Subfamily while two languages (Masenrempulu and Pattinjo) belong to the 
Masenrempulu Subfami ly . The Mandar , Mamuj u ,  PUS , and Pattae ' languages are the 
remaining four in the fami ly .  Mandar , Mamuj u and PUS are more accurately 
listed as complex dialect groupings than as cohesive languages . 
A reduced matrix and tree diagrfu� of our data from the Northern South Sulawesi 
Family are shown in Figures 7 and 8 .  
1 .  LANGUAGE NAME : 
ALTERNATE NAMES : 
CLASSIFICATION : 
MANDAR 
Andian , Manj ar , Mandharsche 






3° S 3° S 
PITU U LUNA SALU 
Balanipa 
D I A L ECTS OF M A N DAR 
Ma p 7 






2 50 , 000+9 
Mandar is spoken in Kabupaten Maj ene and 
south-west Kabupaten Polmas . ( See Maps 3 
and 7 . )  
I s lam 
35  
Speakers of Mandar inhabit the coastal low­
lands and hills of Kabupatens Maj ene and Polmas . 
Small copra plantations , fishing , and dry 
field cultivation are their main means of 
livelihood . Cacao is also grown in the 
Sendana and Malunda areas . 
In addition to those dialects listed be low , 
some recognise finer distinctions around the 
city of Maj ene . 
a .  MAJENE dialect is spoken in the city of 
Maj ene and surrounding areas . 
b .  BALANIPA (Napo-Tinambung) : Napo was the 
seat of the former Mandar kingdom and 
Balanipa is considered to be the prestige 
dialect . The Balanipa speaking area is 
located east and north-east from the city 
of Maj ene . Balanipa means ' clearing in 
the nipa palms ' describing the scene of 
the climax in one of their legends . 
c .  PAMBOANG is the dialect spoken in 
Kecamatan Pamboang north-west of Maj ene . 
d .  SENDANA ( Cenrana , Tj endana) : this dialect 
is spoken in Kecamatan Sendana and north , 
extending part way into Kecamatan Malunda . 
e .  AWO ' SUMAKUYU ( Awo ' , Awoq Sumakuyu) : the 
small peninsula protruding west above the 
Sendana area is the location of the Awo ' 
Sumakuyu dialect . 
f .  MALUNDA dialect is spoken in Kecamatan 
Malunda . Malunda shows convergence with 
the dialects of Mamuj u especially with the 
Tappalang and Sumare dialects which are 
geographically near Malunda . We consider 
Malunda to be a dialect of Mandar because 
the average lexical similarity of Malunda 
with the other dialects of Mandar is higher 
than it is with the dialects of Mamuj u 
( see Figure 6) . Furthermore , Malunda 
speakers identify themselves more with 
Mandar than Mamuj u .  However , Malunda 
could be considered transitional between 
the two groups of dialect chains . 
Some Mandar texts are written in the Bugis 




9 5  MAJ 
88 88 
82 81 
76 7 8  




ALTERNATE NAMES : 
CLASSIFICATION : 
• • • • • • • • • •  80% 
• • • • • •  90% 
SEN 
8 8 \ MAL BAL MAJ PBG SEN MAL 
F i gure 1 2 : MANDAR D I AL E CTS 
MAN DAR D I A L ECT C HA I N  
F i  gure 13 
MAMUJU 
Udai , Mamudj u ,  Mamoedj oe , Mamoedj oesch 
South Sulawesi Stock , Northern South 
Sulawesi Family 
The history of classi fying Mamuju shows lack 
of agreement among scholars . Adriani and 
Kruyt ( 19 14)  and Van der Veen ( 19 2 9 )  seem to 
have recognised the area north of Sendana as 
somehow distinct from Mandar , and called it 
Mamuju ( Mills 19 75 : 9 2 ) . Esser , on the other 
hand , omits any reference to Mamuj u ,  while 
Salzner and . the Peta bahasa group it with 
Mandar . Mills questions the existence of a 
distinct Mamuju language , other than as a 
' koine ' on a PUS base ( 1975 : 12 5 ,  1981 : 59 ) . 
Sneddon shows Mamuju as a language distinct 
from Mandar . 





3 7  
Our data from s i x  dialects o f  Mamuj u show 
that it is distinct from both Mandar and PUS . 
Earlier confusion has resulted from both a 
lack of data and failing to recognise Mumuju 
within the context of the chaining phenomenon 
in the Northern South Sulawesi Family . 
9 5 , 000 1 0  
Mamuj u speakers inhabit the coastal plains 
and foothills of Kabupaten Mamuj u from its 
southern border to the mouth of the Budong­
Budong River . ( See Maps 3 and 8 . )  
Is lam 
Small copra plantations , cacao , cloves , corn , 
and cassava are the principal crops grown 
along the narrow coastal strip . 
The dialects of Mamuju are many , with the 
speakers of each dialect having very strong 
ties of identification to their own dialect 
group . Sneddon separates Botteng and 
Tappalang from Mamuj u ,  combining them as a 
single dialect of Mandar . 
a .  MAMUJU dialect is spoken along the coast 
of Kecamatans Mamuj u and Kalukku to the 
Budong-Budong River . In addition to 
having around 60 , 000 native speakers , 
Mamuj u is also the lingua franca of the 
region . 
b .  SUMARE speakers are found on Rangas Point 
west of the city of Mamuj u  in Ke camatan 
Mamuj u  ( 3 , 000 speakers ) . 
c .  RANGAS dialect is reported to be distinct 
from the Sumare dialec t ,  whi le also being 
located on Rangas Point . 
d .  PADANG is the dialect spoken inland and 
south-east of the city of Mamuj u ,  in 
Kecamatan Mamuj u .  
e .  SINYONYOI ( Sinj onj oi ) : about 4 , 000 
speakers of this dialect are found in 
Kecamatan Kalukku . 
f .  SONDOANG speakers are found north of the 
Sinyonyoi area in Kecamatan Kalukku . 
g .  BUDONG-BUDONG dialect is spoken in the 
area around the mouth of the Budong-Budong 
River in Kecamatan Budong-Budong . 
h .  TAPPALANG dialect has 9 , 000 speakers in 
the southernmost part of. Kecamatan Mamuj u .  
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3 .  LANGUAGE NAME : 
ALTERNATE NAMES : 
CLASSIFICATION : 
TAP 
82 1 BOT 
i .  BOTTENG , with 12 , 000 speakers , is the 
dialect spoken in the area below Rangas 
Point , south Kecamatan Mamuj u • 
• . . . . • . . . . . . . • • 70% 
MMJ SNY PDG SUM TAP BOT 
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F i g u re 14 : MAMUJ U D IALECTS 
MAMUJU D I A L E CT C H A I N  
F i gure 1 5  
PITU ULUNA SALU ' Seven River Heads ' 
PUS , Pitu-Ulunna-Salo , Pitu Uluna Binanga 
South Sulawesi Stock , Northern South 
Sulawesi Family . 
As with Mamuj u ,  PUS has previously been 
grouped in a variety of ways . Esser lists 
PUS as separate from both Mandar and S a ' dan , 
whi le Salzner groups PUS as one of his three 
divisions of Sa ' dan and the Peta bahasa 
groups PUS under Mandar . 
Our data from five of the PUS dialects show 
it placed neatly within the Northern South 
Sulawesi Family being both related to and 
distinct from the other members in the family . 
( See Figures 7 and 8 . )  
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As mentioned in the discussion in Chapter 2 ,  
the PUS situation shows a linguistically 
complex chain of a grouping of dialects . 
( See Figures 16 and 17 . )  These dialects 
cannot be clearly identified as either 
separate languages or as dialects of a single 
PUS language unti l  extensive dialect 
intelligibility testing and thorough compara­
tive studies have been carried out . When 
that is done , the additional data may allow 
PUS to be reclassified as a subfamily con­
sisting of several languages and dialects . 
Until such data are available , we list PUS 
as a grouping of dialects . 
40 , 000 
The PUS area is located in the watershed of 
the Maloso and Mapilli rivers in Kecamatan 
Mambi of western Kabupaten Polmas overlapping 
into Kabupatens Maj ene and Mamu j u .  ( See 
Map 9 . )  
Mixed : I s lam in the south , Christian in the 
north . 
Wet rice and coffee are cultivated in the 
mountains and river valleys of the PUS are a .  
The dialects of PUS relate to each other in 
a complex pattern of inter-relationships . 
( See the following figures and maps . )  
a .  ARALLE-TABULAHAN is spoken in north 
Kecamatan Mambi , Kabupaten Polmas . 
b .  MAMBI is spoken in central Kecamatan Mamb i .  
c .  RANTEBULAHAN ( Rantebulawan) : this dialect 
is spoken in the area south-east of the 
town of MambL 
d .  BAMBANG (Bamban) : Bambang is spoken in the 
area north-east of the town of Mambi with 
an additional enclave in the vi llage of 
Buntu Malangka , near Aralle , the result of 
a recent migration . 
e .  MEHALA ' AN is spoken in the area south of 
Mambi . 
f .  TAPANGO is the dialect spoken in north 
Kecamatan Wonomulyo , Kabupaten Polmas . 
g .  ULUNDA is reportedly spoken west of the 
Mambi area extending into Kecamatan 











ALTERNATE NAMES : 
CLASSIFICATION : 
. . . . . . . . .  80% 
BAM 
91 I MEH A-T MEl RAN BAM MEH 
F i g u re 16 : PUS D I ALECTS 
P I TU U L U N A  SA LU D I A LECT C HA I N  
F i gure 1 7  
PATTAE ' 
Patta ' Binuang , Binuang , Tae ' 
South Sulawesi Stock , Northern South 
Sulawesi Fami ly . 
Adriani and Kruyt recorded Binuang as being a 
dialect of Mandar (Mills 19 75 : 89 )  and several 
others have followed their lead . In contrast ,  
however , the Peta bahasa includes Pattae ' 
under Mamasa .  
Our data show that Pattae ' is actually an 
independent member within the Northern South 
Sulawesi Family. Geographically , Pattae ' is 
located where Mandar , Campalagian , PUS , 
Mamasa ,  Toraj a-Sa ' dan , Pattinjo , and Bugis 
all converge . Based on lexical s imilarity 
with the South Sulawesi Stock , Pattae ' is 
placed firmly with the Northern South 
Sulawesi Family . 




CA . TORAJA-SA ' DAN SUB FAM I LY 
43 
Within the family , Pattae ' shows an average 
of 65 . 5% lexical simi larity with all other 
members , which is a higher average than with any 
other member . Pattae ' also shows the pattern 
of convergence with the Bugis Fami ly .  This 
is reasonably explained by the high level of 
contact between Pattae ' and the two languages 
of the Bugis Family , that is , Bugis and 
Campalagian . ( See Figure 7 . )  
3 5 , 000 
Pattae ' is found in Kecamatan Polewali in 
Kabupaten Polmas . ( See Map 3 . )  
I s lam 
The dialects of Pattae ' are centred around 
the eastern end of the city of Polewali and 
into the surrounding countryside . Binuang 
is the largest dialect group . Our sources 
indicated that the other dialects only show 
minor , but nevertheless identifiable , 
distinctions , and seem to correlate with 
clan groupings . 
a .  BINUANG is considered the prestige dialect . 
b .  PAKU 
c .  BATETANGA 
d .  ANTEAPI 
Five languages comprise the Toraj a-Sa ' dan Subfami ly : Kalumpang , Mamasa , Rongkong , 
Toraja-Sa ' dan , and Toala ' .  These languages form a language chain within the 
broader chaining patterns of the Northern South Sulawesi Fami ly , relating to 
each other predominantly with 75-80 %  lexical similarity , although the most 
linguistically distant dialects of the chain , Kalumpang and Toala ' ,  share only 
64% lexical similarity . 
The use of the name Toraj a-Sa ' dan for this subfamily is , to a certain degree , 
arbitrary . We have chosen to use ' Toraj a-Sa ' dan ' , reflecting the ethnic group 
which is socio-politically dominant among the five languages of the subfami ly . 
This is not to imply that the other languages in the subfamily are ' dialects ' 
of Toraj a-Sa ' dan , a common mis conception . As with many other areas of South 
Sulawesi , additional research such as dialect intel ligibi lity testing needs to 
be carried out to further clarify the language-dialect distinction within this 
subfami ly . 
5 .  LANGUAGE NAME : 
ALTERNATE NAMES : 
KALUMPANG 
Galumpang , Makki , Ma ' ki ,  Maki , Mangki , 
Mangkir 
The name ' Kalumpang ' is used by Kalumpang 
speakers to refer to themselves and the area 
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6 .  LANGUAGE NAME : 
CLASSIFICATION : 




7 .  LANGUAGE NAME : 
ALTERNATE NAMES : 
CLASSIFICATION : 
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variations are used by Toraj a-Sa ' dan speakers 
to refer to people in the Kalumpang area. 
South Sulawesi Stock , Northern South 
Sulawesi Family , Toraj a-Sa ' dan Subfami ly . 
In the past , Kalumpang has most frequently 
been grouped as a dialect of Toraj a-S a ' dan , 
although Salzner includes ' Maki ' under PUS . 
Within the Toraj a-Sa ' dan Subfami ly , Kalumpang 
shows its highest relationship with Mamasa 
( 78%)  and Rongkong ( 7 7% ) , whi le Toraj a-Sa ' dan 
at 7 2 %  and Toala ' ( 64%) are more distant . 
8 , 000 ( estimate) 
Kalumpang is found in Kecamatan Kalumpang in 
the south-east section of Kabupaten Mamuj u .  
( See Map 10 . )  
Christian 
Wet rice and coffee are cultivated in the 
mountain and river valleys . 
Our informants reported some lexical and 
phonological variations between vi llages . 
No identifiable subgroupings were found during 
our pre liminary investigations . 
MAMASA 
South Sulawes i  Stock , Northern South 
Sulawesi Family , Toraj a-S a ' dan Subfami ly . 
As with Kalumpang , Mamasa has often been 
considered a dialect of Toraja-Sa ' dan , 
although Salzner again deviates from other 
sources and groups it under PUS . 
For the relationship of Mamasa with other 
members of the Toraj a-Sa ' dan Subfamily see 
Figures 18 and 19 . 
50 , 000 
Eastern half of Kabupaten Polmas along the 
Mamasa River . 
Christian 
Wet rice and coffee are cultivated in the 
river valleys . 
RONGKONG 
Rongkong-Kanandede , To Rongkong 
South Sulawesi Stock , Northern South 
Sulawesi Fami ly ,  Toraj a-Sa ' dan Subfami ly . 
Most previous sources group Rongkong as a 
dialect of Toraja-Sa ' dan . However , Rongkong 
46 
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speakers perceive themselves to be distinct 
from Toraj a-Sa ' dan and lexicostatistically 
Rongkong is distinct from Toraj a-Sa ' dan 
within the Toraj a-Sa ' dan subfamily language 
chain . ( See Figure 18 . )  Further study , such 
as inte lligibility testing and socio­
linguistic studies are needed to determine 
more precisely the relationship between the 
two languages . 
3 0 , 000 (e stimate) 
Rongkong speakers take their name from the 
Rongkong River , the river system along which 
they live in south-east Kecamatan Lirnbong and 
Kecamatan Sabbang of Kabupaten Luwu . There 
is also an enclave of Rongkong speakers in 
Kecamatan Nuha near the town of Soroako . 
Mixed ; Christian and Islam 
Wet rice , coffee , and vegetables are culti­
vated in the river valleys of the Rongkong 
River system . 
Lexicostatistically , the dialects of Rongkong 
are quite close to each other at 92% lexical 
similarity . However , in addition to minor 
differences in vocabulary , historical , 
political and religious factors significantly 
divide the speakers of the Rongkong language 
into two groups . 
a .  RONGKONG ATAS ' Upper Rongkong '  is spoken 
in the upper river system in Kecamatan 
Lirnbong and also in the area called ' Seko 
Lemo ' . Speakers of this dialect are 
predominantly Christian . 
b .  RONGKONG BAWAH ' Lower Rongkong '  is spoken 
in the lower river system in Kecamatan 
Sabbang with its speakers being predomi­
nantly Mos lem . 
KAL MMS RKG SAD TLA 
F i g u re 18 : TORAJA-SA ' DAN SUBFAM I L Y  
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8 .  LANGUAGE NAME : 
ALTERNATE NAMES : 
CLASSIFICATION : 




F i gure 19  
TORAJA-SA ' DAN 
Toraj a ,  Toradj a ,  Sadan , Sadang , Sa ' dansche , 
Tae ' , Ta ' e ,  South Toraj a 
We have chosen to use the term ' Tora j a-Sa ' dan ' 
in referring to the language of this well­
known ethnic group in northern South Sulawesi 
who reside in the region of the upper Sa ' dan 
River system . Although popular ly called 
' Toraj a ' , removing the ' Sa ' dan ' from the 
language name engenders the possibility of 
failing to identify the group with its 
literature , which is , relatively , consider­
able . l l  There would also be the possibility 
of fostering confusion with what has in the 
past been labe lled the Toraj a Group (Kaili­
Pamona Fami ly) of Central Sulawesi . 
South Sulawesi Stock , Northern South 
Sulawesi Fami ly ,  Toraj a-Sa ' dan Subfamily 
350 , 000 
Speakers of Toraj a-Sa ' dan are found mostly in 
Kabupaten Tana Toraja with large enclaves 
migrating to Kabupaten Luwu . ( See Map 1 0 . ) 
There are also several thousand speakers of 
Toraj a-Sa ' dan living and working in the city 
of uj ung Pandang. 
Predominantly Christian with adherents to the 
traditional Toraj an religion and to Islam. 
Wet rice farming is carried out in the river 
valleys . Coffee is also cultivated and has 
hi stori cally played a significant role in the 




9 .  LANGUAGE NAME : 
ALTERNATE NAMES : 
The divisions of the Toraj a-Sa ' dan dialects 
do not receive unanimous agreement in the 
literature . We are tentatively following 
the groupings of our informants . 
a .  MAKALE ( Tallulembangna) : the Makale 
dialect is spoken mainly in Kecamatan 
Makale and also in Kecamatans Sangalla and 
Mengkendek of Kabupaten Tana Toraj a .  
Sneddon lists S i llanan Gandangbatu as a 
separate dialect in the southern part of 
our Makale dialect region extending east­
ward into the Toala ' language area . 
b .  RANTEPAO (Kesu ' ) :  Kecamatans Rantepao , 
Sanggalangi , Sesean , and Rindingallo in 
Kabupaten Tana Toraja are the areas where 
the Rantepao dialect is predominantly 
spoken . This dialect is also considered 
the prestige dialect . Sneddon shows 
Kesu ' and Rantepao as distinct dialects 
and may possibly be correct , although our 
informants ( from the Makale dialect) 
identified them as one and the same . 
Mi lls combines Makale and Rantepao into a 
single dialect ( 19 75 : 102 ) . However , our 
many informants are unanimous in reporting 
distinctions between the two . 
c .  TORAJA BARAT ' West Toraj a '  (Mappa-Pana) : 
this dialect is spoken in western Kabupaten 
Tana Toraj a extending down into Kabupaten 
Pinrang . It should not be confused with 
what is at times called West Toraj a in the 
older literature referring to languages 
around the Palu area of Central Sulawesi .  
The Toraj a-Sa ' dan area has attracted the 
attention of outside scholars , trave llers and 
tourists with its colourful houses , intricate 
kinship patterns and cosmology . Much has been 
written on the group with varying degrees of 
accuracy . Much of the scholarship is built on 
the work of Dr H .  van der Veen , a missionary­
linguist who lived and worked in the region 
for many years . 
TOALA ' 
Toala ,  Toala-Palili , Sada , Toware ' ,  Toraj a 
Timur ' East Toraj a ' , Sangangalla 
Toraj a Timur ' East Toraj a '  is frequently used 
to refer to Toala ' ,  geographically located 
east of the Toraj a-Sa ' dan language area . The 
term should not be confused with earlier uses 
of ' East Toraj a '  referring to the eastern part 
CLASSIFICATION : 
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of the Kai li-Pamona Family of Central 
Sulawesi . Toala ' is also sometimes referred 
to as Luwu after the geographical area . In 
these cases it may be confused with the Luwu 
dialect of Bugis . 
South Sulawesi Stock , Northern South 
Sulawesi Fami ly , Toraj a-Sa ' dan Subfami ly . 
There has been great diversity in the 
previous classifications of Toala ' .  Esser 
uses the term ' Luwu ' Group ' to cover 
languages in this general area , but what he 
means more specifically is unclear . Salzner 
places Toala ' in his ' Makass ar-Bugi Group ' . 
The Peta bahasa and Mi lls ( 19 7 5 : 107 )  consider 
it to be a dialect of Toraj a-Sa ' dan .  Sneddon 
shows Sangangalla to be the easternmost 
dialect of the S a ' dan language . 
In our data Toala ' shows the pattern of 
convergence with Rongkong ,  which is under­
standable in light of the high level of 
interaction between Toala ' and Rongkong 
speakers . Geographically and linguistically 
Toal a '  and Kalumpang are the two most distant 
points in the Toraj a-Sa ' dan Subfami ly chain . 
( See Figure 18 and Map 10 . )  
30 , 000 ( estimate ) 
Speakers of Toala ' inhabit the area from the 
town of Masamba in the north to the southern 
tip of Kabupaten Luwu . ( See Map 10 . )  
Islam 
On the coastal plain , small copra plantations 
are cultivated , whi le in the mountains the 
livelihood consists of swidden agriculture . 
The two dialects of Toala ' are distinguished 
linguistically , geographically and socially . 
a .  TOALA ' speakers inhabit the mountain area 
of southern Kabupaten Luwu from the foot­
hills up to the mountain divide . 
b .  PALILI ' speakers inhabit the narrow coastal 
plain which overlaps with the Luwu dialect 
of Bugi s .  
The Masenrempulu Subfamily tentatively consists o f  the Masenrempulu language 
and the Pattinj o language . The Masenrempulu Subfamily is related to other 
members of the Northern South Sulawesi Family by over 60% , substantiating its 
placement within the fami ly . 
50 
Further investigation may show the Masenrempulu Subfamily to consist of four 
rather than two languages with each of the three dialects of Masenrempulu being 
separate languages .  This is suggested by lexicostatistical data from Pelenkahu 
et al ( 1972 ) , quoted in Mills ( 19 7 5 : 110) . We have permuted their figures in 
the matrix below: 
Maiwa 
-
79  Pattinj o  
67 81 Ende kan 
67 70  78 1 Duri 
F i g u re 20 : PELENKAH U ' S  MASEN REMPULU DATA 
Dialect intelligibility testing and other sociolinguistic studies are needed in 
order to present a more definite picture of the language-dialect situation 
within the Masenrempulu Subfamily .  Until then , we have opted to consider the 
Masenrempulu Subfamily as consisting of two languages . This grouping also 
reflects native speaker perception . 
10 . LANGUAGE NAME : 
CLASSIFICATION : 





South Sulawesi Stock , Northern South 
Sulawesi Family , Masenrempulu Subfamily 
Esser seems to include Masenrempulu in his 
' Luwu ' Group ' . Salzner groups Masenrempulu 
under Toraj a-S a ' dan while the Peta bahasa 
shows it as a distinct group . Mi lls ( 197 5 :  
109ff) describes Masenrempulu as transitional 
between Toraja-Sa ' dan and Bugis . 
150 , 000 1 2  
Masenrempulu speakers are located in 
Kabupaten Enrekang extending slightly into 
Kabupatens Pinrang and Sidenrang . 
I slam 
The Masenrempulu dialects are marked by 
linguisti c ,  geographic ,  and cultural 
differences .  
a .  MAIWA dialect i s  found in Kecamatan Maiwa 
of Kabupaten Enrekang and in Kabupaten 
Sidenrang . Maiwa speakers live in the 
rolling lowlands and are known as herders . 
They also grow fruits and vegetables and 
harvest palm sugar . 
b .  ENREKANG (Endekan , Endekan Timur) : 
Kecamatan Enrekang of Kabupaten Enrekang 
is the area of the Enrekang dialect with 
some speakers also in Kabupaten Pinrang . 
They live in the foothills growing corn 
and cassava . 
1 1 .  LANGUAGE NAME : 
ALTERNATE NAMES :  
CLASSIFICATION : 






c .  DURI (Cakke , Kalosi ) :  the Duri dialect is 
spoken in Kecamatans Alla ' , Anggeraj a ,  and 
Baraka of Kabupaten Enrekang . Duri is 
considered the prestige dialect.  
Vegetables and coffee are cultivated in 
the mountains . 
PATTINJO 
Endekan Barat 
South Sulawesi Stock , Northern South 
Sulawesi Family , Masenrempulu Subfamily 
Written sources mentioning Pattinj o ,  such as 
Van der Veen ( 1929) , Pelenkahu et al (1972 ) , 
Peta bahasa , and Mills ( 19 7 5 : 109-114) , all 
seem to concur that Pattinj o  is somehow 
related to Masenrempulu , but whether it should 
be considered a dialect or separate language 
is unclear . 
A comparison of our Enrekang word list with a 
100-word list of Pattinj o  supplied by C .  
Salombe of Hasanuddin University shows 80% 
lexical similarity . Our sources in Enrekang 
group themselves with Maiwa and Duri as 
dialects of Masenrempulu , but separate from 
Pattinj o .  Based on this native speaker 
perception , we list Pattinj o  as a separate 
language from Masenrempulu , recognising that 
it is marginal and that further study is 
clearly needed . 
5 0 , 00 0  
Pattinj o  speakers are located i n  the northern 
half of Kabupaten Pinrang . 
Islam 
Wet rice cultivation , corn and vegetable 
farming are the principal means of livelihood 
on the fertile plains of the are a .  
The degree of differentiation between the 
dialects of Pattinj o  is unclear . 
a .  LETTA is located in the northern part of 
the pattinj o  area . 
b .  BATULAPPA is  spoken in the area around the 
mouth of the Sa ' dan River and northward . 
c .  KASSA is spoken in the area around the 
mouth of the Sa ' dan River extending inland. 
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D .  S E KO FAM I LY 
There is a general assumption in the literature that Seko belongs within the 
South Sulawesi Stock , is probably a single language , and is relatively unknown . 
Sirk (1981 : 29 )  c'omments that Seko is ' virtually undescribed ' .  
Our data support the placement of Seko within the South Sulawesi Stock . There 
are significantly lower percentages of lexical similarity between Seko and 
languages of other stocks in Sulawesi than between Seko and other members of 
the South Sulawesi Stock . Within the Stock , Seko shows higher percentages of 
lexical similarity with the languages of the Northern South Sulawesi Family 
than with any other members of the Stock , such as the Bugis Family , or the 
Makassar Subfamily . However , the average lexical similarity between Seko and 
the members of the Northern South Sulawesi Family is only 52% , not high enough 
to include Seko as a member of the Family . Thus , Seko stands firmly within the 
South Sulawesi Stock , distinct from other members of the Stock . 
Having taken only one word list from a Seko Tengah speaker and hearing reports 
of intelligibility between Seko Tengah and Seko Padang we assumed Seko was a 
single language until we received reports from Thomas and Kathy Laskowske ( in 
preparation) showing that Seko should be considered a higher level grouping 
consisting of three languages : Seko Tengah , Seko Padang and Panasuan . We 
follow the Laskowskes '  analysis for listing these as distinct languages . 1 3  
1 .  LANGUAGE NAME : 
ALTERNATE NAMES : 
CLASSIFICATION : 




2 .  LANGUAGE NAME : 
ALTERNATE NAMES : 
CLASSIFICATION : 




South Sulawesi Stock , Seko Family 
2 , 300-2 , 500 ( Laskowske) 
The entire Seko area includes the northern 
two-thirds of Kecamatan Limbong in Kabupaten 
Luwu and the north-east strip of Kecamatan 
Kalumpang in Kabupaten Mamuju .  Seko Tengah 
is spoken in the southern one-third of this 
area . (See Maps 3 and 10 . )  
The area called ' Seko Lemo ' in Kecamatan 
Limbong is reported to be inhabited predomi­
nantly by speakers of Rongkong Atas . 
Christian 
Coffee , dry rice , corn , and cassava are 
cultivated in the high central plateau . 
SEKO PADANG 
Wono 
South Sulawesi  Stock , Seko Family 
4 , 500-5 , 000 (Laskowske) 
Seko Padang is spoken in the northern two­
thirds of the Seko area and is considered to 
be the prestige dialect. There are reports 
of speakers from the Seko area who have 
resettled in the Palolo Valley of Central 
RELIGION : 
ENVIRONMENT : 
3 .  LANGUAGE NAME : 
ALTERNATE NAMES : 
CLASSIFICATION : 
NUMBER SPEAKERS : 
LOCATION : 
E .  LEMOLANG 
1 .  LANGUAGE NAME : 
ALTERNATE NAMES : 
CLASSIFICATION : 
Sulawesi ( D .  Barr , personal communication) . 
Laskowskes confirm that about half of the 
speakers of Seko Padang have resettled in 
the Palolo valley . 
Christian 
Coffee , dry rice , corn , and cassava are 
cultivated in the high central plateau . 
PANASUAN 
To Panasean , To Pamosean 
South Sulawesi  Stock , Seko Family 
645 ( Laskowske ) 
53  
Panasuan speakers are reported to  live north 
of the Kalumpang speaking area and west of 
the Seko Tengah and Seko Padang areas , 
merging into the Kalumpang area in Kabupaten 
Mamuju . ( See Maps 3 and 10 . )  
LEMOLANG 
Baebunta 
South Sulawesi Stock , Lemolang Isolate 
Sirk ( 1981 : 34 , 3 5 )  has been one of the few to 
mention and attempt to classify Lemolang . 
He postulates that Lemolang is an ' aboriginal ' 
non-South Sulawesi language which ' remained 
in the South sulawesi-speaking area until 
recent times ( the enclave of Lemolang , in 
Kabupaten Luwu , possibly still exists even 
today) ' .  From our travels for this research , 
we can confirm the existence of Lemolang 
speakers today . 
Recognising the divergence of Lemolang from 
South Sulawesi languages ,  Sirk groups 
Lemolang with the Central Sulawesi languages ,  
which he calls ' Highland Toraj a ' , an older 
term for Kaili-Pamona languages in Central 
Sulawesi : 
As far as the scant information 
presented by van der Veen ( 1929 : 
9 3-96) permits us to judge , Lemolang , 
showing some characteristics of Mori , 
seems , nevertheless , to be grouped 
with the ' Highland Toraj a '  languages .  
( 1981 : 34 , 3 5 )  
I n  our own data , Lemolang shows its highest 
lexical similarity ( at percentages only in 
the mid-fifties)  with several members of the 
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Northern South Sulawesi Family of the South 
Sulawesi Stock . Typically , Lemolang relates 
to the other languages in our data around 40% 
lexical similarity . Based on this , and the 
additional data presented below where Lemolang 
shows even lower percentages of lexical 
similarity with members of other stocks in 
Sulawesi , we classify Lemolang within the 
South Sulawesi Stock . As there is currently 
no evidence for combining Lemolang with any 
other member of the South Sulawesi Stock , we 
list it as an isolate . 
CENTRAL SULAWESI STOCK , KAILI-PAMONA FAMILY 
Lemolang - Topoiyo 41% 
Lemolang - Rampi 4 2 %  
Lemolang - Pamona-Tomoni 4 5% 
Lemolang - Sarudu 49% 
The 100-item word lists in Barr , Barr and 
Salombe ( 19 7 9 )  allow for comparison of 
lexical similarity between Lemolang and 
members of the Bungku-Mori Family of the 
Central Sulawesi Stock : 
CENTRAL SULAWESI STOCK , BUNGKU-MORI FAMILY 
Lemolang - Mori Bawah 
Lemolang - Mori Atas 




Additional 100-item word lists provided by 
C .  Salombe of Hasanuddin University allow for 
comparing Lemolang with members of the Muna­
Buton Stock . (The majority of these languages 
are in the province of South-east Sulawesi . )  
MUNA-BUTON STOCK 
Lemolang - Muna 
Lemolang - Buton 
1 , 000-2 , 000 (estimate) 
39% 
26% 
The Lemolang speakers are concentrated around 
the village of Baebunta just north of the 
town of Sabbang in Kabupaten Luwu . (See 
Map 3 . )  
Islam 
Lemolang speakers live in the area where the 
flatlands of Kabupaten Luwu rise into 
foothills . 
Our informants reported that children are 
growing up understanding but not speaking 
Lemolang. This has yet to be verified . 
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I I .  CENTRAL SULAWES I STOCK 
Several languages in the northern part of the South Sulawesi province belong to 
the Central Sulawesi Stock . The data collected for this study show these 
languages belong to two families within the Central Sulawesi Stock , that is , the 
Kaili-Pamona Family and the Bungku-Mori Family . 
As our data deal with only a small segment of the Central Sulawesi Stock , we 
have supplemented our classification with information from Barr , Barr and 
Salombe ( 1979 )  in positing divisions of the Stock . Barr , Barr and Salombe ' s  
Central Sulawesi data show the Bungku-Mori Family (which they term Sub-group) 
to be one of several families in the Central Sulawesi Stock , based on a 60-75% 
range of lexical similarity . Both Esser and Salzner separate their Bungku-Laki 
(Bungku-Mori ) Group which covers most of peninsular south-east Sulawesi . The 
question as to whether all these languages are actually within the Central 
Sulawesi Stock wil l  need to be substantiated by further studies in South-east 
Sulawesi .  Hopefully such studies will also present a clearer picture of the 
stock level relationships in Sulawesi . 
A .  KAI L I - PAMONA FAM I LY 
We have adopted the suggestion given in Barr , Barr and S alombe ( 1979 : 32 )  in 
labelling this family Kaili-Pamona after the two dominant language groups in 
the area , rather than using the traditional term of ' Toraj a '  or ' Highland 
Toraj a '  which is currently unacceptable to the people of Central Sulawesi and 
easily confused with Toraj a-Sa ' dan of South Sulawesi . 
The languages in Central Sulawesi represented by this family in the Barr , Barr 
and Salombe study are related to each other by an average of 62%  lexical 
similarity and higher which substantiates calling it a family . 
1 .  LANGUAGE NAME : 
CLASSIFICATION : 
NUMBER SPEAKERS : 
TOPOIYO 
Central Sulawesi Stock , Kaili-Pamona Family 
In comparing Topoiyo with 100-word lists of 
languages in the Central Sulawesi Stock , 
Kaili-Pamona Family ( in Barr , Barr and 
Salombe 1979 ) , we tabulate the following 
percentages of lexical similarity : 
Topoiyo - Parigi 
Topoiyo - Palu 




These figures substantiate the placement of 
Topoiyo within the Central Sulawesi Stock . 
Although these figures suggest Topoiyo can be 
classified only marginally within the Kaili­
Pamona Family , the 69% shared lexical simi­
larity between Topoiyo and Sarudu from our 
data argues for its placement within the 
fami ly . Further study is needed . 




ENVIRONMENT :  
2 • LANGUAGE NAME : 
CLASSIFICATION : 
NUMBER SPEAKERS : 
LOCATION : 
3 • LANGUAGE NAME : 
ALTERNATE NAMES : 
CLASSIFICATION : 
NUMBER SPEAKERS : 
LOCATION : 
ENVIRONMENT : 
4 .  LANGUAGE NAME : 
ALTERNATE NAMES : 
CLASSIFICATION :  
NUMBER SPEAKERS : 
LOCATION : 
Topoiyo speakers live inland along the Budong­
Budong River in Kecamatan Budong-Budong of 
Kabupaten Mamuju.  (See Map 3 . ) 
I slam 
Swidden agriculture is the main livelihood 
along the Budong-Budong River valleys . 
BENGGAULU 
Central Sulawesi Stock , Kaili-Pamona Family 
This classification is tentative . 
5 , 000 or less (estimate) 
Benggaulu is spoken in north Kecamatan 
Budong-Budong in Kabupaten Mamuj u .  ( See 
Map 3 . )  
BADA 
Tobada , Badak , Badasch , Behoa , Besoa , Ti ' ara 
Central Sulawesi Stock , Kaili-Pamona Family 
This classification is tentative in that it 
is uncertain whether or not the Bada of South 
Sulawesi are the same as the Bada of Central 
Sulawesi . Geographically they are not only 
separated by distance , but also by a large 
mountain plateau . 
1 , 000-2 , 000 (estimate) 
The Bada speakers of South Sulawesi live along 
the headwaters of the Budong-Budong River in 
Kecamatan Budong-Budong , Kabupaten Mamuj u .  
(See Map 3 . )  
Swidden agriculture is the main means of 
livelihood . 
BANA 
Tobana , (Uma , Pipikoro) 
Central Sulawesi Stock , Kaili-Pamona Family 
Laskowskes (personal communication) have 
identified Bana as being an enclave of Uma 
speakers from Central Sulawesi.  Although 
the name of the language is actually Uma 
(known in the literature as Pipikoro) , we 
are retaining the use of Bana on our maps to 
maintain the identity of the enclave in South 
Sulawesi until further stUdies are done . 
500 (estimate) 
Bana is an enclave within the Seko Padang 
area in Kabupaten Luwu . (See Map 10 . ) 
OTHER: 
5 .  LANGUAGE NAME : 
ALTERNATE NAMES :  
CLASSIFICATION : 





6 .  LANGUAGE NAME : 
ALTERNATE NAMES : 
CLASSIFICATION : 




The Bana are reported by inhabitants of the 
Rongkong Atas area to be taller and slightly 
lighter skinned than the Seko surrounding 
them. Although these reports are consistent 
with the kinds of things that are frequently 
reported about isolated groups throughout 
Sulawesi and North Maluku , our informants 
who claimed to have had first-hand contact 
with the Bana report that the Bana interact 
well with the surrounding ethnic groups . 
RAMP I 
Leboni , Rampi-Leboni , Ha ' uwa 
Central Sulawesi Stock , Kaili-Pamona Family 
Although our data for Rampi show it to be 
quite distinct from all other languages in 
South Sulawesi , including the Tomoni dialect 
of Pamona , there is 82% lexical similarity 
between our Rampi data and the Rampi data 
from Barr , Barr and Salombe . In their Central 
Sulawesi data Rampi is clearly placed within 
the Kaili-Pamona Family. 
7 , 000 1 4  
Rampi speakers live in the isolated mountain 
area of Kecamatan Masamba in Kabupaten Luwu 
extending into Kabupaten Poso of Central 
Sulawesi . (See Map 3 . )  
Christian 
Swidden agriculture is carried out in the 
mountains . 
The village of Leboni is considered to be 
the central prestige area . 
PAMONA 
Bare ' e ,  Baree , Poso 
Central Sulawesi Stock , Kaili-Pamona Family 
There is 92% lexical similarity between our 
list from the Tomoni dialect and the Pamona 
list in Barr , Barr and Salombe implying that 
the two lists are from the same language . 
6 , 000-10 , 000 in South Sulawesi 
100 , 0 00 in Central Sulawesi 
In South Sulawesi , Pamona speakers are found 
in Kecamatan Mangkutana and north Kecamatans 
Wotu and Bone-Bone in Kabupaten Luwu . Other 





AA . KAI l I  SUB FAMI LY 
The terrain consists of mountains and foot­
hills . Copra is harvested in the lowlands 
and swidden agriculture is carried out in the 
highlands . 
Adriani and Kruyt ' s  famous 1914 and other 
works go into greater detail on the divisions 
of Pamona , particularly in Central Sulawesi . 
a .  TOMONI 
b .  Other dialects in Central Sulawesi . 
Three languages in South Sulawesi belong to the Kaili Subfamily : Kaili , Baras , 
and Sarudu . Further study is needed to clarify the relationship of languages 
and dialects throughout the entire Kaili Subfamily. 
7 .  LANGUAGE NAME : 
ALTERNATE NAMES : 
CLASSIFICATION : 






Ledo , Palu , Paloesch 
Central Sulawesi Stock , Kaili-Pamona Family , 
Kaili Subfamily 
An estimate of 8 , 000-10 , 000 Kaili speakers 
are in South Sulawesi , out of a total of 
approximately 290 , 000 speakers in both Central 
and South Sulawesi . 
Kaili speakers in South Sulawesi are found in 
Kecamatan Pasangkayu in Kabupaten Mamuju .  
(See Map 3 . )  
Mixed: Islam and Christian 
In South Sulawesi the scattered villages of 
Kaili speakers subsist mainly by swidden 
agriculture along with some copra farming . 
For a more detailed description of the 
dialects of Kaili see Barr , Barr and Salombe 
( 1979)  . 
a .  LEDO (Palu , Paloesch) : in South Sulawesi 
speakers of Ledo are scattered along the 
coastal plain where they tend small copra 
plantations . They adhere predominantly 
to Islam. Almost all of the 130 , 000 
speakers of the Ledo dialect reside in the 
Palu Valley of Central Sulawesi . 
b .  BUNGGU : this dialect is probably a vari­
ation of the Pekava (Da ' a) dialect of 
Kaili ( D .  Barr , personal communication) .  
Three to five thousand speakers of Bunggu 
live in the mountains of Kecamatan 
Pasangkayu in Kabupaten Mamuj u near the 
border of Central Sulawesi . 
8 .  LANGUAGE NAME : 
CLASSIFICATION : 
NUMBER SPEAKERS : 
LOCATION : 
9 .  LANGUAGE NAME : 
ALTERNATE NAMES : 
CLASSIFICATION :  




B .  BUNGKU-MORI FAM I LY 
c .  Other dialects of Kaili - Palu , Banava , 
Pekava , Kulawi , Sigi , Sindue-Tawaili , 
Parigi - are found in the province of 
Central Sulawesi . See Barr , Barr and 
Salornbe ( 1979 ) . 
BARAS 
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Central Sulawesi Stock , Kaili-Pamona Family , 
Kaili Subfamily 
4 , 000 or less (estimate ) 
This language is found in south Kecamatan 
Pasangkayu in Kabupaten Mamuj u between the 
Lariang and Karossa Rivers .  The existence 
of Baras is reported in the Peta bahasa and 
was confirmed during our visit to Mamu j u .  
N o  other information is currently available . 
SARUDU 
Doda ' 
Central Sulawesi Stock , Kaili-Pamona Family , 
Kaili Subfamily 
Our informant reported that Sarudu was 
similar to Uma (Pipikoro) of Central Sulawes i .  
A comparison with the 100-word lists i n  Barr , 
Barr and Salornbe ( 1979 )  reveals a percentage 
of lexical similarity in the mid seventies 
with Uma and 79% with Kulawi , thus confirming 
its classification within the subfamily. 
4 , 000 (estimate) 
South Kecamatan Pasangkayu in Kabupaten 
Mamuj u .  
Islam 
Swidden agriculture is practised . 
This family is also known as the Bungku-Laki Group and is thought to cover most 
of the south-eastern peninsula of Sulawesi (Sulawesi  Tenggara) . Within the 
province of South Sulawesi , the Bungku-Mori Family is represented by only one 
language , Padoe . 
1 .  LANGUAGE NAME : 
ALTERNATE NAMES : 
CLASSIFICATION : 
PADOE (Pronounced [ pa ' d�owe l with a lightly 
imploded [ d q ) 
South Mori , Soroako , Padoe , padoe , Tarnbe ' e ,  
Ajo , Karongsi ,  Sinongko , Nahina , Alalao 
Central Sulawesi Stock , Bungku-Mori Family 
Our primary data does not clearly indicate in 
which stock Padoe should be classified . 
However ,  a comparison of our data with the 
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I I I . MUNA-BUTON STOCK 
100-word lists in Barr , Barr and Salombe 
( 1979 )  shows the following results : 
Padoe - Mori Atas 
Padoe - Mori Bawah 




The above figures easily place Padoe within 
the Bungku-Mori Family .  
7 , 000-10 , 000 
Speakers of Padoe live in eastern Kabupaten 
Luwu in Kecamatans Nuha and Malili . 
Christian 
Padoe speakers practise swidden agriculture 
living in scattered dwellings throughout the 
mountains and foothills of eastern Kabupaten 
Luwu . 
The Muna-Buton Stock consists primarily of the languages found on the islands 
off the south-eastern peninsula of Sulawesi and is named after the largest of 
these islands , Muna and Buton . Within the province of South Sulawesi some 
languages of the southern islands , and possibly Wotu far to the north , belong 
to the Muna-Buton Stock . 
1 .  LANGUAGE NAME : 
CLASSIFICATION : 






Esser and the Peta bahasa suggest that Laiyolo 
might be related to Wolio in South-east 
Sulawesi . A comparison of our Laiyolo word 
list from Barang-Barang with 100-item word 
lists for Muna and Buton provided by C .  
Salombe of Hasanuddin University shows only 
39% lexical simi larity with Muna , but 65% 
with Buton . Because of the high relationship 
with Buton , we follow Salzner in classifying 
Laiyolo within the Muna-Buton Stock . We note 
also that our Barang-Barang word list shows 
53% lexical similarity with wotu , far to the 
north . 
3 , 000- 5 , 000 
Speakers of this language live in the villages 
of Laiyolo 
·
and Barang-Barang on the southern 
tip of Selayar Island . (See Map 1 1 . ) 
Islam 
The dry coastal hills are used for corn and 





2 .  LANGUAGE NAME : 
CLASSIFICATION : 
LOCATION : 
1 200 E 
61 
Our informants in Barang-Barang reported 
differences of vocabulary and intonation with 
the Laiyolo dialect . 
a .  LAIYOLO is spoken in the village of 
Laiyolo .  
b .  BARANG-BARANG i s  spoken in the village of 
Barang-Barang. 
Ma p 1 1  
BONERATE 
1210  1 220 
LANGUAGES OF 
TH E SOUTH ERN ISLAN DS 
" 
Muna-Buton Stock 
Salzner includes a Tukangbesi-Bonerate sub­
grouping under his Muna-Buton Group . Until 
more information is available we can neither 
confirm nor dispute such a lower level 
grouping. 
Bonerate is spoken on the islands of Bonerate , 
Karompa , and the eastern part of the Kalao 
Islands in Kabupaten Selayar . ( See Map 11 . )  
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DIALECTS : 
3 .  LANGUAGE NAME : 
CLASSIFICATION : 
LOCATION : 
4 .  LANGUAGE NAME : 
CLASSIFICATION : 
The Peta bahasa lists two dialects of 
Bonerate : Bonerate and Karompa . Further 
study is needed to determine more precisely 
the relationship between Bonerate and 
Karompa. 
a. BONERATE 
b .  KAROMPA 
KALAOTOA 
Muna-Buton Stock 
Salzner includes Kalaotoa as a dialect of 
Bonerate . However ,  the Peta bahasa separates 
them as two languages .  
Kalaotoa Island in Kabupaten Selayar . 




Previous attempts at classifying wotu have met 
with general confusion . Esser ( 1938)  lists 
wotu under his ' Toraj a Group ' (Kaili-Pamona 
Family) . Adriani ( 1931 : 5  in Mills 197 5 : 134)  
and Salzner class Wotu with Makassar and 
Bugis . Mills is not sure where Wotu should 
be placed but points out some possible 
connections between Wotu and Ledo , in the 
Kaili-Pamona Family . He is clear , however ,  
that ' Wotu cannot claim a direct genetic 
affiliation with [Proto South Sulawesi ]  , , 
that is , the South Sulawesi Stock (Mills 
197 5 : 612 ) . Sneddon leaves Wotu unclassified . 
In examining our data in relation to Wotu , it 
became clear that it could not be grouped in 
either the South Sulawesi Stock or the Central 
Sulawesi Stock ( see Figure 6) . The higher 
percentages of lexical similarity shown 
between wotu and the nearby languages of 
Lemolang , the Palili dialect of Toala ' ,  
Rongkong , and the Luwu dialect of Bugis can 
possibly be accounted for by the high level 
of contact due to trade . Wotu has long been 
a centre of trade in the region . wotu 
averages only 43% shared lexical similarity 
with members of the South Sulawesi Stock . 
Figure 6 shows the low level of lexical 
similarity between Wotu and members of the 
Central Sulawesi Stock found in South Sulawesi . 
Additional comparisons with the Central 
Sulawesi Stock languages of Mori Atas , Mori 
Bawah , and Bungku from word lists in Barr , 
NUMBER SPEAKERS : 
LOCATION : 
RELIGION : 
I V .  UNCLASS I F I E D  
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Barr and Salombe ( 1979)  show only 39% , 43% , 
and 36% respectively , thus confirming that 
Wotu cannot belong to the Bungku-Mori Family . 
Surprisingly enough , Wotu shows a relatively 
high ( 5 3 % )  relationship with Barang-Barang , a 
dialect of Laiyolo in the far south , signifi­
cantly above its average of 43% with members 
of the South Sulawesi Stock and with members 
of the Kai li-Pamona Family . Following up the 
clue provided by Barang-Barang we compared 
Wotu with a lOa-word list of Buton provided 
by C .  Salombe of Hasanuddin University and 
came up with another surprising figure of 58% 
lexical similarity , which is significant 
enough to substantiate tentatively classify­
ing Wotu within the Muna-Buton Stock . 
5 , 000 
Town of Wotu , Kecamatan Wotu in Kabupaten 
Luwu 
Islam 
Only one language found in South Sulawesi remains unclassified due to insuffi­
cient information . I S  Our own data and that of sources available to us are not 
sufficient for placing the Baj au spoken in South Sulawesi in an appropriate 
stock . 
1 .  LANGUAGE NAME 
ALTERNATE NAMES : 
CLASSIFICATION : 
BAJAU 
Baj o ,  Badjaw ,  Badjo ,  Bajao , Bayo , Luaan , 
Lutaos , Lutayaos , Orang Laut ' People of the 
Sea ' , Sea Gypsies , Turij e ' ne (Makas sar for 
to- peopZe , - r i - in� on� of, j e ' ne water) . 
Unclassified 
Further research on a much broader scale 
needs to be done before an attempt can be 
made at classifying the Baj au spoken in South 
Sulawesi , especially in regards to how it is  
related to the Baj au languages and dialects 
spoken in the rest of Indonesia and through­
out South-east Asia . 
Salzner has placed Baj au under South-west 
Indonesian in the Loinang ( Saluan) Group . 
Barr , Barr and Salombe ( 19 7 9 )  feel that the 
Baj au of Central Sulawesi  should not be 
included within the same subgroup as Saluan , 
so they classify the Baj au spoken in Central 
Sulawesi as North-west Indonesian , following 
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voegelin and Voegelin ( 1977 ) . The Ethnol ogue 
lists Baj au as North-west Austronesian Branch , 
Sama-Baj au Family .  
In Sabah , Malaysia , Smith found two distinct 
Baj au languages ,  each consisting of a chain 
of Baj au dialects . He wisely made no attempt 
to classify the higher level taxonomy of 
these languages within the larger context of 
South-east Asia without further data . 
Possibly 8 , OOO�lO , OOO scattered throughout 
South Sulawesi . 
Kecamatans Bajo ,  Suli , and Larompang in 
Kabupaten Luwu ; along the coast of Kabupaten 
Bone , especially around the town of Bajowe ; 
Sembilan Islands of Kabupaten Sinj ai ; 
scattered around the islands of Kabupaten 
Selayar ; scattered around the islands of 
Kabupaten Pangkep . Baj au speakers are also 
found throughout the rest of Sulawesi , Maluku , 
Kalimantan , Malaysia and the southern 
Philippines . Around Sulawesi and Maluku , 
their identity is often confused with sea­
farers from the Muna and Buton area . 
Mixed : Islam and the traditional Baj au 
beliefs . 
The Baj au , renowned as seafarers , live in 
villages near small inlets or on small 
is lands , reefs or sand bars throughout 
Sulawesi . The houses are on stilts over 
the water . Entire families often wander 
the seas in 5-15 ton sailing boats for months 
or seasons at a time . A much more extensive 
body of literature describes the Sama-Baj au 
of the southern Philippines . 
The Peta bahasa lists three dialects of 
Baj au for South Sulawesi : 
a .  JAMPEA in Kabupaten Selayar . 
b .  SAME ' in Kabupaten Bone . 
c .  MATALAANG in Kabupaten Pangkep . 
CHAPTER 4 
SUMMARY 
The people of South Sulawesi present a colourful picture scattered from the sea 
and lowland rice fields to the high mountains . They are seafarers ,  fishermen , 
merchants , rice growers , and farmers .  Islam, Christianity , and traditional 
beliefs all have their holds on people in South Sulawesi to varying degrees . 
A rice diet is the main staple , but corn and tubers are commonly eaten in the 
highlands and sago along the coastal lowlands of Kabupaten Luwu . 
Diversity in South Sulawesi is also reflected linguistically with 83 dialects 
representing 35 languages . In this study these languages have been tentatively 
classified as belonging to three stocks . The majority , 2 0  languages ,  belong to 
the South Sulawesi Stock , while ten other languages in the northern parts of 
the province belong to the Central Sulawesi Stock . Four additional languages 
belong to the Muna-Buton Stock . We leave the Baj au spoken in South Sulawesi 
unclassified due to insufficient information to place it appropriately in its 
broader context . ( See Figure 5 for a summary of the language c lassification 
of South Sulawesi . ) 
This study is an overview ,  and in one sense , only a beginning . To complete the 
linguistic picture of South Sulawesi it is clear that much more research is 
needed.  More studies ,  such as comparative studies , sociolinguistic studies ,  
and dialect inte lligibility testing need to be carried out to clarify the 
' fuzzy ' areas and to address the many questions raised by this study . 
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APPENDIX A 
ADM I N I STRAT I V E  U N I TS OF SOUTH S ULAWES I  
The kecamatans ( subdistricts ) o f  each kabupaten (regency) and kotamadya 
(municipality) in South Sulawesi are listed below . See Map 5 for the location 
of the kabupatens . 
1 .  KABUPATEN MAMUJU 
Capital Town : 
Kecamatans : 
2 . KABUPATEN LUWU 
Capital Town : 
Kecamatans : 
3 .  KABUPATEN MAJENE 
Capital Town : 
Kecamatans : 
MAMUJU 
Mamuju , Tapalang, Kaluku , Budong-Budong ,  
Pasangkayu , Kalumpang 
PALOPO 
Larompang , Suli , Baj o ,  Bua/Ponrang , 
Bassesangtempe , Wara , Wakurang , Limbong , 
Sabbang , Malangke , Masamba , Bone-Bone , 
Wotu , Mangkutana , Malili , Nuha 
MAJENE 
Banggae , Pamboang , Sendana , Malunda 
4 .  KABUPATEN POLEWALI-MAMASA (POLMAS ) 
Capital Town : 
Kecamatans :  
5 .  KABUPATEN TANA TORAJA (TATOR) 
Capital Town : 
Kecamatans : 
6 .  KABUPATEN ENREKANG 
Capital Town : 
Kecamatans : 
7 .  KABUPATEN PINRANG 
Capital Town : 
Kecamatans : 
8 .  KABUPATEN SIDENRANG 
Capital Town : 
Kecamatans : 
POLEWALI 
Polewali , Wonomulyo , Campalagian , 
Tinambung, Mamasa ,  Pana , Mambi , Sumarorong 
MAKALE 
Makale , Rantepao , Rindingallo , Sesean ,  
Sanggalangi , Kengkedek , Bonggakaraeng , 
Saluputti 
ENREKANG 
Maiwa , Enrekang , Anggaraj a ,  Baraka , Alla 
PINRANG 
Suppa , Mattirosompe , Mattirobulu , 
Watang Sawito , Patampanua , Duapanua , Lembang 
RAPPANG 
Panca Lautang , Tellu Limpoe , Maritengae , 
Wattangpulu , Duapitue , Panca Rij ang , Baranti 
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9 .  KABUPATEN WAJO 
Capital Town : 
Kecamatans : 
10 . KABUPATEN BONE 
Capital Town : 
Kecamatans : 
1 1 .  KABUPATEN SOPPENG 
Capital Town : 
Kecamatans : 
12 . KABUPATEN BARRU 
Capital Town : 
Kecamatans : 
SINGKANG 
Tempe , Tanasitolo , Maniangpaj o ,  Belawa , 
Pamana , Maj auleng , Takkalala , Sabbangbaru , 
Saj oangin , Pitumpanua 
WATAMPONE 
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Pampanua , Du Baccu , Cenrana, Tellusiattinge , 
Ulaweng , Awang Pone , Palakka , Taneteriattang , 
Lamuru , Pappariaj a ,  Ponre , Barebbo , Cina , 
Sibulue , Libureng , Mare , Tonra , Sallomeko , 
Kajuara , Kahu , Bontocuni 
WATANSOPPENG 
Lalabata , Mario Riwawo , Liliriaj a ,  Lilirilau , 
Mario Riawa 
BARRU 
Mallusetasi , Barru , Sopengriaj a ,  Tanete , 
Tanete Riaj a 
13 . KABUPATEN PANGKAJENE KEPULAUAN (PANGKEP) 
Capital Town : 
Kecamatans : 
14 . KABUPATEN MAROS 
Capital Town : 
Kecamatans : 
1 5 .  KABUPATEN SINJAI 
Capital Town : 
Kecamatans : 
16 . KABUPATEN GOWA 
Capital Town : 
Kecamatans :  
17 . KABUPATEN TAKALAR 
Capital Town : 
Kecamatans : 
1 8 .  KABUPATEN JENEPONTO 
Capital Town : 
Kecamatans : 
PANGKAJENE 
Balatei , Pangkaj ene , Bungoro , Labakkang , 
Ma ' rang, Sogeri/Mandale , Liukang Tupabiring , 
Liukang Tangaya , Liukang Kalmas 
MAROS 
Camba , Bantimurung , Mandai ,  Maros Baru 
SINJAI 
Sinjai Utara , Sinj ai Barat , Sin j ai Tengah , 
Sin j ai Timur , Sin j ai Selatan 
SUNGGUMINASA 
Bontomarannu , Tinggimoncong , Palangga , 
Baj eng , Tompo Bulu , Bonto Nompo , Boranglu 
TAKALAR 
Polombangkong Utara , Polombangkong Selatan , 
Galesong Utara , Galesong Selatan , 
Mangarabombang , Mappakasungu 
JENEPONTO 
Binamu , Bangkala , Tamalatea ,  Kelara , Batang 
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19 . KABUPATEN BANTAENG 
Capital Town : 
Kecamatans : 
2 0 .  KABUPATEN BULUKUMBA 
Capital Town : 
Kecamatans : 
2 1 .  KABUPATEN SELAYAR 
Capital Town : 
Kecamatans : 
22 . KOTAMADYA PARE-PARE 
Kecamatans : 
2 3 . KOTAMADYA UJUNG PANDANG 
Kecamatans : 
BANTAENG 
Bissappu , Bantaeng , Tompobulu 
BULUKUMBA 
Gantereng Kindang , Bulukumba , Kaj ang , 
ujung Bulu , Bontobabari ,  Bontotiro , 
Heralangelange 
BENTENG 
Bontoharu , Bonto Sikayu , Pasimasungu , 
Pasimarannu , Bontotene 
Ujung , Soreang , Bacukiki 
Uj ung Tanah , Tallo , Wajo ,  Bontoala , Mariso , 
Mamajang , Ujung Pandang , Makassar , 
Panakkukang , Tamalate , Biringkanaya 
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The I La Galigo epic cycle of South Celebes and its diffusion . 
Translated and adapted by C . C .  MacKnight.  Indonesia 17 : 161-169 . 
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192 5 Zeden en gewoonten en het daarmede samenhangend adatrecht van het 
Minahassische volk (Manners and customs and related adat law of the 
Minahasa) . Bijdragen tot de Taal - ,  Land- en Volkenkunde van 
Nederlandsch-Indie 81 : 424-499 . 




Sangireesche spraakkunst (Sangir grammar) . Leiden . 
Iets over de talen der To Sada en der To Wadu (Thoughts on the 
languages of the To Sada and To Wadu) . Mededeelingen vanwege het 
Nederlandsche Zendel inggenootschap 42 : 111-150 . 
Overzicht over de talen van Midden-Celebes (Summary of the languages 
of central Celebes) . Mededeel ingen vanwege het Nederlandsche 
Zendelinggenootschap 42 : 536-586 . 
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De talen der Togian Eilanden (The languages of the Togian Is lands) .  
Tijdschrift voor Indische Taa l - ,  Land- en Volkenkunde 4 2/5 : 429-490 
and 6 : 539-566 . 
Breukinks bij dragen tot eene Gorontalo ' sche spraakkunst .  Bijdragen 
tot de Taa l - ,  Land- en Volkenkunde van Nederlandsch-Indie 60 . 
De Minahasische talen (The languages of Minahasa) .  Bijdragen tot 
de Taal - ,  Land- en Volkenkunde van Nederlandsch-Indie 81 : 134-164 . 
Bare ' e-Nederlandsch woordenboek (Bare ' e-Dutch dictionary) • 
Leiden : Brill . 
Spraakkunst der Bare ' e  taal (Grammar of the Bare ' e  language ) .  
Bandoeng:  A . C .  Nix . 
Bare ' e  verha l en .  2 volumes . The Hague . 
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193 9 Koelawi sche taal s tudien (Studies of the Kulawi language ) .  
Bibliotheca . 3 volumes . Bandoeng .  






Van Posso naar Mori (From Posso to Mori ) . Mededeelingen vanwege 
het Nederlandsche Zendelinggenootschap 4 4 : 135-2 1 4 .  
De Bare ' e  sprekende Toradja ' s  van Midden Celebes (The Bare ' e  
speaking Toraj a of central Celebes ) .  3 volumes . Batavia : 
Landsdrukkerij . 
De Bare ' e  sprekende Toradja ' s  van Midden Celebes (The Bare ' e  
speaking Toraj a of central Celebes ) .  2nd edition , revised . 
3 volumes .  Verhandelingen der Koninkl ijke Nederlandse Akademie 
van Wetenschappen , Afdeling Letterkunde 54-56 . 
ANCEAUX , J . C .  
1952 The Wolio language : outline of grammatical description and texts . 
Verhandelingen van het Koninklijk Insti tuut voor Taal - ,  Land- en 
Volkenkunde 11 . 
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in the seventeenth century . Leiden : Martinus Nijhoff . 
Mededeelingen betreffende eenige Mandharsche landschappen 
( Information on the region of Mandar) . Bijdragen tot de Taal - ,  
Land- en Volkenkunde van Nederlandsch-Indie 62 : 649-746 . 
1912 Nota betreffende het landschap Toli-Toli (Memorandum on the region 
of Toli-Toli) . Tijdschrift voor Indische Taal - ,  Land- en 
Volkenkunde 54 : 27-57 . 
BADUDU , J . S .  
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Djambatan . 
BARR , Donald F .  
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Percetakan Lembaga Penerbitan Universitas Hasanuddin . 
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forth- Da ' a  verbal affixes and clitics . Papers in Western Austronesian 
corning l inguistics . PL . 
forth- Focus and mood in Da ' a  discourse . Papers in Western Austronesian 
corning linguistics . PL . 
BARR, Donald F .  and Sharon G .  BARR 
7 1  
forth- Phonology o f  Da ' a , Central Sulawesi . Papers in Western Austronesian 
corning linguistics . PL . 
BARR , Donald F . , Sharon G .  BARR and C .  SALOMBE 
1979 Languages of Central Sulawesi . Abepura , Irian Jaya : Percetakan 
Universitas Cenderawasih . 
BARR, Sharon G .  
forth- Da ' a  kinship and marriage . Papers in Western Austronesian 
corning l inguistics . PL . 
BASTIAANS , J .  
1938 
1939 
Het verb and tusschen Lirnbotto en Gorontalo (The relation between 
Lirnbotto and Gorontalo) .  Tijdschrift voor Indische Taa l - ,  Land­
en Volkenkunde 78 : 2 15-24 7 .  
Batato ' s  in het oude Gorontalo , in verband met den Gorontaleesche 
staatsbouw (Batatos in old Gorontalo , in relation to the structure 
of the Gorontalo state) . Tijdschrift voor Indi sche Taal - ,  Land­
en Volkenkunde 79 : 2 3-72 . 
BERG , E . J .  van den 
1939 
1940 
Adatgebruiken in verband met de Sultans installatie in Boeton 
(Adat customs in connection with the Sultan ' s  installation at 
Buton) . Tijdschrift voor Indische Taa l - ,  Land- en Vol kenkunde 
79 : 469-52 8 .  
Een rij stfeest i n  Lawele (A rice ceremony i n  Lawele ) .  Tijdschrift 
voor Indische Taal - ,  Land- en Volkenkunde 80 : 530-543 . 
BERGH , J . D .  van den 
1948 
1953 
Banggaise ethnologica (Banggai ethnology) . Het Missiewerk 
27 : 147-156 , 193-207 . 
Spraakkunst van het Banggais (Banggai grammar) . The Hague : 
Martinus Nijhoff . 
BERTLING , C . T .  
193 1-
1932 
De Minahasische ' Waroega ' en Hockerbestattung (The Minahasa 
' Waroega ' and prehistoric burial ) . Nederlandsch-Indie ,  Oud en 
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APPENDIX C 
I N FORMAT I ON CONC ERN I N G  DATA COLLECT I ON 
Word List Language 
or 
Dialect Name 
Makassar - Gowa 
Konjo - Pesisir 
Selayar 
Bugis - Bone 
Bugis - Luwu 
Campalagian 
Mandar - Balanipa 
Mandar - Maj ene 
Mandar - Pamboang 
Mandar - Sendana 
Mandar - Malunda 
Mamuju - Mamuju 
Mamuju - Sinyonyoi 
Mamuju  - Sumare 
Mamuju - Padang 
Mamuju - Tappalang 
Mamuju - Botteng 
PUS - Aralle-Tabulahan 
PUS - Mambi 
PUS - Rantebulahan 
PUS - Bambang 





Toraja-Sa ' dan - Makale 
Toala ' - Palili ' 
Masenrempulu-Enrekang 
Pattae ' 
Seko - Tengah 
Lemolang 
Wotu 
Laiyolo - Barang-Barang 
Topoiyo 
Sarudu 




Place of Elicitation 
or 
*Place of Residence 
Malino - Gowa 
Tanalemo - Bulukumba 
Buki-Pa ' ba ' teang - Selayar 
Ujung Pandang 
Palopo - Luwu 
Campalagian 
Napo - PolMas 
Labuang - Maj ene 
*Lalampanua - Maj ene 
*Sendana - Maj ene 
Malunda - Maj ene 
Binanga - Mamuju 
Sinyonyoi - Mamuju 
*Sumare - Mamuju 
Binanga - Mamuju  
Korobatta - Mamuju 
Botteng - Mamuju 
*Aralle - PolMas 
Mambi - PolMas 
*Rantebulahan - PolMas 
*Bambang - PolMas 
*Mehalaan - PolMas 
Binanga - Mamuju 
Mamasa - PolMas 
Kanandede - Luwu 
Buka - Luwu 
Borake - TaTor 
Palopo - Luwu 
Enrekang 
Binuang - POlMas 
Salutallang - Luwu 
Sabbang - Luwu 
Wotu - Luwu 
Barang-Barang - Selayar 
*Budong-Budong - Mamuju 
*Sarudu - Mamuju 
Maleku - Luwu 
Masamba - Luwu 
Wawandola - Luwu 
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Word Word List Language 
List or 
Number Dialect Name 
1 .  Makassar - Gowa 
2 .  Konjo - Pesisir 
3 .  Selayar 
4 .  Bugis - Bone 
5 .  Bugis - Luwu 
6 .  Campalagian 
7 .  Mandar - Balanipa 
B .  Mandar - Maj ene 
9 .  Mandar - Parnboang 
10 . Mandar - Sendana 
1 1 .  Mandar - Malunda 
12 . Mamuju - Mamuju  
1 3 .  Mamuju - Sinyonyoi 
14 . Mamuju - Sumare 
1 5 .  Mamuju - Padang 
1 6 .  Mamuju - Tappalang 
1 7 .  Mamuju - Botteng 
1 8 .  PUS - Aralle-Tabulahan 
19 . PUS - Marnbi 
2 0 .  PUS - Rantebulahan 
2 1 .  PUS - Barnbang 
22 . PUS - Mehalaan 
2 3 . Kalumpang 
24 . Mamasa 
2 5 .  Rongkong Atas 
2 6 .  Rongkong Bawah 
2 7 . Toraj a-Sa ' dan - Makale 
2 8 .  Toala ' - Palili ' 
2 9 .  Masenrempulu-Enrekang 
3 0 .  Pattae ' 
3 1 .  Seko - Tengah 
3 2 . Lemolang 
33 . Wotu 
34 . Laiyolo - Barang-Barang 
3 5 .  Topoiyo 
3 6 .  Sarudu 
3 7 . Pamona - Tomoni 
3 8 .  Rampi 
39 . Padoe 
Name of Primary Inforrnant ( s ) , 
(age ) 
Tj ako ( 70) ; Umi Daeng Bau ' ( 41 )  
6 men 
Siming ( 3B) ; Sitisalma ( 39 )  
Dr Husen Abas ( 49 )  
Nawir Kube ( 36)  
Darwis ( 4 0 )  
Abdul Maj id T .  ( 54 )  
Haj i H .  Muh . Husain ( 55 ) ; 
Haj i Abdurrachrnan Nur 
Mas ' ud ( 4 3 )  
Drs Kaharuddin ( 29)  
Abdul Mo ' in ( 4 3 ) ; R .  Hoesein 
Muh . Achir Parampas ( 51) ; 
Muh . Jusuf Musa ( 5 2 )  
Nasir ( 2 7 ) ; Engki ( 2 B )  
Abdul Hafin Pangale ( 40)  
Ami ( 4 2 ) ; Pedai ' ( 43 ) ·  
Abdullah Ras j id ( 48 ) ; 
Razak Ahmed Sul 
Abu Yona ( 4 3 ) ; Tapa ' na ( 45 )  
Saeni T .  ( 4 3 )  
Judami ( 3 6 )  
Abdul Latief ( 41 )  
Yohanes Lurnornbang ( 32 )  
Muhlis ( 3 0) 
Samuel Mangandu ( 4 2 ) ; 
Abr aham Karnbuno ( 41 )  
Markus Kaloli ( 60)  
D . M .  Popang ( 42 ) ; Y.  Maseka ( 39 )  
Manguliling ( 49 ) ; Rero ' ( BO ) ; 
Johanes Leboni ( 42 ) ; Halis ( 2 9 )  
Bpk . Siang 
Hairuddin 
Namyuling ( 46) ; Tiu ' ( 63 ) ; 
Siti Amina ( 4 6 )  
Ibu Ballu ( 4 7 )  
S .  Sabara ' ( 4 9 )  
Mangugu ( 44 )  
M .  Ramli ( 4 2 )  
Abdul Sarinung ( 60)  
Ali ( 3 1 )  
Abdurrachman P .  ( 60)  
M .  Moriki ( 52 ) ; Pellias 
Siwa Parman ( 52 )  
T .  Sampeako ( 52 )  
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Word Word List Language Word List Date Linguist 
List or Reliabili ty 
Number Dialect Name 
I .  Makassar - Gowa good November 1982 C .  Grimes 
2 .  Konjo  - Pesisir very good November 1982 C .  Grimes 
3 .  Selayar very good November 1982 C .  Grimes 
4 .  Bugis - Bone very good March 1983 C .  Grimes 
5 .  Bugis - Luwu good December 1982 C .  Grimes 
6 .  Campalagian good January 1983 F .  Dawson 
7 .  Mandar - Balanipa good January 1983 C .  Grimes 
8 .  Mandar - Maj ene very good January 1983 C .  Grimes 
9 .  Mandar - Parnboang very good January 1983 F .  Dawson 
1 0 .  Mandar - Sendana good January 1983 F .  Dawson 
II . Mandar - Malunda good January 1983 C .  Grimes 
12 . Mamuju - Mamuju very good January 1983 C .  Grimes 
13 . Mamuju - Sinyonyoi good-fair January 1983 C .  Grimes 
14 . Mamuju - Sumare very good January 1983 C .  Grimes 
15 . Mamuju - Padang good January 1983 F .  Dawson 
16.  Mamuju - Tappalang very good January 198 3  C .  Grimes 
1 7 .  Mamuju - Botteng very good January 1983 C .  Grimes 
1 8 .  PUS - Aralle-Tabulahan very good January 198 3  C .  Grimes 
19 . PUS - Marnbi very good January 1983 F .  Dawson 
2 0 .  PUS - Rantebulahan good January 198 3  C .  Grimes 
2 I .  PUS - Barnbang good January 1983 C .  Grimes 
2 2 .  PUS - Mehalaan very good January 1983 C .  Grimes 
2 3 .  Kalumpang good January 1983 F .  Dawson 
2 4 .  Mamas a very good January 1983 C .  Grimes 
2 5 .  Rongkong Atas very good December 1982 C .  Grimes 
2 6 .  Rongkong Bawah good December 1982 C .  Grimes 
2 7 .  Toraja-Sa ' dan - Makale good December 1982 C .  Grimes 
2 8 .  Toala ' - Palili ' good December 1982 C .  Grimes 
29 . Masenrempulu-Enrekang very good March 1983 C .  Grimes 
3 0 .  Pattae ' good January 1983 C .  Grimes 
3 I .  Seko - Tengah good December 1982 C .  Grimes 
3 2 .  Lemolang good December 1982 C .  Grimes 
3 3 .  Wotu good-fair December 1982 C .  Grimes 
3 4 . Laiyol0 - Barang-Barang very good November 1982 C .  Grimes 
3 5 .  Topoiyo good January 1983 F .  Dawson 
36 . Sarudu good January 1983 C .  Grimes 
3 7 .  Pamona - Tomoni very good December 1982 C .  Grimes 
3 8 .  Rampi good December 1982 C .  Grimes 
39 . Padoe very good December 1982 C .  Grimes 
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LOCATION O F  
WORD L I S T  ELICITATION 
31 25 26 32 
' 0  
t�a p  12  
APPENDIX D 
SUMMARY C LASS I F I CAT I ON OF SOUTH SULAWES I LANGUAGES 
Phylum Super- Stock Family Subfamily Language 
Stock 
South Makassar l .  Makas sar 
Sulawesi Subfamily 2 .  Kon j o  
Stock 3 .  Selayar 
Bugis 4 .  Bugis 
Family 5 .  Campalagian 
Northern 6 .  Mandar 
South 7 .  Mamu j u  
Sulawesi B .  PUS 
Family 9 .  Pattae ' 
Toraja- 1 0 .  Kalumpang 
S a ' dan 1 1 .  Mamas a 
Sub family 12 . Rongkong 
..>: 13 . Toraja-Sa ' dan u 14 . Toa l a ' 0 
+' 
til 
l-< Masenrempulu 1 5 .  Masenrempulu Q) 
0. Subfamily 1 6 .  Pattinjo I::: � m (fJ 
.,-i 
til � Seko 17 . Seko Tengah Q) 
I::: .,-i Family lB . Seko Padang 0 til 
l-< Q) 19 . Panasuan +' I::: til 0 
� l-< 
..: +' 2 0 .  Lemolang til 
� 
..: 
+' Central Kai li- 2 l . Topoiyo 
til Sulawesi Pamona 2 2 .  Benggaulu Q) 
3 Stock Family 2 3 .  Bada 
24 . Rampi 
2 5 .  Pamona 
Kaili 2 6 .  Kaili 
Subfamily 2 7 .  Baras 
2 B .  Sarudu 
Bungku- 2 9 .  Padoe 
Mori 
Family 
Muna- 3 0 .  Wotu 
Buton 3 l . Laiyolo 
Stock 3 2 .  Bonerate 
3 3 .  Kalaotoa 
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APPENDIX E 
COMPARAT I VE WORD L I STS 
The word lists collected for this study are reproduced here . Symbols used in 
the word lists are described below. The data has been slightly phonemicised 
for the sake of simplicity ,  that is , affricates ( ts , d z )  are written ( e , j )  and 
length ( C · , V· ) is symbolised (CC , VV) . It should be noted that occasionally 
















Stress in South Sulawesi 
languages usually occurs 
on the penultimate syllable . 
In such cases it is not 
marked in the word lists . 
Where stress deviates from 
the normal pattern or where 
stress may be unclear due to 
double vocoids , etc . , it is 
marked with an apostrophe 
preceding the stressed 
syllable . 
CONTO I DS 
voiceless bilabial stop 
voiced bilabial stop 
Voiceless bilabial fricative 
Voiced bilabial fricative 
Voiceless labiodental 
fricative 








Long con to ids are marked by 
a double symbol 
Long vocoids are marked by 
a double symbol 
Fronted contoid 




Raised symbols indicate 
partial articulation , 
on-glides , or off-glides . 
Voiceless alveolar stop 
Voiced alveolar stop 
voiced alveolar fricative 
with ungrooved tongue blade 








Voiceless alveolar grooved 
fricative 
z Voiced alveopalatal grooved 
fricative 
e Voiceless alveopalatal 
grooved affricate [ t s ] 
j Voiced alveopalatal grooved 
affricate [ d z ]  
te , dj Long affricate [ t ts , d d z ]  
0 ,  � Imploded stop . Many 
languages exhibit a 
continuum of heavy to light 
to no implosion in free 
variation depending on 
emphasis . 
m b nd Prenasalised stop 
k Voiceless velar stop 
e 
High tense front unrounded 
vocoid 
High lax front unrounded 
vocoid 
Mid tense front unrounded 
vocoid 
Mid lax front unrounded 
vocoid 
Low tense front unrounded 
vocoid 
Low lax front unrounded 
vocoid ( found in the Aralle­
Tabulahan dialect) 

















Unreleased voiceless velar 
stop 
Voiced velar stop 
Voiceless velar fricative 
Voiced velar fricative 
Glottal stop 
Voiceless glottal fricative 
Voiced bilabial nasal 
Voiced alveolar nasal 
Voiced alveopalatal nasal 
Voiced velar nasal 
Non-syllabic lui 
Non-syllabic I i i  
Simultaneous voiced velar 
fricative and alveolar flap 
( found in the Topoiyo 
language) . 
High central unrounded 
vocoid 
Mid central unrounded 
vocoid 
Low central unrounded 
vocoid 
High tense back rounded 
vocoid 
High lax back rounded 
vocoid 
Mid tense back rounded 
vocoid 
Mid lax back rounded vocoid 
unique phonetic features found in specific languages are noted here . For more 
data , see the word lists that follow .  (See page 19 for list of language 
abbreviations . )  
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Sel ayar 
In some words Selayar diverges from the usual South Sulawesi penultimate 
syllable stress pattern and exhibits antepenultimate stress .  For example :  
Mandar 
[ s i ' l aj a ra )  
[ ' l ambere)  
[ ' b i i ra s a )  





The Balanipa , Pamboang , and Malunda dialects all have a [ a )  which sounds very 
much like the voiced interdental fricative of English but is actually articu­
lated as a voiced alveolar fricative with ungrooved tongue blade . This sound 
is variously represented in the literature as d ,  d h , a ,  or o .  
Mamuj u  
The Padang and Sinyonyoi dialects use [ h )  where the other dialects use [w) and 
/ r/ .  Tappalang and Botteng substitute [ h )  for [w) ,  but not for /r/.  Mamuju 
and Sumare retain both [w) and /r/.  
PUS 
The Aralle-Tabulahan , Mambi and Rantebulahan dialects all use [ h )  where Bambang 
and Mehala ' an use [w) .  Aralle-Tabulahan and Bambang substitute [ h )  for /r/i  
the other dialects retain the /r/ . Bambang reflects all word final nasals as 
[m ) i the other dialects as [m) , [ n ) , or [ I) ) . Aralle-Tabulahan contrasts a low 
lax front unrounded vocoid [a) (of Boston accent fame ) with the usual low lax 
central unrounded vocoid [ a )  found throughout South Sulawesi . This unique 
vocoid is not a low tense front unrounded [re) . For example : 
Mama sa 
[ ' ba?a) 
[ '  ba ? a )  
[ ' ? uhal) ) 





Mamasa has final unreleased voiceless velar stops [ � ) .  The /t/ found in 
Mamasa has a s lightly fronted quality [ ! ) . 
Rong kong 
Both dialects of Rongkong have unreleased final voiceless velar stops [ � ) .  
There also seems to be free variation between [ a ) , [w) and [v ) . 
Ma s enrempu l u  
The Enrekang dialect contrasts a back velar nasal [D)  with a normal velar nasal 
[ I) ) . Where the Enrekang dialect manifests [ n l  many other South Sulawesi 
languages exhibit word-final [k)  or glottal . For example : 
[ '  tas  i n )  
[ '  pUS Ul) ) 
[man uoma n u o )  






Enrekang also has glottalisation or laryngealisation of vocoids [V?V) which 
seems to function as a single phoneme ( see Pike 1947 : 22 1 ) . 
Seko 
Seko Tengah exhibits both long and short vocoids in the word-final position . 
Topo i yo 
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Besides a normal voiced alveolar flapped [ r ) , Topoiyo also exhibits a sound 
which , after eliminating several other possibilities , seems to be a simulta­
neous backed [�r ) . It is interesting to note that in Da ' a  (Pekava) , a dialect 
of Kaili , [ r )  is in variation with [ § )  in some of the older forms of ceremonial 
speech ( D .  Barr , personal communication) .  Examples of the Topoiyo [�r)  are : 
[ l a ' u�ro? ) 
[ ' ba§ra ? )  




Ramp i  
Rampi has a retroflexed lateral flap [ I ) .  
l .  2 .  3 .  \D <Xl 
English tree Zeaf root 
Indonesian pahon daun akar 
MAK poko? l eko? a ka ?  
KNJ poko? ra U f)  aka?  
SEL pO?Of) taha aka? 
BBN pOOf) d a u f)  uri-? 
BLW ba taf)  dauf)  ur,,? 
CAM ponna da un ba 1 i ka ? 
BAL ponna da un uake? 
MAJ ponna da un uwa ke 
PBG ponna da un uake? 
SEN po?a f)  da un uea ke? 
MAL pon na d au n uake? 
MMJ pO?Of) da un Uwa ka ?  
SNY poa f) da un uhaka ?  
SUM poaf) da un uwa ka ?  
PDG poa f) d a un uhaka ?  
TAP puaf)  dau n uhaka ?  
BOT poa f) da un u haka?  
A-T poa f) l a l a ? uhaka? 
MBI to? kaj u d a u n  uhaka? 
RAN to? kaj u d a u l)  uhaka? 
BAM to? kaj u d a um uwaka?  
MEH kayu da un uwaka?  
KAL pondanJ\ daun  uwaka?na  
MMS �o? da un waka?  
RKA *ga ron to?/ba tal) da un owaka? 
RKB ba tal) da un oeaka 
SAD g J\ ron to? kay u  da un buaka ?  
TLA temp0l) da un ura ?  
MSR i to? kaj u da un uwa ka ?  
PAT a to? da un ? u ra ?  
SEK kayu dauf)  owa ?  
LEM pOl)ka ka u tave uwa ka 
WOT ba tta dau ? urra 
LYL p u ? u  tafa fa ka 
TOP p u u  taee l a r i ?  
SAR taeu taee l a r j ?  
PMN p u ? u  L ra ka l e  
RAM l ot i  tave? uwa ka ?  








BBN ?aj u 
BLW aj u 






MMJ kaj u 
SNY kaj u 
SUM kaj u 
PDG 
TAP kay u  
BOT kaj u 
A-T kaj u 
MBI kaj u  
5 .  
thorn 
duri 
ka t i n t  i I) 
ka t i n t i l)  
ka t i n t i l)  
d u r i 
d u r i 
pas u s u ?  
pes u s u ?  
p L s us u / t u?cfl\ 
pes u s u? 
pes u s u ?  
pes u s u ?  




v v pe ro ro 
d u i 
cfuh i 
d u r i 
6 .  
husk (coconut) 
tempurung 
sa L ?  
ka ? d a ro 
ka ? da ro 
ka ? da ro 
ka ? d a ro 
ka ? d a ro 
ka ? d a ro 
kara ? do 
ka ? da ro 
ka ? da ho 
ka ? d a ro 
ka ? d a ho 
ka ? d a ro 
ka ? d a ro b u l  ual) 
ka ?daho 
ka ? daro 
7 .  
coconut 
kelapa 
ka l uku 
ka l uku  
anj oro 
ka I u k u  
ka  1 uku  
anj oro 
anj o ro 
anj oro 
ka l uku 
ka l uku 
a nj oro 
ka 1 uku  
a nj oro 
ka l uku 
ka l uku 
ka l uku 
ka l uku 




RAN kaj u 
BAM kaj u d u h i 
MEH kayu 
KAL kay u  d u r i 
MMS kay u  
RKA kaj u 
RKB kaj u 
SAD ka yu 
TLA kaj u 
MSR kaj u 
PAT kaj u 
SEK kayu s ura 
LEM kau d u i 
WOT papua ru i 
LYL kaj u 
TOP koj u ru i 
SAR kayu 
PMN kaj u 
RAM l ot i  ru i 
PD� ka u h i  




ka rora k 
ka nda ro/ *ba l)a ? 
kararo 
kandaro 
ka l uk u  
ka l uku 
ka l uku  
ka l uku 
ka l uku 
ka l uku 
ka l uk u  
ka l uku 
ka I uku 
n i o? 
ka l uku 
ka l uku 
ka l uku 
ka I uku 
j oro 
ka l uku 
ka l uku 
kayuku  
y 
ko 1 i I)ka 
oen u  I--' o 
I--' 
8 .  9 .  1 0 .  II . I-' 
banana betel.nut rattan bamboo 0 N 
pisang sirih rotan bambu 
MAK u n t i I e ko pa f)a j a i ra u ka f) b u  1::> 
KNJ l oka l eko/dada ? uhe pArr i f)  
SEL l ooka koomba l au ro par i f)  
BBN u t t i ota rauka f)  *pi- r i f)/awo? 
BLW u t t i l eko? l a uro pi-ttUf)  
CAM I i  j o  me ra? ue a bo? 
BAL l oka pamera ? uee tarr i f)  
MAJ l oka pame r a ?  uwe t Arr i f)  
PBG l u�o ba u l  u pesa? i ?  marepe? 
SEN l uyo ba u l u  uwe tar i f) 
MAL n uzo ba u l  u uwe marepe ? 
MMJ l oka oa u l u  uWe ?ao 
SNY punt i h  b i naf)a n  ? u he ?aho? 
SUM l oka bau l u  uwe aeo 
POG punt  i bahu l u  uhe a ho 
TAP pun t i ba h u l u  ? u he parr i f)  
BOT pug i oa u l u  ? uhe ? a ho? 
A-T pun t i ba h u l u  ? uhe oa l o  
MBI pun t i  bau l u  uhe ba l o  
RAN pun t i  ba u l  u uhe ta l l a T)  
BAM pun t i  ba u l u  ube ta l l a 
MEH pu n t i ka rema ? use ta l l a T)  
KAL p u t t i bau l u  uwe ta I l a T)  
MMS pun1 i ba u l u  ? ue ?ao? 
RKA pun t i  bo l u  uWe ta I I  aT) 
RKB pun t i  dambo l u  ue ta l l a T)  
SAD pun t i  bo l u  uWe t a l l a T) 
TLA punt i / l oka l eko? l a uro p a t t u T)  
MSR pu t t i be l u  uWe ?ao 
PAT p u t t i • v . 5 I r J  ra u ka T)  a o  
SEK pu t t i  bahu l u  uhe pa t tuT)/parr i T)/ ta l l a T) 
LEM pun t i ba u l  u l a uro l ae l ae 
WOT pun t i  l eko ra u ro s a l o l o  
LYL l oka komba l uro pi-r i T)  
TOP l oka l eg u  l a u�o? ba l aeo t u  
SAR l oka l e!Ju l a uro a so? 
PMN l okka l a umbe l a uro BOYO 
RAM l oka? vura ro ? u i  ba ro 
PDO pus i eo l u l u l auro ba l o  I-' 0 
LV 
12 . 13 . 14 . 1 5 .  I-' 
flower fruit kunai rice on staLk 
0 
grass "" 
bunga buah alang-alang padi 
MAK bUl)a bul)a raponna rea a s e  
KNJ bUl)a b uWa rea pare 
SEL bUl)a/taJu b uWa rea pae 
bUl)a b uWa 
v 
BBN a rea a s e  
BLW bUl)a b ua dea a s e  
CAM bUl)a b uWa dea pamar i a l)  
BAL bUl)a b uWa paean p a re 
MAJ bUl)a b uWa paral) pare 
PBG bUl)a bua paean boa s 
SEN bUl)a b uwa paral) boas 
MAL bUl)a b uwa 
v v pa�a l)  pa re 
MMJ bUl)a b uWa padal) pare 
SNY b Ul)a b uwa padal) pahe 
SUM bUl)a boa padal) 
v pa re 
PDG b U l)a boa padal) pahe 
TAP bUl)a boa padal) 
v pa re 
BOT b ura bura boa padal) 
v pa re 
A-T b U l)a poa padal) pahe 
MBI bura? boa re?a p::>re 
RAN bU l)a b uwa rea pare 
BAM bU l)a bua hea pahe 
MEH bU l)a b uwa rea pa re 
KAL bU l)a ka I us i reflba i / reflbae pare 
MMS b Ul)a b uwa rea pare 
RKA bUl)abul)a bua rea pare 
RKB bUl)a bua rea 
v pa re 
SAD bU l)a bua r i ya 
v pa re 
TLA bU l)a b uwa rea pare 
MSR bU l)a ca?a b i  dea bo? bo 
PAT bU l)a b uWa pada l)padal) pare 
SEK b U r)abul)a hoa na ' reaa hea ? 
LEM b U l)a ovua odana opare 
WOT bUl)a ba e dea bae 
LYL b U l)a bakke rea bae 
TOP bubu l)a bace j ono? pae 
SAR bU l)a b uwa j ono pae 
PMN bUl)a sua l ee pae 
RAM bUl)a vua ? dona?  k i na 
PDO .oul)a sue ree pae I-' 0 
1.11 
16 . 1 7 .  
uncooked rice cooked rice 
beras nasi 
MAK ' beerasa ka nre 
KNJ bera sa kanre 
SEL ' b L L rasa ka nre 
BBN b-i- r-P i na n re 
BLW b -i- r r-i- i nanre 
CAM ba ra ? bo? bo? 
BAL baras bombo? 
MAJ barra s ?ande 
PBG bea ? bo?of) 
SEN bea ? peca? 
MAL bea ? peca ? 
MMJ boa s peca ? 
SNY bea ? peca? 
SUM bea peca? 
PDG bea peclI 
TAP bea ? pe£a? 
BOT bea ? oo?oo? 
A-T bea ? bo?bo? 
MBI bea ? bo?bo? 
1 8 .  
I 
aku 
( i )  n a ke 
ne kke 
nakke 
i ya ?  
i a  




i ya u  
ko j ?  
i Ya k u  
kod i ?  
kod i ?  
kod i ?  
ko j ?  
kod L ?  
kod i ?  
kao 
19 . 
you ( singular ) 
engkau 





a l em u  
? j ?o 
* ? i ?o/ ? i ta 
j ?o 
j ?o 
? i kko 
i f) ko 
d i yo 
i f)ko 
d i o  
d i yo 
d i yo 





RAN * barra ? /baha? oo? bo? kado? i ko 
BAM ba ha? oo?oo? kao i ko 
MEH barra ? oo?oo? kao i ko 
KAL bara ? t umboh/t i nande a ku i ko 
MMS barra ? bo? bo? kao i ko 
RKA barra ? bo? bo? aku  i ko 
RKB b"rr,,? bo? bo? aku i ko 
SAD b"rr,,? bo?bo? a k u  i ko 
TLA b"rr,,? f)o?oo a k u  i ko 
MSR barra k i nande yaku i ko 
PAT bara ? k i nande a k u  i ko 
SEK barra ? k i  ' na ndee ' ko i  i d i yo 
LEM ov i ya i na n de i kodo o i yo 
WOT bae peca i ya u  i yo/ i ta 
LYL ber+sP k+nanre a ku ko?o 
TOP ohe bobo aku  i ko 
SAR ?onj e ? uhe a ku kom i 
PMN sea k i na?a  a ku s i ko 
RAM oo i pal)ka a ku i l)ko 





MAl< i Va 
KNJ i Va 
SEL i va 
BBN 
BLW a l ena 
CAM a 1 ena 
BAL i va 
MAJ i a  
PBG i a  
SEN i a  
MAL ? i ya 
MMJ i va 
SNY d i va 
SUM d i va 
PDG i a  
TAP d i va 
BOT d i yo 
A-T d i va 
MEl d i a  
2 1 -
we (exclusive ) 
kami 
( i )  ka te/ ( i )  kambe 
kambe/g i t te 
kambe 
i d i ?mani-f) 
? i kki-f) 
a 1 eta  
i yam j ?  
yam i 
yam i ?  
yam i ? 
kam i ?  
i f)ka i ?  
kod i ? n a s a f)  
* ka d  j ?  /ka i 
ka j ?  
ka j ?  
kam i ?  
kam i ?  
22 . 
we ( inclusive ) 
ki ta 
( i ) ka tel ( i ) kambe 
g i t te 
d'i t te 
i d i ?mani-f) 
i d j ?ma ni-f) 
a 1 eta 
? i ta ?  
i ta ( na s a f) )  
i ta ?  
i ta ?  
k i ta ?  
kod i ? nasaf)  
k i ta?  
k i t a ?  
k i ta ?  
k i �a ?  
k i ta ?  
i va santa?a  
2 3 .  
sun 
ma tahari 
a 1 1 0 
a 1 1 0 
ma t a ? a 1 1 0 
ma ta s so 
mate?i-sso 
mataaso 
ma ta?a 1 1 0 
ma ta?a 1 1 0 
ma t a pa ? d i s  
a 1 1 0  
ma tapa? d i ?  
ma t a ? a 1 1 0 
ma t a ? a 1 1 0 
ma ta?a  1 1  0 
mataa 1 1 0  
ma ta?a  1 1 0 
ma�a ?a 1 1 0  
ma t a ? a  1 1 0 




RAN i ko kam i ?  k i t a ?  ya ?asan  ma t a ? a l l o 
BAM i ya kam i ?  k i ta ?  ma t a ?a l l o  
MEH i ya kam i k i ta ma ta?a l l o 
KAL kamu kam i k i  ta  ma tanoku l l ,,? 
MMS i ya k i !a k i !a?al)gana ma!a ? a  1 1 0 
RKA i ya kam i k i ta ma ta?a l l o 
RKB i ya kam i k i ta ma t a ? a  1 1 0 
SAD i ya kam i  k i ta ma t a ? a l l o 
TLA i a  kam i l)  k i ta?  ma ta?a  1 1 0 
MSR i a  i kam i i k i ta ?manan ma ta?a l l o 
PAT i ya k i t a ?  k i ta manal) ma ta?a  1 1  0 
SEK d i a  kam i ' k i taa k u l a ? 
LEM o i yo i kam i k i ta oa l o  
WOT i s i a  i yam i i ta ma ta i yo 
LYL s i ya kam i k i ta ma t a ? a j o  
TOP l aa kam i j oj o?o? ma tae?o? 
SAR h i ra ka i k i  ta  ma ta?eo 
PMN 5 i ?a kam i k i ta ? eo 
Rk'4 ? i o  i l)ka i I)k i moto?ando 
PDO umono i kam i i k i  ta  matao l o  i--' 0 
� 
2 4 .  25 . 26 . 27 . .... 
star water> spr>ing (water» .... moon 0 
bulan bin tang air ma ta air 
MAK bu l a f)/bu l a f)a b i n toef) j e ?ne t i m busu/ma ta j e?ne  
KNJ bu l a n b i n toe f) ?ere ma ta ?ere 
SEL bu l an b i n toef) * ? ere/j e?ne?  v mata ere 
BBN ?u l +f) v i ttoef) wa i wa i p u t t a f)  
BLW u l +f) w i  t t uef) wae ma ta wae 
CAM bu l an b i ntaf)  uwe ma ta uwe 
BAL bu l a n b i ttoef) uwa i tamburan uwa i 
MAJ bu l a f) b i ttoef) uwa i ma ta uwa i 
PBG arappuaf) b i t toef) ua i mata ua i 
SEN arappuaf) . b i to?ef) u sa i u sa i tum bur 
MAL arappuaf) b i ttoef) ua i mata uwa i 
MMJ karampuaf) b i n toef) uwa i mata uwa i 
SNY ka hampuaf) b i t toef) uha i mata uha i 
SUM ka rampuaf) b i n toef) uwa i mata uwa i 
POG bu l an b i t toef) u ha i ma ta uha i 
TAP bu l a f) b i n toef) uha i mata uha i 
BOT bu l a f) b i goef) u ha i ma�a uha i 
A-T bu l a f) b i n ta f)  uha i mata u ha i 
MBI bu l a f) b i t toef) uha i mata u ha i 
RAN bu l a n b i n tan uha i * ka tumbunan  uha i /mata  u ha i 
BAM bu l am b i nta  uwa i mata  uwa i 
MEH bu l an b i n t a l)  uwa i ma ta uwa i 
KAL bu l a n b i t to i n  ambe? ma ta am be? 
MMS bu l an b i n�oen uwa i ma�a uwa i 
RKA bu l a n ben toen uea i ma ta u ea i 
RKB bu l an ben toen uwa i ma ta uwa i 
SAD bu l an b i n ta l) wa i mata wa i 
TLA bu l a l) b i n tuel) wa i mata wa i 
MSR b u l a n ra ? a tu l) l a l) i  uwa i wa i t uwo 
PAT bu l a l) b i t toel) wa i wa i t u eo 
SEK hu l a l) b i t toel) u ha i ka I i mbuak' 
LEM b i n to i  b i n ta l a  uwa i ma ta wa i 
WOT Du l a  b i n ta l a  uwe mata uwe 
LYL bu l a  b i n toel) ufe mata u fe 
TOP eu l o? b i tue? uwe mata ue 
SAR bu l a n b i toe uee ma t a ? u ee 
PMN euya betu?e ? uwe m a t a ? uWe 
v 
betue? ? uwa i ? uwa i RAM vu ! a  mata 
PDO eu l e  tOl)9 i mo '? ueo i ma ta ? ueo i ..... ..... 
..... 
2 8 .  29 . 30 . 3l . ...... 
rain stone sand earth/ground ...... I\..l 
hujan ba tu pasir tanah 
MAl< bos i ba tu  ka s s  i b u t ta 
KNJ bos s i  ba tu  ka s s i ?  b u t t a  
SEL DOS s i ba tu  Done tana 
BBN bos i ba tu  9 t-S S j ?  tana 
BLW bos i  ba t u  kt-s s i /bone tana 
CAM bos i ba t u  bUl) i n  1 i na 
BAL y b a t u  b U l) i l)  1 i ta ?  u ra l)  
MAJ y ba tu bonde? 1 i ta ?  u ra l)  
PBG ura l) ba tu  bonde? 1 i ta ?  
SEN y ba tu bonde? 1 i ta ?  u ra l)  
MAL kur i bo ba t u  bonnde?  tappo 
MMJ uran ba t u  Done tampo 
SNY uhal) ba t u  bone tampo 
SUM kur i ao ba tu  bone tampo 
PDG uha l) ba tu  boone tampo 
TAP kor i ho ba t u  bone tampo 
BOT ? uran ba� u  Donde?  1 i �a?  
A-T uhal) ba t u  bU l) i l)  tampo 
MBl ural) ba tu  b U l) i l)  1 i ta ?  
RAN uran 
BAM ? uham 
MEH uran 
KAL ura n  




MSR Dos i  




TOP uj o? 
SAR uj a 
PMN uj a 
RAM ? ura? 
PD� ? use 
ba t u  
ba tu  
ba t u  
ba t u  
ba tu  
ba tu  
ba t u  
batu 
ba t u  
ba tu  
hatu  
ova t u  
ba tu  
ba t u  
sa t u  
ea t u  
owa t u  
ea s u  
bu!) i n  
1 i ta ?  
1 i ta ?  
1 i ta ?  
* 1 i tak" /tana 
ka s i ?  panda!)  
ka s s i /oone l ombu 
ka s s i ?  tana 




eue roj a tan a 
bone tana 
tana 
bone vo j ?  
one eute 
32 . 3 3 .  34 . 35 . I-' 
cloud wind sea forest I-' .,. 
awan angin laut hutan 
MAK ramma l) a l) i n  tamparal) rOma l) 
KNJ ramma l) a l) i n  tampa ral) borol) 
SEL ta i l a l) i ?  a l) i l) tampa ral) .ourul) 
BBN + 1 1  U I)  a l) i l) ta s i ? a l P  
BLW ? +  1 1  U I)  a l) i l)  t a s s i ?  pa l)a 1 P 
CAM nabal) i ? j ?  tas i p a l)a l a ? 
BAL ta? i r i  ? i r i sas i ?  pa l)a l e  
MAJ ta i a l) i n  ? a l) i n  s a s i ?  p a l)a l e  
PBG ta i a l) i n  a l) i n  l e? bo? pa l)a l e 
SEN ta i ya l) i n  ?al) i n  l e ? bo?  p a l)a l e  
MAL ta i a l) i n  a l) i n  l e? bo? pal)a l e  
MMJ ta i a l) i l) a l) i l) l e? bo? l op po 
SNY ambul) a l) i n  l e? bo? pa l)a l e  
SUM ta i a l) i l)  a l) i l) sas i ?  l opo 
POG ambu l) a l) i  n l e? bo? l oppo 
TAP ta i a l) i l) a l) i l)  l e? bo ?  l oppo 
BOT v 
v a l) i l) l e? bo? pa l)a l e  gorol)gorol) 
A-T ambul) pembuhu?  l e ? bo? ka l ane 
MBI ambul) pep:::>h i l e? bo? pa l)a l a ? 
----- -------------------., 
RAN *ambun/gahuf)  *rehu ?/ba ra ? 1 e? bo? * p a f)a 1 a? /pa f)a 1 e  
BAM gambum h i bu ?  1 e? bo? paf)a 1 a?  
MER. g aeuf) r i b u  1 e? bo? ka 1 i a ne 
KAL. ' kaaun bara ?/ar) i n  t a s i ?  paf)a 1 a ? 
MMS , g ua n  bara? t a s i ?  paf)a 1 a ? 
RKA , gaeun ar) i n/barak' tas  i k' paf)a 1 a ?  
RKB , gaeun a f) i n  t a s  i k' paf)a 1 a ? 
SAD sa 1 ebu?  a r)  i n  tas i k  par)a 1 a ? 
TLA awa f) a f) i r)  ta s i ?  paf)a 1 a ? 
MSR ambun a f) i n  t a s i r)  ka bo 
PAT a l l u f)  a r) i r)  tas i ?  par)a 1 a ?  
SEK ambuf) kusu  t a s  i k' PAr)r)a 1 a ? 
LEM o§avu or)a 1 u  ota s i paf)a 1 a  
WOT a l l u a f)  i t a s s i pa r)a 1 e  
LYL ta ? i r)a 1 u  r)a 1 u  f)apa rompo? 
TOP ej a ? a  ba;fa ?  1 e ?bo k i ha ?  
SAR rou po i r i tas i ?oma 
PMN 1 i mu f)oyu t a s i par)a 1 e  
RAM k i n i  parowo ta h j ?  l opo? 
PDO seru a r) i  t a h i te?o 1 0  I-' 
I-' 
(}l 
36 . 37 . 38 . 39 . � 
mountain fire smoke ashes � (j\ 
gunung api asap abu 
MAK montcof) pepe ambu a u  
KNJ bu l u ? ?ap i ambu a h u  
SEL Du l u  ?a p i  ambu a h u  
BBN bu l u ? ? a p i r umpu aeu 
BLW bu l u  a p i  rumpu awu 
CAM bu l u ? ?a p i  rumpu ? a b u  
BAL b u t tu ? a p i rumbu ta i a u  
MAJ b u t t u  ?ap i rumbu taya u 
PBG b u t t u  a p i  rumbu ta i Ya u  
SEN b u t t u  ?ap i rUf)bu ta i ya u 
MAL buttu  ?ap i rumbu ta i �au 
MMJ ta nete ? a p i ramb u  taj ao 
SNY tanete ? a p i hamb u  ta i a h u  
SUM tanete ?a p i  rambu taj a u  
PDG ta nete ?ap i hamb u  ta i ya h u  
TAP tanete ?ap i rambu t a ?j a h u  
BOT !ane!e ?a p i  rambu !a i a h u  
A-T buntu  ?ap i hambu ta i hapu  
MBI tanete? ::>p i rambu ta i a h u  
RAN buntu  ?a p i  rambu  ta i a h u  
BAM tanete ?ap i  hambu a b u  
MEH tanete ?ap i rambu ta i a e u  
KAL tanete a l u t i n  oro a u  
MMS �anete ?ap i rambu  au  
RKA buntu  ?ap i rambu aeu 
RKB buntu  ?ap i rambu a e u  
SAD buntu  ?ap i rambu ao 
TLA buntu  ?a p i  rambu wa u  
MSR b u t t u  ?a p i  rumbu a u  
PAT bu t t u  ? a p i  rumpu a u  
SEK tanete ?ap i 01"00 a h u  
LEM omuf)ku oap i  raf)aSU  oavu 
WOT l are apu ra f)as u awwu 
LYL b+nto apu ombu a f u  
TOP mUf)g u ?  opu �Uf)f)<;?h 't!  ta i yoeu 
SAR bu l u ? ?ap i raf)a h u  a e u  
PMN buyu apu ra f)a s u  a e u  
RAM bu! u ?  ?a p i  ?oro? ?avu 





KNJ hamba f) 
SEL .oam.oa f) 
BBN map+ l l a  
BLW map+ l l a  
CAM mau l a ?  
BAL l opa? 
MAJ l oppa 
PBG l oppa? 
SEN l oppa ? 
MAL ma I oppa ? 
MMJ panas 
SNY ma pana? 
SUM ma pana ? 
PDG mapanll?  
TAP l oppa ? 
BOT pa na?  
A-T ma l us s u  
MBI m a  I u s s u? 







t u n u  
i t unu  
tunu  
t u n u  
t u n u  
n i t u n u  
t u n u  
t u n u  
mappa f)  
t un u  
t u n u  
tunu  
,tu n u  
d i t u n u  







mad i f) i n  
mad i f) i f)  
mad i f) i n  
mad i f) i n  
masa kke 




w+nn i  
maba n n i 
RAN ma ku l a ? 
BAM ma l u s s u  
MEH rna 1 u s s u  
KAL rn a  1 a s u  
MMS ma ku l a ? 
RKA rna 1 a s s u/mapu s s u  
RKB rn a  1 a s s u/ma p u s u  
SAD rnA l a s s u  
TLA rn a  l a s s u  
MSR ma ku l a ?  
PAT ku l a ? 
SEK mepu s u  
LEM rn a  l os u  
WOT mapane 
LYL pane 




RAM mola ho 
PDO moku l e  
man tu n u  ma d i l) i n  
tunu  mad i l) i m  
tunu  masa kke'? 
sowe/tunu  mad i l) i n  
meande mad i l) i n  
t un u  mad i l) i n /ma sakka 
* d i tunu/ i soee bOl) i /ma l i 1 i n  
tunu  mad i l) i n  
tunu  maca kke 
tunu  maca kke 
t u n u  ma�a kke'? 
tunu  masa l e  
i t u n u  maka i n d  i 
t u n u  
t u n u  
n i tunu  n a nj o l e  
tunu  
ra t u n u  maran i nd i  
t u n u  xoxore? v i n i  
s i n u n u  v • •  mo r l n l  
44 . 45 . 4 6 .  47 . t-' 
fish bird egg dog � 0 
ikan burung tel ur anjing 
MAl< j u ku j a l)a l)j a l)a l)  bayao kOl)kol) 
KNJ J u ku j a l)a l)j a l)a l) bayao a s u  
SEL j u ku j a l)a l)j a l)a l) I tanoro a s u  
BBN ba l e  manu?ma n u ?  i t i- 1 1 0? a s u  
BLW Da l e  manuma n u  i t t i- 1 1 0? bokka 
CAM ba l e  ma n u ?man u ?  t a  1 1 0?  p i n a ka 
BAL ba u ma n umanu ta 1 1 0?  a s u  
MAJ Da u man umanu ta 1 1 0?  a s u  
PBG bau ma n uma n u ?  t a  1 1 0?  p i n a ka 
SEN pandea l)a l) man uma n u  t a  1 1 0? p i na ka 
MAL ba u manema ne ta 1 1 0 a s u  
MMJ bau ma n uma n u  ta 1 1 0 ?  p i  n a ka 
SNY ba u ma noma no t u 1 1 u a s u  
SUM bau maneman e ?  t u 1 1 u a s u  
PDG bau manomano? t u 1 1 u a s u  
TAP bau manemane tu 1 1 u a s u  
BOT Da u manomano ,1; u 1 1 u  a s u  
A-T ba u dal)s i t u 1 1 u a s u  
MBI bau d a s s i tu 1 1  u a s u  
RAN oa u das s i  ta 1 1 0 a s u  
BAM oa u da s s i  t u 1 1 u a s u  
MEH oa u d a s s i ta 1 1  u a s u  
KAL bau *das s i /ma n u ?  t a  1 1 0?  a s u  
MMS oa 1 e  das s i  �a 1 1 u  a s u  
RKA bete *das s i /ma n uman u  t a  1 1  u a s u  
RKB bete man u?man uk' t a  1 1  u a s u  
SAD ba l e  manukman uk t a  1 1 0?  a s u  
TLA bete man u ?man u ?  ta 1 1 0 a s u  
MSR oa 1 e  man't!?man't!? ta 1 1 0 a s u  
PAT oa 1 e  ma n u ?man u ?  ta 1 1 0?  a s u  
SEK bete tada s s i  1 i s a ?  a s u  
LEM obete mama n u  t u 1 u oa s u  
WOT bete man uma n u  but-a u bokka 
LYL j uku? FrJj a l)a l) g 8 ra u  k i ya u  
TOP ba u totonj i n do 1 u d i dj e ?  I 
SAR bau tonj i � to 1 u d'i ke? 
PMN bete ton c i  toyu a s u  
v 
RAM Oou t i n t i  to 1 u  a h u  
PDO oOU manumanu sYu ? u 1 u i  d'a h u  I-' N 
I-' 
48 . 49 . 50 . 5l . t-' 
fruit bat louse mosquito rat 
IV 
IV 
kalong ku tu nyamuk tikus 
MAK pa ? nY i k i  kutu  l am u ?  ba l ao 
KNJ pa ? n i k i  kutu  buroto/ku ' s i s i l  i ba l a ho 
SEL pa ? n i k i  kutu  ka ' s i s s i l i oa l a ho 
BBN pann i !)  ? u t u  namo? be l es u  
BLW pa n i !)/pan i k i  u t u  ka s i s i  be l e s u ?  
CAM pan i k i u t u  damo? ba l a bo 
BAL pan i k i ? u t u  anamo? ba l ao 
MAJ pan i k i  ? u t u  namok' ba l ao 
PBG pan i k i u t u  namo? ba l ao 
SEN pan i k i  u u t u  k a  ra s i 5 i ba l ao 
MAL pan i k i ? u t u  k a p  i s s j ?  ba l ao 
MMJ pan i k i ku tu kas i s s i ?  oa l ao 
SNY a l o!) ku tu  ka s i s s i ?  l esse  
SUM pan i k i  kutu  ka s i 5 5  i ?  ba l ao 
PDG pan i k i  kutu  ka s i s s i ?  l eese 
TAP pan i k i kutu  kas i s s i ?  ba l a ho 
BOT pan i k i ku�u ka s l. s s l. ?  ba l a ho 
A-T l edo kutu  kamp i 5 5  j ?  ba l a ho 
MBI l edo kutu  ka s i s j ?  ba l a ho 
RAN l edo kutu  ka s i s i  ba l a ho 
BAM l edo kutu  ka s i s i ?  ba l a bo 
MEH l edo kutu  ka s i s s i ?  ba l aeo 
KAL l edo ku t u  ka s i s i ?  ba l a u 
MMS l edo ku�u ka s i s i ?  ba l ao 
RKA pan i k i ku t u  *kas i s i ? /nyamok' ba l a eo 
RKB pan i k i  kutu  ka s i s i ?  ba l a eo 
SAD pan i k i  kutu  ka s i s i ?  ba l ao 
TLA pan i k i I i s se ka s i s i  oa l ao 
MSR pan i k i  ku t u  ka s i mu ?  ba l ao 
PAT l edo kutu  kas i s s i ?  ba l ao 
SEK d u pa l)  v o to? h u  rotok' ba l es u u  sora 
LEM pan i k i  ku t u  karamu va l es u  
WOT pan i k i  u t u  s a n i ba l es u  
LYL p+n+kk i ku t u  k+s i 5 i I i  b+ l a fo 
TOP pan i c i  kutu  san i ?  eu l ehu 
SAR pan i k i kutu  rom u ?  b fl l ehu 
PMN raupa t u ku noj o ea l es u  
v 
RAM doupa kutu  vuroto? v u l ehu?  
PDO ka l o  kus u  s i po ro tehYu t-' N W 
52 . 53 . 54 . 5 5 .  
snake horn taU bZaak. t-' tv "" 
ular tanduk ekor hi tam 
MAK u l ara? tanru?  pot i l e ? l e !) 
KNJ u l a ra tan r u ?  pot i l e ? l e!) 
SEL sa ?a tanru poo t i  eta!)  
BBN u l a ? tanru ? i kko? ma l oto!) 
BLW u l a ? tanru i kko? ma bo l o!) 
CAM u l a ? tanru eko? ma l oto!) 
BAL ? u l ar tand u ?  l e l o? ma l o�o!) 
MAJ ? u l ar tandu?  l e l o? ma l oto!) 
PBG u l ar tand u b u l ub u i ?  ma l a to!) 
SEN ? u l ar tandu?  l e l o? ma l oto!) 
MAL u l o  tandu?  l e l o ? ma l oto!) 
MMJ ? u l o  tandu?  l e l o  ma l oto!) 
SNY s a ha tandu?  l e l o  ma l o to!) 
SUM saba tandu?  l e l o  mo l ote!) 
POG saha tandu?  l e l o  ma l oto!) 
TAP saha tandu?  okk i ma l ot te !)  
BOT saha �andu ekko? ma l ogo!) 
A-T ? i l e  tand i ?  ok i ma l ote!) 
MBI u l a ?  tand u ?  o!)k i ?  ma l ota 
RAN u l a ? tand u ?  e l)ko? ma l otol) 
BAM u l a? ta n d u ?  e l)ko? ma l ota 
MEH u l a ? tandu?  e l)ko? ma l o t tol) 
KAL u l a ? ta ndu?  i ko? ma l o ? to 
MMS u l a ? �an d u ?  el)ko? ma l o�ol) 
RKA u l a ? tanduk' i kko? ma l oton 
RKB u l a ? tanru? i kko? mo l o tol) 
SAD u l a ? tandu?  ? i kko? m A l otol) 
TLA u l a ? ta n d u ?  i kko? ma l otol) 
MSR u l a  tandul)  i kkol) ma l ocol) 
PAT u l a ? tanru? ekko ?  ma l otol) 
SEK i I e  tanduk' u k i  ma kodoo 
LEM o i  I e  tandu?  o i ku ma l oto 
WOT u l o  tanru i y u  maeta 
LYL u l o  t a n r u  i ku e t ta 
TOP sa u l a  tandu  l e l o  nace9u 
SAR ? u l e  toonu ?  l e l o  m A9u r i ?  
PMN u l e  tondu  i ku maeta 
RAM u l e  tandu?  l e l o  mo? i t i  
PDO u l e  tan<;fu i k i me?eto I-' 
tv 
lJ1 
56 . 57 . 
white red 
pu tih merah 
MAK keebo? eej a 
KNJ pu te ej a 
SEL p u te ej a 
BBN mapute maee l l a ? 
BLW mapute maee l l a ? 
CAM ma pute maea l l a ? 
BAL ma pute mamea 
MAJ ma pute mamea 
PBG mapute mamea 
SEN mapuute mamea 
MAL ma pute mamea 
MMJ mapute mamea 
SNY ma pute mamea 
SUM mapute mamea 
PDG mapute mamea 
TAP ma pute mamea 
BOT mapute mamea 
A-T mabusa ma l ea 




kunY i ?  
d i d i  
� i � i  
ma rede 
maunn i 
maun j ?  
v .  v .  ma r I r I 
mai' i i' i  
mai' i i' i  
mai' i i' i  
mai' i i' i  
v .  v .  ma r l  r I 
ma h i h i  
v .  v .  m a r  I r I 
makun j ?  
v v .  ma re r I 
v .  v .  ma r l  r l  
mah i h i  
mai' l.i' i 




mon teo!) b u b 
moneo!) 
mon£o!) 
ma kudai'a ? 
ma i do 
ma kudai'a ? 
ma kui'ai'a ? 
k u i'A i'i' i\ 
kui'ai'a ? 
k ui'ai'a ? 
kui'ai'a ? 
makudai'i'a ? 
ka !) i j 0 
i j o  
makuda h h a ?  
ma kudai'i'a ? 
i j o  
ma h i ho l e !) 
ma l i hu l u !) 
RAN mabusa ma l ea v .  v .  i j o  ma r I r I 
BAM mabusa ma l ea m a h i h i  ma l ebu l um 
MEH ma busa ma l ea v .  v .  i j o  ma r I r I 
KAL ma busa poraral) mar i r i  mama ta 
MMS maeusa ma l ea v .  v .  ma i j o  ma r I r I 
RKA mabusa ma l ea/mararal) v .  v .  ma i do ma r I r I 
RKB ma busa mararal)/ma l ea mar i r i  ma i do 
SAD mabusa mararan v .  v .  ma i do ma r l  r l  
TLA mabusa maej a ma kun i ?  ma i do 
MSR mabusa ma l ea ma l i r i  ma kud ara 
PAT mapu te ma�e l a ? mar i d i  ma kudarra ? 
SEK mabusaa ma l eaa mapehada k' rna I i ho 1 01) 
LEM ma p u te ma�a l a  ma kun i ma i do 
WOT mapu t i maej a ma un i rna j ?do 
LYL pu t t i  l e? i  kun i l)  mon sol) 
TOP naput i naeaya nakunn i ?  i j o  
SAR maeu l a  ml e j ? makun i l)  makudara? I 
PMN ma buya mal)ga makun i mayaeuyu 
v 
RAM popuh i ?  momea ? mo ! i I)kokuil i moma t a ?  




60 . 6 l .  62 . 63 . I-' 
one two three four N (JJ 
sa tu dua tiga empa t 
MAK se?re rua ta 1 1  u a ppa?  
KNJ , se?re rua ta 1 1  u ? a ? pa ?  
SEL se?re rua ta 1 1  u ?appa?  
BBN se?d " d uwa t + l l u  ? +ppa ? 
BLW sPd i d uwa t + l l u +ppa? 
CAM cewa dua  ta 1 1  u appa?  
BAL mesa da ?dua ta  1 1  u ?ape? 
MAJ mesa d uwa ta 1 u ?ape 
PBG mesa da ?dua ta 1 1  u a ppe? 
SEN mesa d a ? d ua ta 1 1  u appe? 
MAL mesa ta?dua ta l l  u ?appe? 
MMJ setto d uwa ta 1 1  u pata?  
SNY mesa dedua ta  1 1  u p a t a ?  
SUM mesa d uwa ta l l u pa ta?  
PDG meesa d uwa ta l l u  pa a t a ?  
TAP mesa d uwa ta 1 1  u ? upa ? 
BOT mesa duwa �a l l  u ? uppa ? 
A-T mesa dedua ta 1 1  u ? u ppa?  
MBI mesa dua ta  1 1  u a ppa ? 
RAN mesa d uwa ta 1 1  u ?appa?  
BAM mesa dua ta 1 1  u ? a pp a ?  
MEH mesa d uwa ta 1 1  u ?appa?  
KAL mesa d ua ta 1 1  u appa?  
MMS mesa d uwa �a l l  u ? a ppa? 
RKA meesa?  d'ua ta 1 1  u ?appa?  
RKB mesa d a ? d ua ta 1 1  u ? a ? a pa ?  
SAD m i  s a ?  d uwa ta 1 1  0/ ta 1 1  u ? a ?apa?  
TLA mesa? d uwa ta l l u  ? a ? pa ?  
MSR mes a ?  hore ta 1 1  u ?a?apa?  
PAT mesa d uWa ta l u ?appa?  
SEK mesa?  d uwa i ta l u  ? upa ? 
LEM sambua rombua ta l u  ? i ba 
WOT sal)o dual)o ta l ual)o patal)o 
LYL se?+nsa rua ta l u  a pa 
TOP hameha romeha ta l l u  pa t t a  
SAR hOl)u rOl)u to l u  ?opo? 
PMN samba ?a rad ua tatogo aopo 
v 
RAM i sa ?  d uWa to l u  i ba 
PDO ?aaso or uo oto l u  opaa f--' r-.> 
� 
64 . 65 . 66 . 67 . t-' 
five six seven eight w 0 
l ima enarn tujuh delapan 
MAK 1 i ma annal)  t uj u  s a l)a n t uj u 
KNJ 1 i ma a n n a l) t uj u  ka tua 
SEL 1 i ma ana l) t uj u ka tua 
BBN 1 i ma +nn.f.1) p i tu v a rwa 
BLW 1 i ma +nn+1) p i tu arua 
CAM 1 i ma a n n a l) p i tu arua 
BAL 1 i ma ? ana I) p i t u ?aruWa 
MAJ 1 i ma ?ana l) p i t u ? a rua 
PBG 1 i i ma p i  i t u  v annal)  a r uwa 
SEN 1 i ma a n n a l) p i tu v a rua 
MAL 1 i ma ?anal)  p i t u ka tua ?a 
MMJ 1 i ma ?anal)  p i t u uwa l u  
SNY 1 i ma ? un u l)  p i tu ka h u a ? a  
SUM 1 i ma ?anna l) p i tu karruwa ? a  
PDG 1 i ma unnul)  p i tu kah uwa ?a 
TAP 1 i ma ? un n u l) p i t u karruwa ?a 
BOT 1 i ma ? un u l)  p i �u ka t uwa ? a  
A-T 1 i ma unnuf)  p i t u ka hua 
MBI 1 i ma unnuf)  p i t u ka r ua 
RAN 1 i ma ?anan p i tu karua 
BAM 1 i ma ?annam p i t u ka hua  
MEH 1 i ma ?anan p i t u karua 
KAL 1 i ma annAn  p i t u karua 
MMS 1 i ma ?anan p i 1u ka r ua 
RKA l i ma anan p i tu karua 
RKB 1 i ma anan p i t u karua 
SAD 1 i ma anan p i t u karua 
TLA 1 i ma AnnAl)  p i t u karua 
MSR 1 i ma An An p i tu karua 
PAT 1 i ma anal)  p i tu ka'fua 
SEK 1 i ma u n u l)  p i tu s a kkupa ? a l)  
LEM 1 i ma ? i n i p i tu uva l u  
WOT a l  i ma ana p i tu wa l u  
LYL 1 i ma ana p i tu fa 1 u 
TOP 1 i ma onno p i  t t u  uea l u  
SAR 1 i ma ?ono p i tu va l u/ea l u  
PMN a l  i ma aono pap i tu uwayu 
v 
RAM 1 i mo ?on i p i tu uwa l u  




68 . 69 . 70 . 7 l .  I-' 
nine ten twenty one hundred w IV 
sembi Ian sepuI uh dua puI uh sera tus 
MAK sa J apal) sampu J o  r uamp u J o  5 i b i J a I)a I) 
KNJ sa J apal) samp u J o  rua l)pu J o  s i b i J al) a l)  
SEL ka ? a s s a  sampu J o  ruamp u J o  5 i b i J a l)a l)  
BBN a sera s+ppu J o  d uappu J o  s 1. ra t u ?  
BLW v s+ppu J o  d uappu J o  s 1.r a t u  a s era 
CAM asera sapu J o  d uapu J o  s era t u ?  
BAL amessa sappu J o  dua ppu J o  sal)a t u s  
MAJ amesa sapu J o  d ua ppu J o  s a l)a t u s  
PBG ames sa sappu J o  d ua ppu J o  sal)a t u s  
SEN ames sa sappu J o  d uapu J o  sal)a t u s  
MAL kames sa ?a sappu J o  d uappu J o  s a l)a t u? 
MMJ sas i yo sampu J o  d uamp u J o  sapa t t i a ra 
SNY kamessa?a  sampu J o  d uampu J o  s a l) a t u  
SUM kammesa?a sampu J o  d uampu J o  s a l)l)a t u  
PDG kames sa?a sampu J o  d uampu J o  s a l)aa t u ?  
TAP kamessa?a  sampu J o  d uampu J o  s a l) l) a t u ?  
BOT kamesa?a sappu J o  d ua ppu J o  s a l)a t u ?  
A-T kamessa samp u J o  d'ompu J o  sal)a t u ?  
MBI kamesa sappu J o  d uamppu J o  s a l)l)a t u ?  
RAN kasefa sapu l o  duapu l o  s a fa t u  
BAM ka seha sapu l o  d uapu l o  s a ha t u ?  
MER ka sefa sapu l o  duapu l o  s a fa t u ?  
KAL ka s s era sapu u l o  d ua pu u l o  s a fa t u ?  
MMS ka s sefa sappu l o  d ua ppu l o  s a fa � u  
RKA ka s sefa saf)p u l o  d ua f)p u l o  s a fa t u ?  
RKB ka s sefa sampu l o  d ua f)pu l o  s A fa t u  
SAD ka sefa saf)p u l o  duaf)pu l o  safatu  
TLA ka s sefa sampu l o  duaf)pu l o  s a ra t u  
MSR ka sefa s a ? p u l o  d ua ? p u l o  s a f a t u  
PAT ka sefa sappu l o  d uappu l o  sarra t u ?  
SEK kamesa?a  sappu l oo i duap u l ona Saf)a t u ?  
LEM s a s i yo sampu l o  rompu l o  s ambuf)o 
WOT sa s i o  sapu l u d uapu l u  s a t u  
LYL s i Yo s pu l u ruapu l u  s a ? a t u  
TOP s i yo hambu l u  romb u l u  hotu 
SAR s i yo? hampu l u  ruampu l u  h a t u  
PMN s a s  i o  sampuyu d uampuyu saa t u  
v v 
RAM h i e hamp u ! u? rompu ! u? hana t u  
PDO os i o  hopu l o  ruapu l u  a so ? e t u  ..... w 
w 
72 . 73 . 74 . 75 . t-' 
one thousand aU big w many .t> 
seribu semua banyak besar 
MAK s i sa ? bu i Ya l)as i l) j a i  l �mpo 
KNJ s i s a ? bu ya l)a se ?  l ohe ba kka ? 
SEL s i sa?bu  ya l)a se ?  l ohe bakka ?  
BBN s i s s +bu i yaman+1) meg a ba t toa /*ma l opo 
BLW 5 i s s Pbu i yama n+1)  maeg a ba ? doa 
CAM s i s a ? b u  yaman a l)  maega ba t toke ? 
BAL sa l l essoral) yan a s a l) rna j ?d i ka i ya l) 
MAJ sa l l esora l) yana s a l) rna j ?d i ka i ya l)  
PBG sa l l es sora l) yanasal)  rna  j ?d i ka i ya l) 
SEN sa l l essoral) i l)ganana rna j ?d i ka i ya l) 
MAL sa l es sora l) ya nasa l) rna j ?d i ka i yya l) 
MMJ s a s s a ? b u  i ya n a s a l)  ma so?o ka i yya l) 
SNY sasa ? bu yanasal)  ma s a ?o ka i yya l) 
SUM sa l l esoral) d i a p i s sa l) maso?o ka i yya l) 
PDG sasa?bu  d i anasa l) maso?o ka i yan 
TAP sa l es sora l) d i yanasa l) ma ndaI)  ka ? j a l) 
BOT s a s a ? bu d i yanasa l) ma i ?d i  maba s s a ?  
A-T sa l)sa ? b u  d i ya ?a s a l) rna i ?d i ka i yal) 
MBl s a s a ? bu i ya ?a sa n na buda ka sa l l e  
RAN s a s a ? bu i ya ?asan  nuda kasa l l e  
BAM sasa ? b u  i ya ? a sam b ud a  ka sa l l e  
MEH s a s a ? bu i ya ?asanna b ud a  kasa l l e  
KAL sasa ? b u  i a sa n  buda ka sa l l e/ l epo? 
MMS s a s a ? bu a l)gana b u ? d a k' kama i 
RKA sal)sa ?bu  yal)a sa l) buda * ba toa/gege/pa s a u ?  
RKB s a l) s a ? a bu I)asan/m i n t u ?  buda ba toa 
SAD sal)sa?abu m i n t u ?  buda ka puWa 
TLA s a s s a ?bu i ya l)a s a l) buda ba t toa 
MSR s a ? sa ? b u  i yamanan buda kaca l)/*ba t toa 
PAT s a s s a ? bu yaman a l) buda ba t toa 
SEK sassabu  nasa l) bara ? sama 
LEM sansovu i ya sana manda l a  ka i ya 
WOT saousao i yama s s a  ma ta ?ba  mau?ge  
LYL s i n sohu se l ea l ea ba r i  mogg e  
TOP honj obu k i tahudu  nade?a  n a bohe 
SAR hal)j o? bu haee madea ? bohe?  
PMN sancoeu rorona y .  ma r l a  ba l)ke 
y 
RAM ha sabu  l ok i ? v u l  i ?  kode1 
PDO a sosoeu l oeono y l a l)ka i I-' o rao w 
VI 
7 6 .  7 7 .  78 . 79 . f-J 
small Zong short near w � 
keeil panjang pendek deka t 
MAl< tca?d i l a ? b u  b:>d:> baanY i 
KNJ ca ?d i l a ? b u  .Dodo .Dan i 
SEL k i ? d i ?  ' 1  ambere .Dodo.Dodo m.Da n i 
BBN baetcu? ma l ampe ? maponco? ma kawe? 
BLW be$;u ma l amp 1. ?  maponco? macaw i ? 
CAM macundu?  ma l ampe? mapund i ?  macabe 
BAL ke�$;u ?  m a  1 a kka ma po$; i ?  kaeepu 
MAJ ke$;u?  ma l akka mapo$; i ?  kareppu 
PBG kecukecu ma l a kka mapotc i ?  kaeeppe? 
SEN kc tcu? ma l a kkal) mapond i ?  ka deppe? 
MAL ma rann i ?  ma l a kka mapotc i ?  ka �eppe? 
MMJ marann i ma 1 al)ka mapunj i ?  madamp i l) 
SNY ma h i n n i ?  ma 1 a l) ka ma ponj i ?  kad u l)ka? 
SUM ma r i n n i ?  ma l ambe? maponj i ?  kad u l)ku?  
PDG ma h i nn i ?  ma l a l)ka maponnd i ?  kad u l) k u ?  
TAP ma r i nn i ?  ma l ambe? maponnd i ?  kad u l)ku?  
BOT mar i nn i  ma l ambe? mapon d 1. ?  kad u ku ?  
A-T sa boko ka l an do kapode? mad u l) k u ?  
MBl sa boko ka l a ndo karempo ? kad u l)ku?  
RAN bar i  n n  j ?  ka l ando kapond i ?  maruku?  
BAM bah i n n  j ?  ka l ando ka pod j ?  mahuku?  
MEH bar i nn j ?  ka l ando kapod i ?  ma ruku?  
KAL ba i t t  j ?  ka l a ? do?/ma l ambe ? kapo?de? mand llpp i ?  
MMS bar i n n i  ka l a ndo kapo� i madapp i 
RKA bar i n j ?  ka l a ndo ka po� j ?  madapp i 
RKB bar i nn j ?  ka l anro kapodd i ?  madapp i 
SAD b i t t . ?  ka l ando kon d i mada p p .  ( t )  
TLA be£u ma l a ndo mapo ? d i m i  ndapp j ?  
MSR b i tcu ma l ando mapond i m .ndo?op i 
PAT ba i �£u ma l ampe? mapon�o? ma�aee? 
SEK ' s up i i s a h u ?  ka hod i k' d u k u ?  
LEM mar i n i  ka ndate ka pode j uj ul)ku  
WOT bac i c i  manrate mampo?do mas . s .  
LYL k-i-k-i-d i ?  m+'fa te popo?do s -i- s umpe 
TOP naca ce ?  i napal)gu narerede namo h u  
SAR ke j ?  m8noe m8re?de moh u  
PMN kokod i ma rate dedeke mos u  
RAM kok i yu k ura u ?  ha l)koko t u  gogu l)ku 
PDO cfecfe i k i men ' taa oeu ?oeuncfu ombe?ombecfa I-' w 
-...] 
8 0 .  8 l .  82 . 83 . ...... 
far' full  new good w CD 
ja uh penuh baru baik 
MAK be l l a ra s s i beru baj i 
KNJ l ere rlls s i  beru haj i ?  
SEL dere pa nno .oa u .oaj i 
BBN mabe l a  pi-no maba ru maki-s s i l)  
BLW mabe l a  botco baru maki-ss i l)  
CAM ma l a ' taa pa noo ba r u  macoa 
BAL ka rambo panno ba ru mas;oa 
MAJ ka ra u pa n no ba r u  macoa 
PBG karoa/karambo? panno baru macoa 
SEN ka rambo? panno ba ru maacoa 
MAL ka rambo? bukke ? baru maacoa 
MMJ ma rau/*ka ra u  punno .oo?o macoa 
SNY kahao punno .oo?o macoa 
SUM karao bukke ? bo?o macoa 
PDG ma kahao bukke ? bo?o ma p i  ? a  
TAP karao b ukke ? bo?o macapa 
BOT karao .oukke .oo?o map i ya 
A-T ka hao punno ba ka h u  map i ya 
MBr karao ponno bakaru  map i a  
RAN mambe 1 a  ponno bakaru map i ya 
BAM mambe 1 a  ponno ba ka h u  map i ya 
MEH mambe 1 a  pon no ba ka r u  map i ya 
KAL mambe 1 1 11 ponno ba karu ma p i ? d a ?  
MMS mambe 1 a  ponno baka r u  map i ya 
RKA mambe 1 a  buke ba ?ru  ma toka Q/ma ba 1 1 0/maae 1 0  
RKB mambe 1 a  auke ba ?ru  maba 1 1 0 
SAD marnbe 1 a  pono ba r u  me 1 0  
TLA mambe 1 a  Duke ba r u  maba 1 1 0 
MSR mambe 1 a  ponno ba r u  *maceg e ? /maka s s i Q 
PAT ma be 1 a  ponno ba r u  ma kanj  a ?  
SEK ka ' raoo sllkoo bakaru mllkll s ll ?  
LEM karao bukke vow ma 1 es s i 
WOT ma r i do buke kuba maba 1 1 0 
LYL m+r i do b ukke ba u m+ 1 a p 1.  
TOP n a kaeao naponu na bou na 1 0 1 0  
SAR mala ?  pon u  baru maDe 1 0  
PMN kaeao b u ke doeo ? u  madago 
v 
RAM mo? e 1 a  buha?  vo l a ? morom i ?  
PDO o l a i  Du ' u ke eo? u  mo i ko ...... w 
� 
84 . 85 . 86 . 87 . t-' 
round dry to dry no � 0 
bulat kering jemur tidak 
MAK Do?dof) ka l o toro ? a l l o i  teena ? 
KNJ Do?dof) ra f)ko a f)a I uW i anre? 
SEL DO ?d'o f) ta f)ko a l l o i  ge l e  
BBN ma l ebu mara kko ma f)+S so de?  
BLW ma l ebu marakko +sso i de?  
CAM ma l ebu mara ko i a s so i  a ?d i f)  
BAL ma l eeu ma ra?e a l l o i  and i a f)  
MAJ ma l eeu mara ? e  ma l l o i  ? a n d i a f)  
PBG ma l eeu mara?e pa?d i s s i  i ?d a  
SEN ma l eeu mara ?e n i a l l o i  i ? da 
MAL t i  I l epof) v pa ? d i s s i  ? a ? de ma ro�af) 
MMJ ka I ebu v a l l o i  ? u? d e  ma roga f)  
SNY ka I ebu ma hogaf) a l l o i  ? u? d e  
SUM ka I ebu v a l l o i  ? u ?de ma rogaf)  
PDG ka I ebu mahogaf)  maf)f)a l o i  u ?de 
TAP ka I eDu maba f) i  n i a l l o i  ? u ? d e  
BOT ka I ebu maeaf) i d i a l l o i  ? u ?de 
A-T ka I ebu  maba f) i  pa f)a l l o  ? u ?da 
MBI ka I ebu maba f) i ma f)a l l o  u ? d a i 
RAN ka l ebu/*ma l epo� maba � i  d i ya l l o i  * ta e ? / t a ? a  
BAM ka l eb u  maba � i  n a ?a l l o i  
MEH ka l ebu d i a l l o i  cfa ?a 
KAL maka l eb u  mareko? paku l l l\? t a ? da 
MMS ka l ebu ma rekko d i a l l o i  �ae? 
RKA ka l ebu ment i �a l l o  
RKB ma l epo� ment i �a 1 1 0 tae ? 
SAD ma l epo� mare �ko d i Ya l l o i  tae?/ta?  
TLA ma l eb u  a l l o i /m i n t ua l l o i  tae? 
MSR ma l eb u  ma rekko 
PAT ma l eb u  marekko d i a l l o i  tae?  
SEK ma ka  ' I emoo ma tada? ' a'i' i i 
LEM ka l evu mempuwa i demo 
WOT ma l i mbu ma kos s  i ma�apa n a i yo edo 
LYL bog u aajon i � i n ro 
� 
TOP naka l ebu n i paba i doho l a  
�oa i mer i ya 
PMN ma I i  Yog u rapuay 
v 
RAM ma ! e ?enu moba n i mamp i h i l o? hawa ? 
PD� Do? .00 ko mos u ? i mep i e i  u u h u  




KNJ " n n  i 
SEL "nn  i 
BBN i yae 
BLW i yae 
CAM i ane?e 
BAL d i j ?e 
MAJ d j ?e 
PBG e i ? e 
SEN d j ?e 
MAL i nde?e 
MMJ i n ne 
SNY i nde?e 
SUM i nde 
PDG i n nde?e 
TAP i nde?e 
BOT i nde?e 
A-T i nde?e 




a nj o/ i nj o  
i nj o  
i nj o/ i n t u  
i ya ro 
i ya ro 
d j ?o 
d j ?o 
d j ?o 
i t to?o 
i t te 
i n do?o 
i ndo?o 





9 0 .  
here 
di sini 
andr i nn i  
kunn i 
r j ? i nn i  
kumaye 
r i n i  
d i nd i n i  
d i n  i 
i n d  i n j ?  
i nd i n i ?  
i nded i ?d i n i e  
d i n ne 
d i nde 
d i nde 
d i n n de 
d i nde 
nonende?e 
d i nde 
eta i nde?e 
9 l .  
there 
di si tu 
anj orel)/anjoel) 
konj o 
r j ? i nj o  
kuro 
koro 
d i nd j ?o 
i n d  j ?o 
i nd i o 
i nd j ?o 
d i t t u  
d i ndo?o 
d i i t  i I) 
nando?o 
d i rao 
i ndo?ora u 
nona 
eta i ndo?o 
RAN i nde 
BAM i nde 
MEH i nde 
KAL i nde 
MMS i nde 
RKA i ya te ? e  
RKB i ya te 
SAD i nde 
TLA i ya te 
MSR i ya te ?  
PAT i nde?e 
SEK are?e/a kkare? e  
LEM d e i  
WOT i ya n i Ye 
LYL s P i 
TOP heye ? 
SAR he i 
PMN se i 
RAM h i ye ? e  
PDO un i e  
d Po 
d i yona 
d i o7o 
d i o  
i U i n  
i ya to?o 
i ya t u  
i Yamo ' to 
i ya to 
i ya ' t i j i yo 
i ya t i d i yo?o 
a kkaroe/aroe 
do i yo 
i t t ue 
i t u 
het ue 
mbo i , 
setu  
to? i ye ?  
u l a ? a  
i nde? i nde?e 






i nde ' te 
' i  ndete 
i yate?e  
dokote?e 
i ndete?e 
' i ndene 
i nn i n i  
r i s  P i  
areye? 
v • re i 
• v • I re l  
i he ? e  
a nd'ea 
d i yokod Po 
etad i yo 
d i o?o 
d i o 
i u i n  
i nd e t u ? u  
i ndetu  
yamo ' to 
i ndeto 
i ya t i j i yo 
d i yot i d i yo?o 
i ndeto?e 
i ndo l a l a  
� i Ya t u  
r i t+r i ya 
a'i'e t u  
m bo i , 
i retu  
i to?o 
l ehea 
92 . 93 . 94 . 9 5 .  I-' 
inside under .t::> above outside .t::> 
di dalam di atas di l uar di bawah 
MAl< ? i 1 a 1 a f) ? i ra te ? i pan tara ( f) )  ? i rawa 
KNJ i 1 a 1 a f) i rate  pantara f) i raha 
SEL 1 a 1 a f)af) rateaf) pan,taraf) rahaf)a f) 
BBN r i  1 a H - f) r i a s .j.?  r i sa 1  i W+ f) r i awa 
BLW i 1 a 1 +f) r i  a s s + ?  sa l i W+f) r i awa 
CAM 1 a 1 a f) ase? sa 1 i ba f) tondo bawa ? 
BAL d i 1 a 1 a f) *d i aya/d i eao d i s sa 1  i ea f) d i of) 
MAJ d i 1 a 1 a f) d i  aya s umba 1 i f) tondor i of) 
PBG i 1 a  1 a f) d i eao sa l i wa f) tondona ?of)/d i of) 
SEN d i  1 a 1 a f) . d i  a i ya d i sa l i sa f) d i O f) 
MAL d i 1 a 1 a f) d i sao d i v .  r l po d i eo j ?  
MMJ j a  1 i f) d i ba u  d i s u  1 i ba f) j a u f) 
SNY j a 1  i f) d i baho d i  1 a u ?  d i h o  j ?  
SUM d i 1 a  i f) d i ba u  d i s u 1  i ba f) d i bo i ? 
POG ( i )  yaa 1 i f) d i baaho d i s u 1  i ha f) d i ho j ?  
TAP i 1 a i  f) d i baho d i s u I  i ba f) d i ho i  
BOT 1 a 1  i f) baho d i s u 1  i ha f) ho i 
A-T ? i 1 a l i f) d i a ho d i sa 1  i ha f) d i ho i  
MBI i 1 1  a l i f) i ya h u  s u I  i ha f) i ho i  
RAN i l l a l am i ya ho sa 1 i ya n  d i yo i  h j ?  
BAM e t a ? i l l a ?am eta i ya bo i 1 1  amsa 1 i bam etad i yo 
MEH i l l a l an i ya bo sa 1 i an d i yo 
KAL . i l a l a n i yau/ i yao i sa  1 1  i an d i o 
MMS , i l a l a n i yao d i yo s a l  i an d i of) 
RKA , i 1 a ?a n  ramp i ya bo/abo sa 1 i a n  ramped i of)/d i of)an 
RKB i l a l a n i ya bo sa 1 1  i an d i of) 
SAD i nde to ' l an i nde to ' do sa l Y i anan  i nde to ' yo f)  
TLA l a  1 1  i n  j ao sa 1 i a f)  j a  1 1  i U f)  
MSR l a l i\n daonan sa 1 i anan  j i Of)an 
� 
PAT l a l a f)  daof)a f) sa 1 i ya f)  d i of)af) 
SEK i l a l  i n  i ya ho i pedane i ho i ?  
LEM i 1 a 1 U i vombo s a l  i va i vo i  
WOT i l a ra i tamene i sa l  i ma i tambe 
LYL da l a l a ra r i ba fo r i b i f i  r i  tambe 
TOP rebo l 0  mar i bof)90 ?  ma r i dana ma r i uneno 
SAR ' l a rana r i  bOf)90/ r i  sa ba saea l i ku f i  peo 
PMN r i ' raya nya r i  ' ea eonya r i samba ' l i kunya r i  ' a ra nya 
v v 
RAM i l a l  i i ta n t i i howa l i i vovo i ? 
PDO l arono babono .ouf)kuno etotono I-' "" 
U1 
96 . 9 7 .  98 . 99 . I-' 
in front of behind east west "" (jI 
di depan di belakang timur bara t 
MAK r i da 1 eka l) r i  bokua l) ' t i mboro? wa rat 
KNJ r i Y;) l o  r i boko ma ta 1 1 0/ ' t i moro barat 
SEL r i Ya ?rakal) r i  Doko raj a l)a l)/ ' t i mu ro 1 a u ka l)/barat 
BBN r i o 1 0  r i munr i a 1 a u ?  ora i ?  
BLW r i  0 1 0  r i  boko? t i mo? bart-? 
CAM ar i o 1 0na i mundr i t i mo ?  ba ra ? 
BAL d i o 1 0  d i pondo? t i mor ba ra ? 
MAJ d i 0 1 0  d i boe ? 
PBG d i o 1 0  d i pondo? t i mor bara ? 
SEN d i 0 1 0  d i  su i ?  t i mu r  ba rat  
MAL d i 0 1 0  d i  pondo? t i mor ba ra ? 
MMJ d i o 1 0  d i boko t i mor ba ra ? 
SNY d i o 1 0  d i boko t i mo ?  ba ha?  
SUM d i o 1 0  d i boko? t i mor ba ra?  
PDG d i o 1 0  d i booko t i mo? ba h a ?  
TAP d i o 1 0  d i boko? t i mor ba ra ? 
BOT d i o 1 0  d i kebo ? � i mo ?  b a r a ?  
A-T d i o 1 0  d i kebo? ka s se ? beal)a 1 1 0 d i katemp u ? a l) 
MEl d i o 1 0  d i kebo? d i mata a 1 1 0  d i  ka tampual) 
RAN d i yo ?o l o  
BAM d i yo?o 1 0  
MEH d i yo ?o l o  
KAL i t  i f)ayo 
MMS d i yo � i f)ayo 
RKA i o l l o  
RKB sa ?de 
SAD t i f)ayo 
TLA j i yoo l o  
MSR j o l oan 
PAT d i yo?o l o  
LEM i j or u  
WOT i du l u  
LYL r i t+f) i yo 
SAR r i f)ayo 
PMN 
_ .  v r l s u a ra 
RAM i h i naJo 
PD� ? i ?arono 
d i yoboko 
d i yoboko 
d i yoboko? 
d i boko? 
d i yo boko ?  
i bund i 
boko 
d i boko? 
j i ound i 
rumund i an 
d i yomunr i 
i kebo? 
i boko 
i mu nr i 
r i te l  i ku 
r i  ta 1 i ku 
i t undu  
? i  oUf)kuno 
ka b u t ua n  a l l o  ka tambusan 
ka l emba s a n  ma t a ?a l l o ka 1 end u sana 1 1  0 
ma t a ?a l l o  
t i mur barat 
� i mur 
ka ' b u t ua n  a l I a  ka ' botoa n a l I a  
t i mur barat 
ma ta l l o  ka l ambunan 
t i mo ?  
t i mora/ * t i mo ?  ka l ab u t a n  
t i mokaf) 
ka l emba ? a n n a ? k u l a ? ka l i l i a n na ku l a ? 
rampenao rampenae 
i tamono i tamene 
se l a t+ bar+? 
t i mo ?  bara 
t i m ur 
pebete?eo kasoyo?eo 
moto?ando kotompuha 




MAK b i r i f)  
KNJ b i r i  f) 
SEL .o i  r i f) 
BBN w i r i f)  
BLW w i r i f)  
CAM b i r i f)  
MAJ b i r i f)  
PBG b i r i f)  
SEN b i r i nna 
MAL b i r i f)  
MMJ b i r i f)  
SNY b i h i f)  
POG b i h i f)  
TAP ber i f)  
BOT se?de 
A-T beh i f)  
MBI ber- i f)  
10I . 
skin 
kul i t  
buku 1 i f)  
buku 1 ef) 
.oa 1 u 1 i f)  
u 1  j ?  
u 1  i ?  
u 1  i ?  
? u  1 i ?  
? u  1 i ?  
u 1  i ?  
u 1  i ?  
ku 1 i ?  
l o l a? 
l a l l a? 
l a l l a? 
l a l l a? 
1 0 1 1 0 ?  
l a l l a? 
1 0 1 0? 




a s s i 
a s s i 
a s s i 
j u ku 
j uku? 
1 i se? 
? i s s i  
? i s s  i 
i s s i 
i s s i na 
? i s s i  
i n s i  
ba 1 1 e 
i s s i 
i s s i  
? i s s  i 
? i s s i  
Da l e  





_ v ra ra 
_ v ra ra 
dara 
dara 








_ v ra ra 
haha 
_ v ra ra 
haha 
rara 
RAN b i r i Q  
BAM b i h i m  
MEH b i r i Q  
KAL sa ?denl\l\ 
MMS b i r i Q  
RKA b i r i Q  
RKB b i r i Q  
SAD randanna 
TLA b i r i Q  
MSR b i r i Q/*randan 
PAT b i r i Q 
SEK i h i h i 
LEM i v i v i  
WOT i b i b i  
LYL b i i f i  
TOP b j ?  i no 
SAR b i b i  
PMN e i b i nya 
RAM vi v i  
PDO b i b i no 
1 0 1 1 0  
k u l  i ?  
ku l i ?  
ku l i ?  
ku l i ?  
ku l i ?  
ku l i ?/ ba l u l a Q 
ku l i ?  
ku l i 
ku l i ?  
ku l i ?  
ku l i ?  
ko I omba 
u l  i 
k u l  i 
k u l  i 
kl\ l uma 
pe l a  
v 
ko l i 
ku l i 
Da l e  
Da l e  
Da l e  
ba l e  
i s s i  
*j uku?/? i s s i  
i s i na 
d u k u ?  
j uku?  
j uku? 
l i se ?  
ha l e  
obau 
�Yuku  
i s  i 
i h j ?  
j u ku 
ba u 
Da u 
� v ra ra 
h a ha 
� v ra ra 
rara 
� v ra ra 
rara 
rara 
� v ra ra 
l ara 
l omba 
d a ra 
ova s e  
r a  
*ra ? / l e i  
daa 
rea 
104 . 105 . 106 . 107 . t-' 
bone fat hair body hair/feather 
V1 
0 
tulang l emak/gemuk rambut bul u 
MAK buku j anna ? u u  b u l u  
KNJ buku 1 unra?  ? u h u ?  b u l u  
SEL Duku l unra? ? uh u ?  b u l u  
BBN buku l unra 9-i-m- P b u l u  
BLW buku l oppo w i  l ua b u l u bu l u 
CAM tu l a f) marumbo be l ua ?  b u l u  
BAL buku l oppo b i 1 u a ?  b u l u  
MAJ buku l oppo be l ua b u l u  
PBG a ? do/buku marumbo be l ua ?  b u l u  
SEN tu l a f) ka i i mbaf) be l u ' a ?  b u l u  
MAL buku l oppo be l ua ?  b u l u  
MMJ buku l ompo be l ua ?  b u l u  
SNY buku ma l amma be l u h a ?  b u l u  
SUM buku l ompo be l ua ? b u l u  
PDG buku l ompo b e l u h a ?  b u l u 
TAP Duku l ompo be l u h a ?  b u l u 
BOT buku l oppo be l uh a ?  b u l u 
A-T buku l ompo be l uha b u l u  
MBI buku ma l ompo be l uh a ?  b u l u 
RAN buku ma l amma be 1 u h a k' b u l u  
BAM buku l ompo be l ua?  b u l u  
MEH buku l ompo be l ua ? b u l u  
KAL buku l oppo be 1 ua ? b u l u  
MMS buku l ompo be 1 ua�' be 1 ua�' 
RKA buku l ompo/ l oppo be 1 ua k' b u l u  
RKB b u ku l oppo be 1 uak' b u l u bu l u 
SAD buku l ompo be 1 u a k  b u l u  
TLA buku l oppo b i 1 ua b u l u  
MSR buku l oppo b i l ua f)  b u l u  
PAT b u ku l oppo b i 1 ua?  b u l u  
SEK ' bu ? u u  ' l oppoo ba ku 1 J\�' h u l u 
LEM obuu o l oppo ve l ua ovu l u 
WOT buku l ompo ba l uwa b u l u  
LYL buku mba ka b+ l ua b u l u  
TOP auku 1 0f) u  a u l uao?o a u l u ra i ya 
SAR auku l omu *ee l ua/eu l u eo e u l ueu l u 
PMN a u ku boko euyua euyu 
v v 
RAM vuku l ompo? v i  1 0 1 0  v i  1 0 1 0  
PDQ euku taoa e u u  euu  I-' lJ1 
I-' 
108 . 109 . 1l0 . lll . i-' 
head 
\J1 
ear eye nose N 
kepala tel inga ma ta hi dung 
MAK ? u l u  to l i ma ta ka ?muru 
KNJ u l uh tol i ma ta ka ?mur u l)  
SEL ? u l u  to l i ma ta ka ?mur u  
BBN u l u  datcu l i ma ta i l)l)+? 
BLW u l u  dautcu l i ma ta i l)P 
CAM u l u  tu  1 i I) ma ta ene? 
BAL ? u l u  ta 1 i I)a mata pueul) 
MAJ ? u l u ta 1 i I)a mata p u d u l)  
PBG u l u  ta 1 i I)a mata purul) 
SEN u l u  ta 1 i I)a ma ta p u d u l)  
? u l u  ta 1 i I)a mata 
v 
MAL p U�U I)  
MMJ ?a ? ba ?  ta 1 i I)a mata p u d u l) 
SNY ? u l u  t a l  i I)a mata p u d u l)  
SUM ?a ? ba ?  ta 1 i I) a  ma ta pudul)  
PDG uu l u  ta l i I)a mata p u d u l)  
TAP ? a ? ba ?  t a  1 i r)a mata p u d u l)  
BOT ? u l u  �a l i I)a ma ta p u d u l)  
A-T bii"?ii" t a l  i I)a ma ta pudu l) 
MBI ba ? a ?  t a  1 i I) a  ma ta p u d u l)  
RAN ? u l u ta 1 i r)a mata puduk' 
BAM ? u l u ta 1 i r)a mata i l I a 
MEH ? u 1 u t a l  i r)a mata i 1 1 0r) 
KAL u 1 u  ta I i r)/\ ma ta i 1 1 0 
MMS ? u 1 u �a 1 i r)a ma�a i 1 1 0r) 
RKA ? u 1 u  ta 1 i r)a mata i l l  Or) 
RKB ? u 1 u  ta 1 i r)/\ ma ta i l l  Or) 
SAD u 1 u ta 1 i r)a mata i I I  O r)  
TLA u 1 u  ta  1 i r)a mata i l l  Or) 
MSR ? u 1 u  ta 1 i r)a mata pudur)  
PAT ? u 1 u  ta 1 i r)a mata i ne ?  
SEK b a ? a k' t a l  i i r)a mata i l Or) 
LEM ovaa ta 1 i r)a oma ta o i  1 0  
WOT baa ta 1 i r)a ma ta a r)o 
LYL ba ?a ti- 1 i r)a ma ta a r)o 
TOP 90?0 ta l i r)0 ma ta ane 
SAR 90 ta 1 i r)a mata ?or)e 
PMN 90? 0  ta I i r)a mata er)o 
v 
RAM t u t u ?  to ! i na ma ta ?onu 
PDO ? u 1 u  o i 'i' i  mata ? e r)e f-' V1 
W 
112 . 1 1 3 . 1 14 . 115 . 




mul ut bibir gigi l idah 
MAK baowa b i bere? g i g i I i i  l a  
KNJ Da ba b i bere? g i g i l i l a 
SEL DaDa 
v .  v .  g i g i  l i l a  mo r I mo r  I 
BBN t imu  s i se ?  i s  i I i I a 
BLW t i mu t i m u  i s  i I i  I l a 
CAM t i m�f)/t i m �  t i m�n i s  i pa l l  epa 
BAL f)af)a l ase r i f)e l i l a 
MAJ f)af)a l a se r i f)e p a l epa 
PBG f)af)a l ase r i f)e i s s i f)af)a/ l i l a 
SEN l aabe b i r i  l ase r i f)e I i i  l a  
MAL f)af)a l a se r i f)e l i l a 
MMJ f)af)a l a be r i f)e l i l a  
SNY f)a f)a l a be h i f)e l i l a  
SUM f)af)a l a be 
• v f) l re l i l a 
POG f)af)a l aa be h i f)e l i l a 
TAP f)af)a l a be r i f)e l i l a 
BOT s uwa l a be i s  i l i l a  
A-T s ua b i b i ? i s i 1 i l a  
MBI sada b i b i  i s  i l i l a 
RAN sadal) b i b i  i s  i 1 i l a  
BAM pudu?  b i b i i s  i 1 i l a  
MEH pudu?  b i b i i s s i 1 i l a  
KAL pudu?  pudu?  is  i 1 i l a na 
MMS pudu�' b i r i  pudu�' i s  i 1 i l a  
RKA puduk b i f i l)  puduk ? i 5 i 1 i l a  
RKB puduk' b i 'i' i l)  puduk' i s  i 1 i l a  
SAD puduk i s  i 1 i l a  
TLA pudu?  b i be ?  i s  i 1 i l a  
MSR l)al)l)a t i mu  i s  i 1 i l a  
PAT sada l) t i mu ? i s i  1 i l a  
SEK ' s uaa ka ' l ambuu a n i s i  ' 1  i l aa 
LEM ovu l u os ume obaga/oba�a 0 1  i l a  
WOT s um ba s umba ba?ga 1 i l a  
LYL I)a l)a mi-I)s u I) i s i  d i 1 a 
TOP I)a I)a ku 1 i I)uj u I) i  h j ?  j i l a 
SAR I)al)a b i e i  I) i h i  j i l a 
PMN I)a I)a e i e i  I) i s i  j i l a  
RAM ?ome? v i v i  n ih i l i l a ?  
PDO p i ng-u ku l i p i ng-u I) i s i  ? e l 0  t-' U1 
U1 
1 1 6 .  
nail/claw 
kuku 
MAK ka nuku 
KNJ kan u ku 
SEL ka nuku  
BBN ka nuku 
BLW kan uku 
CAM ka nuku 
BAL ka nuku 
MAJ ka nuku 
PBG kan uku 
SEN ka nuku 
MAL kan uku 
MMJ ka n u ku 
SNY ka n uku 
SUM ka nuku  
PDG ka nuku  
TAP ka nuku 
BOT ka n uku 
A-T ka h 1. k k i  
MBI ka nuku 
.. 






l e t te? 
l e te? 
l e tte?  
l et te ?  
b i tt j ?  
b i t t j ?  
b i t t j ?  
b 1. t t i ?  
b i t t j ?  
b i t t j ?  
b i H i  
b i t t j ?  
1 1 8 .  
knee 
l utut 
k u l a n t u ?  
ko l an t u ?  
ka l an t u ?  
? u t t u ?  
? u t t u ?  
u t t u  
u t t i ?  
? ut i ?  
u t t  j ?  
u t t i ?  
kut t u ?  
g u n t u ?  
g u n t u ?  
g u n t u ?  
g u n t u ?  
kun t u ?  
kuHu ?  
kun t u ?  




1 i ma 
1 i ma 
1 i ma 
1 i ma 
1 i ma 
1 i ma 
1 i ma 
1 i ma 
1 i ma 
1 i ma 
1 i ma 
1 i ma 
1 i i ma 
t a ?  j e  
,1;a i no 
ta i ye 
ta i ye 
RAN kanuku  b i t t j ? g u n t u ?  1 i ma 
BAM kan u k u  b i  t t l. ?  g u n t u ?  1 i ma 
MEH kan uku b i t t j ?  g u n t u ?  1 i ma 
KAL ka n u ku l e t te ? /b i t i ?  kutu?  1 i ma 
MMS kanuku  1 en�ek' g un � u ?  1 i ma 
RKA ka nuku  l a tte?  g un t u ?/kun t u ?  1 i ma 
RKB ka nuku  l a te?  kun t u ?  1 i ma/pa l l a ? 
SAD ka nuku  l en tek g u n t u k  1 i ma 
TLA kan uku aj e g u n t u '?  1 i ma 
� 
MSR ka n u ku aj e g u t t u ?  1 i ma 
PAT ka nuku  aj e g u t t u ?  1 i ma 
SEK k i n i  koko? k u t t u ?  ka kka f)  
LEM ko l upa ob i t i  okun tu oka f)ka 
WOT anru a j e  ka p u t u  1 i ma 
LYL k+n u ku b+f)k+f) t +p u tu 1 i ma 
TOP kan upa kada kot t u  pa l e  
SAR k"n upa '? kad a ?  ko tu pa l e  
PMN kayupa e i t i  eukotu pa l e  
v v 
RAM ko ! upa ? b i t i  kot u ?  ko l ave? 
PDO kuku kal'e o l u t u  kae I--' lJ1 
-.J 
120 . 12l . 122 . 1 2 3 . I--' 
stomach neck breast "liver 
U1 
ex> 
perut leher susu ha ti 
MAK ba t ta l) ka 1 1 01) s u s u  a te 
KNJ ba tal) ka 1 1 0 1) s u s u  a te 
SEL pompol) ka 1 1 0 1) s u s u  a te 
BBN ba uwa ... 1 1 01) s u s u  a t e  
BLW babuwa 0 1 1 01) s u s u  a t  i late  
CAM par u ?  a 1 1 01) s u s u  a te 
BAL are? baro s u s u  ? a te 
MAJ ?are? baro s us u  ? a te 
PBG are? bare s u s u  a te 
SEN are? bare s u s u  a a te 
MAL ?are? baroko s u s u  ? a te 
MMJ ?ara? ba roko s u s u  ? a te 
SNY ? a ha ?  ba hoko s u s u  ? a te 
SUM ?ara? baroko s u s u  ? a t e  
PDG aha?  ba hoko s u s u  a te 
TAP ?arra? baroko s u s u  ? a te 
BOT 1ambu baroko s u s u  ?a1e 
A-T kompel) bahoko s u s u  ? a t e  
MBI ara ? ba roko s u s u  a te 
RAN tam b u ?  baroko s us u  ? a t e  
BAM tambu?  ba hoko s u s u  ? a t e  
MEH tambu ?  oa roko s u s u  ? a te 
KAL tambu? ko l l o  s u s u  a t e  
MMS �ambuk' ko 1 1 01) s u s u  a�e 
RKA tambuk ko l l ol) s u s u  ?ate  
RKB tambu k' baroko s u s u  a te 
SAD tambuk ba roko s u s u  a te 
TLA tambu? ko l l ol) s u s u  a t i /ate 
MSR ba ? a t a l)  ko l ol) * ka nyoe? / s u s u  a te 
PAT tambu?  ko l l ol) s u s u  ? a t e  
SEK ba 1 amba l) ba rakoo s u s u  ? a tee 
LEM ota i b u roko o s u s u  oa t i  
WOT ompo b uro s u s u  a te 
LYL pompol) b.j.roko s u s u  a te 
TOP toy i ?  l o?o s u h u  a t e  
SAR ta i tAmolo s u h u  ? a t  i 
PMN kompo l e? e  s u s u  ?a te 
RAM h in� ? i do�o? ?om j ?  ? a t e  




124 . 125 . 126 .  127 . I-' 
face faeces urine deaf 0\ 0 
muka tahi air kencing tuli 
MAK rupa ta i mea tOl)l)o l o? 
KNJ rupa ta i mea .001)0 1 07 
SEL rupa ta i j e? ne?mea ' .001)0 1 0  
BBN rupa ta i teme ma taru  
BLW tappa ta i teme ta ru 
CAM rupa da i teme b i l)a 
BAL rupa ta i teme b i l)a 
MAJ rupa ta  teme b i  I)a 
PBG rupa ta i teme b i I)a 
SEN v ka nd i l)  uea i teme b i l)a rupa 
MAL rupa ta i teme b i l)a 
MMJ rupa ta i teme .001)01) 
SNY hupa kand i I) teme .001)01) 
SUM rupa ta i teme bOI)OI) 
PDG h uupa ta i teme bOI)OI) 
TAP r u pa ta i teme bOI)OI) 
BOT r u pa �a i �eme b i l)a 
A-T 1 i ndo ta i teme b i i I)a 
MBI 1 i ndo ta i teme b i l)a 
RAN 1 i ndo ta i teme oi I)a 
BAM 1 i ndo ta i tene b i l)a 
MEH 1 i ndo ta i tene b i l)a 
KAL rupa ta?da tene taru 
MMS 1 i ndo �a i �ene �aru  
RKA 1 i ndo ta i teme t a r u  
RKB r u pa ta i tene taru 
SAD 1 i ndo ta i tene t a r u  
TLA rupa/ l i ndo ta i teme t a r u  
MSR rupu ta i ceme mataru 
PAT rupa ta i teme taru 
SEK s i l a  ta i i t uma h i  p i da ?  
t. 
LEM 0 1  i nd% rupa ota i oteme bOl)o 
WOT ro ' u  ta i uwe l ee t a r u  
LYL r upa ta?  i ufe l e?e 001)0 1 0? 
TOP l el)ge ta i n a h i n i  n a bo l)o 
SAR l enj e ta i 1 0 i  bOl)o 
PMN 1 i yo ta? i i yo i  bota 
RAM 1 i po tede? nene? Dono? 
PDQ ra ? i ta? i ?eme mODol)o I-' 0'1 
I-' 
J 
128 . 129 . 1 3 0 .  1 3 l . ..... 
bUnd person man woman (J'I N 
buta orang laki -laki perempuan 
MAK buta tau bura ?ne ba i ne 
KNJ huta tau  buru?ne ba h i ne 
SEL buta tau  b u ra ? ne ba h i ne 
BBN wuta t a u  urane ma kunra i 
BLW buta tau 
v ma kunra i o roane 
CAM buta ka l a k i  boroa ne toba i ene 
BAL buta tau tommuane toea i ne 
MAJ buta  ta u tomua ne toea i ne 
PBG buta tau tommuane toba i ne 
SEN buta tau t ummuane toea i ne 
MAL buta  t a u  tommuane toea i ne 
MMJ b u ta todapa ? tom uane toba i ne 
SNY buta todapa? tomua ne toba h i ne 
SUM buta todapa ? tommuane toba i ne 
PDG buta todaapa tommuane toba h i ne 
TAP buta  t a u  tomuane toba h i ne 
BOT bu�a .t a u  �omuane �oba i ne 
A-T buta tau muane ba h i n e  
MBI buta tau muane ba i ne 
RAN buta  tau  mua ne ba i ne 
BAM buta tau  muane ba i ne 
MEH buta tau muane ba i ne 
KAL buta tau  mua ne ba i ne 
MMS bu,ta ,tau muane ba i ne 
RKA Duta tau m uane  ba i ne 
RKB buta  t a u  muane ba i ne 
SAD buta tau muane ba i ne 
TLA buta tau muane ba i ne 
MSR buta tau  t umuane t ub i ra l)  
PAT buta tau  tomuane toba i ne 
SEK buta  t a u  mane ba ' h i i ne 
LEM buta  tauna  tomuane toba i ne 
WOT buta  i to muane baw i ne 
LYL f i  1 0  i to muane b i ne 
TOP na buta  todapa tobanj e tob i ne 
SAR buta  man u s i a  tobal)ge tob i ne 
PMN buta  t a u  t uama ee?a 
RAM bi  1 0  toa toma '?an i tovove?o 
PDO mora eu m i a  i roea i 
I-' 
tama '" w 
132 . 13 3 .  134 . 135 . I--' 
husband wife father mother (jI "" 
suami isteri ayah ibu 
MAl< bura ?nena ba i nena maf)ge amma ? 
KNJ buru? nena ba h i nena ama a n rof) 
SEL bu ra ?nena ba h i nena amma ando? 
BBN l a kka i ba i ne ambo? i ndo? 
BLW l a kka i aw i ne ambo umma ? 
CAM l a kka i ba i ne ampo i ndro 
BAL muane ba i neta kama ? k i n do? 
MAJ muane ba i ne kama ? k i ndo? 
PBG muane ba i ne p u a ?  i ndo 
SEN muane ba i ne ama i ndo? 
MAL muane ba i ne am be? i ndo? 
MMJ muane ba i ne ambe ? i ndo? 
SNY muane bah i ne ambe i ndo? 
SUM muane ba i ne ?ambe i ndo? 
POG muane bah i ne ambe? i ndo? 
TAP muane ba h i  ne am be i ndo 
BOT muanena ba i nena ?ambe ? i ndo 
A-T muanena bah i nena ambe? i ndo? 
MBI muanena ba i nena ambe? i ndo? 
RAN muanena ba i nena ambe? i ndo? 
BAM muanena ba i nena ambe i ndo 
MEH muanena ba i nena am be i ndo 
KAL muanena ba i nena ambe? i ndo? 
MMS muanena ba i nena ambe? i ndo? 
RKA muanena ba i nena ambe? i ndo? 
RKB muanena ba i nena ambe? i ndo 
SAD muanena ba i nena ambe? i ndo? 
TLA muane ba i ne ambe i ndo? 
MSR muane b i ra l)  ambe? i ndo 
PAT muane ba i ne ambo? i ndo? 
SEK ma ' neena ba h i  ' neena ' amaa ' i naa  "' 
LEM kadena kadena ?ama ? i na 
WOT bere i bere i ama i na 
LYL b·He i bi-re i ama i na ?  
TOP 1'01)0 1'01)0 mama nene 
SAR 1'01)0 1'01)0 t uama t i na 
PMN l a l)ka i rOl)o ? uma ? i ne 
RAM ma?an i xa n tamb i ? umo? i no? 




136 . 1 3 7 . 1 3 8 .  1 39 .  I-' name grandparent e lder sibling younger sibling Cl'I Cl'I 
nama nenek kakak adik 
MAl< are I) dato ka ka ? a n d i ?  
KNJ v bohe kaka a r i ?  a re l) 
SEL v pua ka ka a r i ?  a re l) 
BBN a s + 1)  nene? d aGeI) a nr i ?  
BLW a s s "' l)  nene ? ka ka anr i 
CAM a s a l) kanne?  ka l e  a d i 
BAL sa l)a ka nne? ka ka kan d  i ?  
MAJ s a l)a kane ka ka kand j ?  
PBG s a l)a nene? ka ka a n d i 
SEN sa l)a ka nne? l u l ua re a n d i 
MAL sa l)a nene ka ka and  j ?  
MMJ v nene? ka ka ? a d i a l)a ra l) 
SNY s a l)a nene ka ka ? and i ?  
SUM s a l)a nene? ka ka ? a d i 
POG sa l)a nene? kaka ? a d  j ?  
TAP sa l)a nene kaka a d i 
BOT s a l)a nene ka ka a d i 
A-T sa l)a nene? ka ka ? a d  j ?  
MBl sal)a nene? ka ka ? a d i 
RAN sal)a nene? ka ka ? a d  j ?  
BAM sal)a nene? ka ka ? a d i 
MEH sal)a nene? ka ka ? a d i 
KAL sal)a nene? ka ka ? a d i 
MMS sal)a nene? kaka ? a d i 
RKA sal)a nene ka ka a d i 
RKB s a l)a nene ka ka a d i 
SAD sal)a nene? ka ka ? a d j ?  
TLA sal)a nene? ka ka a d i 
MSR s a l)a nene? ka ka ? and i 
PAT sal)a nene? ka ka ? a nd i ?  
SEK ' konaa a ppe ka ? a  a d i i 
LEM osal)a opue v u t una a d i na 
WOT s a l)a pua kaka a n r i 
LYL sal)a pua a ka a n r i  
TOP gara pue t ua ka t uwe i 
SAR ha l)a p ue t ua ka t ua i  
PMN to?o ka i ka ka t ua ? i 
RAM kon a ?  uwe? koka ? h i d i yo 
PDO ne ' eno uwe ka ka hae I-' (j> 
-..J 
14 0 .  14l . 142 . 14 3 .  




cucu parnan/om bibi/tante ternan 
MAK 
v .  v .  sambo r i cucu pu r I na p u r i na 
KNJ ampu v .  p u r i na v .  p u r i na bah i ne ura f) 
SEL ampu v .  p u r i na b i b i  ba ha?af)  
BBN +ppo v v s i I Of) amu re a n u re 
BLW ?+ppo amure amure s i bawa / raf)+f) 
CAM appo amponaore i nd ronaore so l a  
BAL 
v i ndonaure appo ama na u re sammuan e  
MAJ 
v i ndona u re appo ama na u re samuane 
PBG 
v i ndoure a p po ama u re sammuane 
SEN 
v i ndona u re so l a  appo ama na u re 
MAL a p po ambeure i ndoure sammuane 
MMJ ampo p i noma p i n i ndo daf)af) 
SNY ampo pua?  p i n i ndo so l a  
SUM ampo pua?  
v n u re so l a  
PDG a nampo pua ? n uhe so l a  
TAP ampo m ure n ure so l a  
BOT a p po pua i ndoure so l a  
A-T ampo pua?  i ndouhe so l a  
MBI ampo pua ? i ndoure so l a  
RAN ampo *pua? /ambeure i ndoure so l aku  
BAM am po pua ? t a n ta so l a ku 
MEH ampo pua?  i ndoure sol a 
KAL a p po mure i ndoure samuane 
MMS ampo ambeu l u? i ndou l u ? so l a  
RKA ambe v ampo mure i ndo 
v sol a mu re 
RKB pa s us ua n  mure mure so l a  
SAD ampo pa ?mberan pa ? i ndoran so l a ta 
TLA ampo uwa ? m ure sol a 
MSR appo ambeure i ndoure so l a  
PAT a p po ambeure i ndo? ure so l a 
SEK a p pe ' ama ' mure ' i naa ' mure ' so l aa 
LEM puena uma na i ndona ra l)a n a  
WOT ana opu amure i na ure ra l)a 
LYL s u s u  tetta  b i b i  ba ha?an  
TOP kumbu manj e t i na j o  
SAR mokumpu ma l)ge p i no� i na ?  j o?o 
PMN ma kumpu tama oa ?a y u n u  
RAM ?ohuwe p i no?umo? p i no? i no? ?ava 
PD� ana uwe maama ne i ne sa l i ndo I--' (J'I 
\.0 
144 . 145 . 146 . 14 7 .  
s lave bride price string/rope 
I-' 
guest -..J 0 
tamu budak mas kawin tal i  
MAK toana ? a ta s unrar) otere? 
KNJ tuba t t u  a t a  s unrar) t u l u ? 
SEL toba t t u  a ta s unra r) t u l u ?  
BBN toana a ta sompa t u l u ?  
BLW topo l e  a ta sompa t u l u 
CAM toa na sa bua pa soror) t u l u? 
BAL toa na batua 
v g u l a r)  passoror) 
MAJ toWana ba tua 
v g u l a r) so ror) 
PBG toana ba t ua soror) g u l a r)  
SEN toana batua 
v petuyu? pas soror) 
MAL toana batua 
v pet u�u?  pa s s o ror) 
MMJ toana ba t ua 
v be l aj a r)  pa s s o ror) 
SNY toser)ka ba tuha pasohor) be l ayar) 
SUM toana?  ba tuWa pas soror) g u l a r) 
PDG tos ubbe? ba t ua pa? sohor) be l aj a r)  
TAP tosahe ka unar)  
v be l aj a r)  pas soror) 
BOT !osahe b a t ua soror) * be l aj a r)/pe!uj u 
A-T tosahe sabua?  somba kunda l i r)  
MBI tos u l eta sabua?  somba kunda I i  
RAN * tos u l eku/tosaekue sabua?  somba pes a l) ke ?  
BAM tos u l e  s a b ua ?  meku tana ul  j ?  
MEH tosae sabua?  v u l  i ?  sorol) 
KAL tosae/to l eppa kaunan pa ? kada kar i 'i' i ?  
MMS �osae sabuak' somba *pesa l)ke?/gonda l i 
RKA tora t u  ka unan pakunda i u l a l) 
RKB tosae kaunan a l l i ka v i n  u l a l) 
SAD tora t u  ka unan t a na ? b u l awan u l al) 
TLA torampo konal)  somba t u l u? 
MSR tammuku konan somba u t te 
PAT toana sa?bua?  sompa t u l u ?  
SEK toburu?  kunal) ? u l a l)  
LEM tosae ba t t ua na osomba va l aa 
WOT toawa ba t ua somba a l ara  
LYL i tOl)ka fa bi-t ua bi- l a fa p+ fi- re i ki- l a ra 
TOP torata ba t uo pasoro eu l u i  
SAR tora ta b A t ua s unda poho? 
PMN 1 i I)gona eatua  somba eaya 
RAM tOcfol) ka ?  hav i ?  pamone? peh i l u ? 
� 
PDO mYa haee ata 01  i u l a / ko l o ro -..J � 
148 . 149 . 150 . 15l . t-' 
road boat knife (amaH) machete -...J IV 
jalan perahu pisau parang 
MAK agal)/o l oa l)  b i seal) l ad i l) bera l) 
KNJ 
v l :J p i p i so bas s i / bera l) a n noral) 
SEL l a l a l) l :Jp i p i so beral) 
BBN I a 1 +1) l op i  p i so bal)ku l) 
BLW I a J.t'1) l op p i  p i so bal)kul) 
CAM l a l a l) l op i  kob i  kob i ba toa 
BAL ta l)a l a l a l) l op i  kos i  kob i 
MAJ ta l)a l a l a l) l op i  kos i ?  kos i ?  kaya l) 
PBG t a l)l)a l a l a l) l op i  kos i  kos j ?  kos j ? ka i ya l) 
SEN tal)ga I a I a l) l op i  kos i ?  kob i ?  ka i ya l) 
MAL ba tattana l op i  kayal) p i so 
MMJ ta l)a l a l a l) l op i  bOl)al) p i so 
SNY tal)a l a l a l) l op i  bOl)a l) p i so 
SUM ta l)a l a l a l) l op i  bOl)al) p i so 
PDG l a l a l) l op i  bOl)al) p i  i so 
TAP l a l a l) l op i  bOl)al) p i so 
BOT l a l a l) l op i  DOl)a l) p i so 
A-T l a l a l) l op i  t i i ba ? p i so 
MBI l a l a l) l op i  t i ba ?  p i so 
RAN l a l am l op i  p i so p i so 
BAM l a l am l op i  t i ba ?  p i so 
MEH l a l an l op i  t i ba ?  p i so 
KAL I um i kka l op i  p i so l a ? bo? 
MMS l a l an l op i  p i so l a ? bo 
RKA l a l an/ba ta t ta I emba l) cobo ?  p i so 
RKB l a l an l emba l) / l op i  p i so l a ? bo/.oa l)kul) 
SAD l a l an l op i  p i so l a ? bo? 
TLA l a l a l)  ko l l i p i so bal)kul) 
MSR l a l an l onde p i so l a ?a.oo 
PAT tal)a l a l a l)  l op i  p i so ba l)kul) 
SEK da l a l)  ' l oop i / l embal) a na ? ba s  i ba s i  
LEM o l aa 0 1  emba op i so op i so 
WOT da l a  l emba p i so ambera 
LYL da l a  b+l)ka p i so ber+1) 
TOP j a l a  l op i  ba be c i ce i  ba be buhe 
SAR j a l an sakaya l a d i  .oa ?.oe 
PMN j aya d'ua I)a t i bo l a b u  
RAM l a ra l emba ?ahe?kok i yu ?  ?ahe? 




152 . 153 . 1 54 . 1 5 5 .  
rice rice pestle pound (rice)  salt 
I-' 
mortar -.J 01:> 
lesung al u menumbuk (padi ) garam 
MAK a S S U I)  ? a l u  adol)ka ase  t ce? l a  
KNJ a s s u l) a n a ? a s s u l)  adel)ka v ce? l a  pa re 
SEL a s su l) a n a ?a S S U I)  a ?d'e l) ka bae s e? l a  
BBN pa l u l)+1) ?a l u  manampu ?a se p+dj e 
BLW pa l u l)+f) a l u  manampu a s s e  p P j e  
CAM i s 'tj1)  panampu? man nampu?  pamad i a n  s i a 
BAL par i ?d i ?  mar i ?d  i ?  v S i ya es s u l) pa re 
MAJ i s s u l)  par i ?d  i ?  mar i ? d  i ?  v s i ya pa re 
PBG i s s u  par i d i ?  mar i ?d i ?  boa s s i a 
SEN i s s u l)  pa l ul)an par i ?d  i boa s s i a  
MAL i s s u l) par i ?d  i ?  mar i ? d  i ?  v s i ya pa re 
MMJ i n s u l) ? a l u  ma l ambu ?  v s i ya pa re 
SNY i n so l) ? a l u  ma n u t u  pahe s i ya 
SUM i n se l) ?a 1 U ma n u t u  v s i ya pare 
PDG i n sol) a l u  man u t u  pahe s i a  
TAP i n sel) ?a 1 U mar? i ?d i ?  v s i ya p a re 
BOT i S SO I)  pe l ambu ma l amb u ?  pa re s i ya 
A-T i n sel) pe l amb u ?  ma l ambu ?  pa he s i ya 
MBI i s sa pe l ambu?  ma l ambu? pare s i a  
RAN i s sol) p e l ambu? ma l l ambu? v s i va pa ra 
BAM i s sa pe l ambu? mu l amb u ?  pa he s i va 
MER i S SOI) pe l ambu ?  ma l ambu?  v s i va pa re 
KAL i s sol) a l u  Lumambu ?  pare s i a/ma ? s i n  
MMS i s sol) ?a I u l umambuk v s i va pa re 
RKA i s sol) ?a l u  l umambu? v s i va pa re 
RKB i s sol) ? a l u  ma l ambuk' v s i va pa re 
SAD i s sol) ?a l u  v .  v s i va ma r I so pa re 
TLA i s sol) ?a l u  ma l ambu ?  pare s i a  
MSR i s sol) p i t u? u t u l)  mar i do bo '?obo s i a  
. 
PAT i s sol) ?a I u ma l ambu ?  pare s i va 
SEK i s sol) ?a I u ma l)ura hea? s i va 
LEM por i n toa ? a l u/por i n to mor i n to opadj e 
WOT l os s u  anana l os s u  mema n t u t u  bae u n u  
LYL l osol) ana l osol) padel) ka bae 9 -+ N'I) 
TOP nunj u j o l u n a n u n u  pae s i a 
SAR nonJu Ja l u  mllmbayu pae po j ?  
PMN noncu ? i yayu mombaj u  pae bure 
v 
k i na b uTe RAM n'2h� ?a ! u  ma b u h u  
PDO noh'tj ?a l u  mo? u s e  oh i yo I-' pae -...J 
Ul 
1 5 6 .  157 . 158 . 159 . I-' 
sugar what who where -..J (J'I 
gula apa siapa di mana 
MAK g o l l a  ?apa i na i  ke i ma i 
KNJ g o l l a  ? a pa i na i  a n tere 
SEL g o l l a  ?apa i na e  r i te?e 
BBN gol l a  aga i g a  keg i 
BLW g o l l a  a pa n i g a  keg a nond ro i  
CAM go l l a  aga na i n undro i 
BAL go l l a  ?apa i n na l. i nnanaef)e i 
MAJ go l l a apa i nae ? i na noro i 
PBG g o l l a  a pa i na i  i nna naoro i 
SEN go l l a  apa i na i  i nna  
MAL go l l a  a pa m i n n a  umbanaef)e i 
MMJ g o l l a  ?apa s ema d i umba 
SNY gol l a  a ka men na umba i ndo?o 
SUM g o l l a  a ka m i nna d i umba 
PDG g o l l a  a ka menna d i umba 
TAP g o l l a  a ka m i nna d i umba 
BOT go l l a a ka menna umbanef)e 
A-T ko l l a a ka menna umbanaef)e 
MBI go l l a  a ka menna umba naef)e i 
RAN go l l a  a ka mennako umba l)e i 
BAM go l l a  a ka menna umbal)e i 
MEH g o l l a  a ka menna umba l)e i 
KAL ka l l a  a pa mE:nnA  umba nal)e i 
MMS ga l l a  a ka benna umba nal)e i 
RKA g a l l a  a pa m \,nna umba l) e i  
RKB ga l l a  a pa m i nna umba n a l)e i 
SAD g a l l a  a pa i ndata umban i 
TLA g a l l a  a pa benna umba l)al)a i 
MSR ga l l a  a pa nae amba i na n i ? i  
PAT ga l l a  ? apa menda umbas ul)e i ya 
SEK ka l l a a ka s a \, i umba/ ' ham i i 
LEM aga l l a  a pa asea t i umba nasae 
WOT ga l a  aga s erna me l a ra '  n i 
LYL p+ga l)g a  a pea nae  r i tP+mae 
TOP go l a  hema hema he umapamahano 
SAR g u l a  n uapa hema ' ra pa i 
PMN go l a  i nj aa i n cema r i mbe ? i 
v 
RAM ga l a  haya ?eh i me ? i mbo 





MAl< a l) l)apa i 
SEL I)ura i 
BBN maag i 
BLW ' maaga i 
CAM maraga 
BAL ' I)a pa i 
MAJ ma ' I)a pa i 
SEN ma l)a pa i 
MAL ma l)apa i t to 
MMJ ma l)a pa 
SNY ma l)a ka 
SUM ma l)a ka 
PDG ma l)aka 
TAP ma l)a ka 
BOT a kade 
A-T a kade 




a n te i kama 
a n terekamua 
a n te ? i kamua 
pekug i 
' maaga i 
i ndokua 
me ' a pa i 
me? ' a pa i  
me?apa i 
i nn a ea s s a  











5 i a pa 
s 1. kura 
s i kura 
s i ag a  
s i ag a  
s i ag a  











mama ral)  
mamara l) 
mamaha l) 
ma bara l) 
mahahal) 
ma ha ral)  
mamara f) 
ma kamara 
RAN a ka r i umba s u s i sa J)a ka mara ke ba roko 
BAM ma ? ' a ka he ma ? a ka ' tee ?em sanaka maba ham 
MEH ma ?aka r i  a umba s u s  i saJ)a ka ma ba J) i  ba roko 
KAL ma ?apa matumbae p i ra/sa J)apa mawaraJ) 
umba na kua umba na kua • v ma rekko? ko l l oJ)  MMS p l ra 
' ma ? pa i ma ' t umba i • v l uwa ?raJ) RKA p l ra 
RKB ma ' a pa i /ma ' tum ba i umba na kua p i ra/sa J)apa l owara J) 
umbanokoa umbara s u s i • v ma ?araJ) SAD p l ra 
TLA ma ' t umba i ma ' t umba i • v mada kka/mawa ra J)  p l ra 
MSR ' napa i ombonakua . v  mawara J) p l ra 
PAT ma J)apa 1. umbonakua . v  marakka p l ra 
SEK ' tumba i ma ' t tumba i p i ra ma ' haara 
LEM ' ma pa i ' ma pa i saapa maJ)kadou 
WOT maga ' ya magam i sa i ya mada kka 
LYL p+k i ya f+renu s +k i ya m+rau 
TOP nac i od i l a nac i e  hanj i o  naboto 
SAR m/lk i ya b i ea i  h/lJ)g i ya moro ' l o? 
PMN i ee i  ?eeambe ? i saJ)ku j a modo?u 
RAM mahampo mahamp i ha ? umbo maJ)kumaro? 
I-' 
PD� momn i yo he l i ndee op i yo moko ? a re -..J 1.0 
164 . 165 . 166 . 167 . f-' 
d:r>ink hungT'Y eat bi.te (Xl 0 
minum lapar makan gigi t 
MAK a f) i n u f)  ' t c i puru?  
v kokko? a f)a n re 
KNJ f) i n u f)  pa ?re v a f)  i kk j ?  a f)a n re 
SEL f) i n u f)  pa ?re f)anre a f)o ? ko 
BBN m i n u f)  ma l upu?  manre ma f)okko? 
BLW m i n u f)  ma l upu?  manre k l.k k l.  
CAM amm i n um ma l i ba s a f)  ammandre naoko? 
BAL ma ndundu tamba ? i  ummande mambokko 
MAJ ma ndund u tamba ?e ? umande mambokko 
PBG ma nd undu tamba ? i ummande mambokko 
SEN ma ndundu tamba ? i umande ma kkekke 
MAL mandundu b uror a f)  mande ma kkeke 
MMJ me?en u/*ma f) i n u f)  burora f) kumande mebokko 
SNY me?en u f)  buhoh a f)  mande ma f) kek i ?  
SUM me?en uf) burora f) mande maf)kek i ? 
POG me ?enuf) bohoha f) mande ma f) kek i ?  
TAP me?enu f)  buroraf)  ma nde ma f) kek i ?  
BOT men u f)  borora f) mande makekke 
A-T men u f)  tadea ? mande ma f)kek j ?  
MBI ummen u f)  tadea ? ummande maf)kek i ?  
RAN um i ru ?  ta?dea? umande ma f)keke? 
BAM m � ih� ? tadea ? maf)a nde ma f)keke ? 
• v tadea ? ma f)ande ma f)keke ? MEH m U I ru  
KAL ma ? i n u ?  tade?fI?  kumande makeke? 
MMS umm i ru?  ,tadea kumande  pake l a ?  
RKA um i n u ?  l oba r i  kumande ma f)eke ? 
RKB m i n u ?  l oba r i /ta f)ad i a  kumanre/kumande maf)eke? 
SAD maf) i' ru taf)d i ya ?  kumande  n a bef)a 
TLA maf) i nu l awa r i  kuman d e  m flf)kef)ke 
MSR m i  SO? l oppe kumande ma kkekke 
PAT m i ru ?  tandea ? kuma nde makkekke 
SEK ' meenUf) kararoa f) ' mandee ma kkek i ? 
LEM i nu b urora ma nde kekk i 
WOT m i nu ma l eso ma nre maf)abaga 
LYL l od u  ma ?ara ka nre p-t k i ? k j ?  
� 
nan i n u v naf)gon i n i koto TOP nalJro 
SAR I]lf) i n u ma l eto mf)gon i * d i k i k i /d i koto , 
PMN ma f) i n u maoro maf)kon i mekamba r i 
RAM ma ? i n u  o i  l ora maf) ka mekokuku 
PDO mo? i n u mokon i f)go mOf) ' gaa mekara s i I-' CD 
I-' 
168 . 169 . 170 . 17l . 
hear sl.eep know 
I-' 
see CD N 
l i ha t  dengar tidur tahu 
MAK tc i n  j ?  a l l a f)e r i  t i nro a s sef) 
KNJ a f) i tte l i\f)ere t i n ro af) use? 
SEL anj anj af) a I 1 a f)ere t i n ro f) i s se? 
BBN ma k i  ta maref)ka 1 i f)a ma t i nro i s s + f)  
BLW makk i ta naef)ka l i f)a/nas+?d i f)  ma t i n ro na i s s + f)  
CAM na i ta ma r i f) ka i na ma t i ndro i se f)  
BAL me? i ta ma ?era f) i  ma t i ndo u i s s a f)  
MAJ me? i ta ma?erra f) i ma t i ndo ? u i s s a f)  
PBG me? i ta ma ? i ra f)f) i mat i ndo na i s s a f)  
SEN na i ta ma i raf)f) i ma t i ndo na i s s a f)  
MAL maf) i ta ma f)era f) i  ma t i ndo ku i s sa n  
MMJ ma f)k i ta manraf)O ma t i n do na i n s a f)  
SNY ma f) i ta mah i f) i  ma t i ndo i n s a f)  
SUM ma f) i ta marr i f) i  ma t i n do i n saf)  
PDG ma f)f) i i ta ma h h i f)f) i  ma t i ndo na i f)saf)  
TAP ma f) i t a  marr i f) i  ma t i ndo na i n s a f)  
BOT me i �a par i f) i  ma� i n do na i s s a f)  
A-T maf) i ta ma h i f) i  *hahe/me t i ndo ku i n s a f)  
MBI nar i f) i  rare mu i s s a f)  
RAN *mampet ua ? /manene? i 
BAM ma!) i ta 
MEH ma?petua ? 
KAL ma ? penen m ; ?  
MMS mennene? 
RKA ment i ¥-o 
RKB men t i 'i'o 
. v  
SAD m 1.n l ro 
TLA m i n t i ro 
MSR m 1.k k i ta 
PAT ma kk i ta 
SEK maf)he l e  
LEM nave l e  
WOT mopa i ta 
LYL p+ l Of)a 
TOP n i  c i to 
SAR mi\f)h i l o? 
PMN me l otos i 
PDO mos ue 
mape'i'a !) i  
v • p a ra !) 1 
v • maperaf)f) I 
nasa ? d i f)  
ma pesa?ad i f)  
mapesa ? d i f)  
mas sa d i f)  
nadof) i 
mopera ' f)o 
n i epe 
mampe ' dof)eka 
mampeho'i'umna 
*tomamma met i ndo 
mamma ? 
met i ndo 
mama ?/me t u'i' u  
mamma 
mamma ? 
ma t i ndo 
mama ? 
ma t i n do/mamma ? 
ma t i ndo 
ma t i ndo 
ma t u r u  
ma t uru 
ma t ur u  
na l eta 
ma t u r u  
yore 
tot u'i'u 
mot ur i 
k u i s s a n  
ku i s sam 
m u i s s a n  
na i s sa n  
ku i s sa n a n  
i s sa n / tanda i 
na i s a n  
kU 1. s s a n / ku ta n da i 
na i s s e f)  
d i s sen 
ku i s s e f)  
na i n sa 
'i'usa n i 
s a n i Ya 
n i nj ok u  
n u i n ca n i 
oa ha?  





MAl< amba l) ur )  
KNJ amba ul) 









MMJ memba l)ol) 
SNY memba l)ol) 
SUM membal)ol) 
PDG mE:mba l)ol) 
TAP membal)ol) 
BOT membua 
A-T ka l eha 
MBI ka l eha 




v v an rol) rol) 
a nronrol) 
ma ti-ddu? 
pato? kol) i 
mapamoto? 
ma t t undal) 
ma tundal)  
ma ppaeue? 
mappaeue? 
ma t t u nda l) 
tunda l) i  
n i tunda l) 
tundal) i  
men t unda l)l) i 
mampabal)ol) 
' dodo i 
d i pa ka l eha 
marodo 
174 . 1 7 5 . I-' up dead swim 0:> *'" 
ma ti berenang 
mate a l l a l)e 
ma te a ? l a l)e 
ma te a ?  1 a l)e 
na l)e 
mate nal)e 
ma te amOrOI) 
mate ummorol) 
mate v umo rol) 
maa te ummorOI) 
ma te ummorOI) 
ma te v umorol) 
mate mo l a l) i  
ma t e  mo l a l) i 
mate mo l a l) i 
ma te mo l a l) i 
ma te mo l a l)e 
ma!e mOrOI) 
ma te mohel) 
ma te m i l) kaj a 
RAN bal)on ba l)on ko mate mel)kaorol) 
BAM m i  1 i ?  mopam i 1 i ?  mate m't!h� 
MEH ba l)on bal)ol)a n i  mate mel) kaya 
KAL moto? kupomoto? ma te mo l a l)e 
MMS m i l W  d i pam i 1 i k' bonne mel)kaya ? 
RKA motok' tundan i ma te v umo rol) 
RKB motok' pamotokk i ma te mOrOI) 
SAD m i  1 1  i k  d i pam i l i k/d i t undan ma te v uno rol) 
TLA tOl)kol) tunda l) i  ma te m i nal)o 
MSR m i c i l)  ma t t undan ma te marOI) 
PAT moto? pamoto? i ma te mOrOI) 
SEK ma rOI) ma l)l)a rOI) ma t e  mOrOI) 
LEM mearo l eeno i mate me l uu 
WOT tomol) ko 1 i ye ' a  ma te m i nal)o 
LYL bal)ul) bal)ul)ea ma te p+na l)o 
TOP nambal) u n i  1 i ce nama t i na nol)u  
SAR *nema to/rrbc3l)o 1 i ke?  ma te f'\ln a l)u  
PMN membal)u maea l) u  mate men a l) u  
v 
RAM me?aro me?o?a i ma h t  me 1 0 l u? u  
PDO meea l) u  ea l) uo maa te n umal)o i I--' CD 
V1 
176 . 1 7 7 .  178 . 179 . � 
walk lie down sing vomit CD (jI 
berjalan berbaring menyanyi muntah 
MAK a ? j a ppa anra ? ba r a ? ba a ke l ol) ta? l al)e 
KNJ a ? l  i I)ka ammene a kke l o l) am i l'ua 
SEL ?a ? l i l)ka t i nrot i n ro/a l)go l i l)go l i l)  a kke l ol) meruwa 
BBN j o kka l eu ? l eu ?  ma kke l ol) ta 1 1  ua 
BLW j okka l eu ? l eu ?  ma kke 1 01) ta l l  ua 
CAM a ?  j a l i ka a l o l i make l ol) a r ug a ?  
BAL me l amba me l o l  i ?  me?e l ol) t i l ua 
MAJ me l amba me l o l  i ?  me? e l ol) t i l  ua 
PBG me l l amba me l l o l  i ?  me? e l ol) t i l uwa 
SEN me l l amba me l l o l  j ?  mae l ol) t i l ua 
MAL me l l amba me l o l  i ?  ma kkedol) t i l  ua 
MMJ me l l ampa me l l o l  i ?  ma kke l ol) t i l  ua 
SNY me l l ao me l l o i  makke l ol) t i  l oa h 
SUM me l l ao me 1 0 1  j ?  ma kke l ol) t i  l oa 
PDG me l l ao ma t i ndot i ndo ma kke l ol) t i  l oa 
TAP mel  l ao me l l o l  i ma kke l ol) t i  l oa 
BOT me l ao ma? barebere? makke l ol) � i  l oa 
A-T me l l ao l en tel) l entel) ma ? ke 1 01) t i  l oa 
MBl me l l ao ma t i n do ma ? ke l ol) t i l oa 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------� 
RAN me I i r) ka met i ndot i ndo ma kke l or) t i l  ua 
BAM me l l ao met i ndo mena n i t i l ua 
MEH me l l ao met i ndo menan i t i l ua 
KAL l um i kkll me l l o l  i ?  mena n i  t i l ua 
MMS menono? mamma ? mena n i  � i  I ua 
RKA I um i r) ka ma t i n dot i ndo s umer)o t i l ua 
RKB I um i r) ka mer)g i t'  j ?  s umer)o t i l  ua 
SAD l um i r) ka mama ? m l. na n i t i  l uwa 
TLA d um i r)ka l er)a r) l er)ar) ma kke l or) / s umer)o t i l uwa 
MSR l umamba ma t i ndot i ndo ma kke l or) t i l a r)e/ l a r)e 
PAT l um i kka ma t i ndot i ndo ma kke l or) t i l ua 
SEK me ' l a u kk i r) ma turu  s umer)o te l oa 
LEM moter)ka ma t t uru/me l en t u  moke l o  t i koa 
WOT m+pa i ba l er)a l er)a moe l l o  to l l ua 
LYL p+ l ar)a k+r)ko l er) k+ r)ke l or) t + l ua 
TOP nama ko na l a l eta nace l o  n a te l ua 
SAR mllma ko mllsllgo l e  *mllda? de/menan i  mot i l ua 
PMN me l i nj a  me i na mOr)ayu mel uwa 
v v 
RAM ma ter)ka? mehobobu l a ? mo l i r) a  he l ua ?  
I--' 
PDO ko l eko l eko mot ut' i menan i meme l u  <Xl -.,J 
180 . 1 8l .  182 .  183 . I-' co 
laugh itch s leepy/yawn child co 
tertawa gatal mengantuk anak 
MAK amaka l a  ka ta I a t a ? d u ? d u ?  a n a ?  
KNJ n uma kka l a  a l a ?  t a ? d u ? d u ?  a n a ?  
SEL g ege ' ka ta l a  ta?cfo?cfo? a n a ?  
BBN mecawa ma ka t+?  ca ka ru ? d u ?  a n a ?  
BLW m i cawa ma t+?  ca kka ru?du?  ani-
CAM macawa ma ka t i I) ca ka rudu?  ana?  
BAL mecawa ma ka u ?  mal) a t t u ?  *na na?eke/a n a ?  
MAJ mecawa ma ka u mal)a t u ?  ? a n a ?  
PBG metawa ma ka u ?  mal)a t t u ?  a n a ?  
SEN metawa ma ka t i I) mal)a t u  ana?  
MAL me tawa ma ka t i I) mal)a t t u ?  a n a ?  
MMJ medawa ma ka t i I) t i tundu  ana?  
SNY metaha ma ka t i I) t i tundu  a nana 
SUM me taba ma ka t i t i tundu  ana?  
PDG metaha ma ka t i ?  s i t un d u  a n a ?  
TAP metaha ma ka t i I) mal) a t u ?  a n a ?  
BOT me�a ha ma ka � i s i ka� i nda a n a ?  
A-T metaha mak"at j ?  s i t un d u  a n a ?  
MBI meta ha maka t  j ?  t i karu?du?  a na ?  
RAN metaha ma ka t j ?  t i ka ru ? d u  a n a k' 
BAM. metaba ma ka t i ?  t i ka hu ? d u ?  a n a ?  
MEH metawa ma ka t j ?  t i kar u?d u ?  a n a ?  
KAL me tawa ma kAtt  j ?  t i ka r u ? d u ?  a n a ?  
MMS me�awa ma kag j ?  � i ka r u ? d u ?  a n a k' 
RKA metawa ma ka t i ?  t i f} karu?ru?  a na k' 
RKB metawa maka t i ?  t i f} ka r u ? d u  pea 
SAD metawa ma ka t i ?  t i ka r u ? d u  p i Ya 
TLA m i tawa ma ka t i ca kar u ? d u/ta f}ka r u ? d u  a na 
MSR m i tawa maka t  i ?  kar u ? u d u ?  *anaf}/pepea 
PAT mexawa ma ka t j ?  ca kka ru ? d u ?  a n a ?  
SEK ma taha mekaoo l os e  kan a ka na k  
LEM metawa ma ka ka t t  i t i f}karudd u/ma t i t un d u  a n a ?  
WOT metawa ma ka ka ta ma t a t u nr u  f} a na 
LYL p+f}+re k+ka ta k+do? do? ana 
TOP n a t i taea n a ka kata n a t u n uma t a no a n a ?  
SAR tetawa mAka u ?  mAroyoma ta ana?  
PMN mo?ge l e  ma ka ka ta ma r i amoyore a naf}god i 
v 
RAM kokare? moka t i haf}ko l o ! e?o a n a ?  




184 . 185 .  186 . 187 . 
sky fty (v) stand t-' come � 
0 langi t terbang datang berdiri 
MAK 1 a f) i anl' i ? ba ?  b a t t u  amentef) 
KNJ l a f) i  I' i  ?ba?  ba t t u  ame l tef) 
SEL l a f) i ? ? a ?l' i ?.oa ? ba t t u  amentef) 
BBN 1 a f) i ?  l ut t u ?  po l e  t-tttOf) 
BLW 1 a f) i l ut t u / l u t t u ?  po l e  togOf) 
CAM l a f)  j ?  a l l u t u ?  po l e  a kkede? 
BAL * l a f) j ?/naean mel u t t u s  po l e  meke?de?  
MAJ l a f) j ? l um u t us po l e  m i ke?de? 
PBG l a f) j ? me l l a i ya f) po l e  metto?do? /mekke ?de? 
SEN naawa f) me l l a i ya f) po l e  metto?do ? 
MAL 1 a f) i l umaya f) po l e  metta ? d a f)  
MMJ l a f) j ?  merr j ? ba ?  s u ?be  mef)ka rro 
SNY l a f) i ? meh i ?ba ? s u ? be mef)kaho 
SUM l a f) i ?  mel' i ?ba ? s u ? be mef)karro 
PDG naa haf) me l o l l o? s ubbe mef)ka hho 
TAP l a f) j ? l umo l o? l amb i ? mef)karro 
BOT l a f) i  me l o l o? s u l e  me�a ? d a f)  
A-T 1 a f)  j ?  me l l o l o? s u l e  ke?de? 
MBI nahaf) m i n t i a ? s u l e  mef)ke ? d e ?  
RAN l al) i ?  men t i ya ?  s u l e ke? d e ? ke ?de? 
BAM l a l) i ?  men t i a ?  s u l e  ke?de ?  
MEH I al) j ?  men t i ya ?  s u l e  ke ?de? 
KAL l a l) j ?  met t i a ? sae ke?d e? 
MMS l a l) j ?  men).; i ya ?  s a ?e ke?de?  
RKA l a l) j ?  t umea rat u/sae ke ?de? 
RKB l a l) j ?  tum i ya ra t u/sae  ke?de?/bendan 
SAD l a l) j ? men t i Ya sae  ke? ade? 
TLA l a l) i  m l.n t i Ya rampo/po l e  ' ke ?ede 
MSR l a l) j ?  l ut t u  ra t u  ke?edel) 
PAT l a l) j ?  l ut t u ?  po l e  ke ?de?  
SEK l al) j ?  d umo l o? bul'u?  tede? 
LEM o l a l) i  mevol'o dOl)ka totol'a 
WOT bu l a  mo l a  awa marc 
LYL I a l)  i ?  p+ l a ka ka fa t a nHI) 
TOP l a l) j ?  n a ka ka l'ambua narata n a kokore 
SAR l a l)  j ?  mel3o ro rata m u ko re? 
PMN yal) i  moyoko j e I al'i'a ta meka kore 
RAM l an i ?  mel oka dOl)ka ? metot i ? i  




188 . 189 . 190 .  19l . t--' 
cough spit cry dream � N 
batuk mel udah menangis bermimpi 
MAK ta?'i'oko a p  i ?'i'u a l)arru a s so?na  
KNJ see a pe ?r u  a l)aral) a so?na  
SEL se?e a pe?ru  I)aral) a so?na 
BBN more mamm i tcu t ll r i  ka t u l u t u l u 
BLW 
v mamm i tcu  ki-rra ? ka t u l u t u l u more 
CAM meke anecu a s sa l) i ?  a n i p p i  
BAL meke t i ?ueiu  s umal) i ?  mal) i p i  
MAJ meke t j ? u r u  s uma l) i ?  ma l) i p i 
PBG se?del)/meke t j ? ueiu s umal) i  ma l) i p i  
SEN sc ?del) mc t t i u r u  s umal)l) i ?  mal) i p i  
MAL se?del) met t i kkuzu s uma l) i  ma l) i p i  
MMJ se?del) met i l)kudu s uma l) j ?  manso?na 
SNY se?del) man t i l)kud u i h umuse l) mal) i p i  
SUM se?del) ment i l)kud u s umal) i ma l) i p i  
PDG s c ?del) ment i l)kud u h umusel) mal) l) i p i  
TAP se?del) men t i l)kud u s uma l) i ?  ma l) l) i p i  
BOT se?del) me! i kudu  s uma l) j ? ma l) i p i  
A-T se?del) men t i l)kud u musel) mal) i p i  
MBI se?del) mel) t i ? kudu  ummusel) ma l) i mp i 
RAN tokko? tokko? ma ? t i kkudu s uma f) i ? ma f) i mp i 
BAM tokko? men t i kkudu s um�h(j! ma f) i mp i  
MEH tokko? ma ? t i kkudu s uma f) i ? ma f) i m p i  
KAL to?ko? ma ? t i kkudu t uma f) i ? mef) i pp i  
MMS ;;okko? ;; i kudu ;;uma f) i ?  ma f) i mp i  
RKA meke men t i f)kudU  t uma f) i  ma f) i mp i 
RKB mekemeke mAn t i f)udu  t uma f) i ? ma f) i mp i  
SAD v t i ? t u d u  t uma f) i  ma f) i mp i /ma ? t i ndo mo re 
TLA ' me ?ese/meke mam i £u/m i n tudu  komarra/ t uma f) i  ka t u l uu t u l u 
MSR meke ma£ i kkudu ma f)f)a ka l oa l oa 
PAT v ma f) i !£u t uma f) i ? ka t u l u t u l u mo re 
SEK me j ?  met i kkudu kum i rA�' mepa t uu r u  
LEM ova t u  met udus i ter i a  ka t u l u t u l u 
WOT momeme mon u s s u  toma f) i  ka t u l u t u l u  
LYL k+meke ?  p+fPj e ta f) i  p+f) i p i  
TOP aa tu nata i 1 u naj i o  na f) i p i  
SAR mAhumpu mAt i 1 i ku mAg i yo? mo?ompo? 
PMN memeke me? uwe l u t uma f) i  ma f) i p i  
v 
mepototu ! u RAM meka ha? me l i ku me?o l a  
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mengandung tua sungai bunuh 
MAK tea na f) toa b i na f)a amuno 
KNJ t i an a f)  toa b i n a f)a s i h unohuno 
SEL t i an a f)  towa oa l a f)  amuno 
BBN ma t tampu ma toa sa l o? ma ? bu n u  
BLW ma t tampu ?  ma toa sa l o? pauno 
CAM epparu? ma toa b i n a f)a b uno 
BAL ba t ta f)  ma eueef) *ma ndar/bena f)a mappa te i 
MAJ ba ttaf)  maeueef) bena f)a ma ' pa te i  
PBG ba ttaf)  ma t ua l embaf) mappa te i  
SEN ba ttaf)  t uea raea ra ? l embaf) pate 
MAL ba ttaf)  ma t ua l emba f) ma ' pa te i  
MMJ t i a na ma t ua l e l o? mamp a te i 
SNY mambo l of) matuha sa I I  u mambuno 
SUM mambo l of) ma tua l emba f) mepa te i 
PDG t i ana  ma t ua sa I u mampa te i 
TAP t i a na ma t ua l emba f) mampate i 
BOT kebaHaf) ma !ua sa l u  meepa!e i 
A-T kehataf) t ua uha i ka i ya f)  mepa te i 
MBI keha tta ma t ua sa I u pa te i 
RAN keba ttaf)  ma t ua sa l u  mampate i 
BAM keba tta mat uam sa l u  mampa t t e i  
MEH keba t taf) ma t ua sa l u  mampa t e i 
KAL kea ? ta f)  ma tE sse?  bone papa tean 
MMS kebaHaf) ma�ua sa 1 u papof)ko 
RKA keea ? ta f)  ma tua sa 1 u pa ' patean 
RKB keea?taf)  mat ua/ma tesef) sa  1 1  u papa tean 
SAD g i Ya ? ta f)  ma tua sa l u mamof)ko 
TLA k i wa ? daf) ma tua sa l u  papatea f)  
MSR k i ba ?ataf)  ma t ua s a ? adan  buno i 
PAT k i ba t ta f)  ma t ua sa 1 u mapa te i  
SEK ma sambo ma t uaa ha u f)  mappa te i  
LEM ka l aea ma tod i osa l u  papa tea 
WOT t i na i  ma t ua toruf)f)a ma f)apa te i 
LYL k+ t+ ' ua i tu?a  ma l a  l a bu n u  
TOP nat i no i  n a t uo sa l u  n i papa te 
SAR mo� i na i  tua sa l u  mi\mpAteh i 
PMN t i ana ma t u?a koro? uwe mampepate 
RAM m� h i n�n�? i moto ? d i ? uwa i meroroko? 
PDO momen i mos u?o korono mompepa te I--' � 
lJ1 
196 .  19 7 .  198 . 199 . � 
sit bathe bathe fall. 
\0 someone 0'1 
duduk mandi mandikan ja tuh 
MAK amempo aj e?ne?  a n ' j e?nek i ' t u ? g u r u  
KNJ s i dor) a n r i Yo n i r i Yo d a ? bur) 
SEL to l or) anr i yo l a ' r i yo i  a ? da ? pe? 
BBN tudar) CAmme maCAmme mAnrur) 
BLW cado c-tmme c-tmme i bote 
CAM a c i dokkor) andr i o  d i o i  mabua r) 
BAL me?oro mandoe? pan ' doe? i berne? 
MAJ me?oro mandoe ? ma pandoe? berne? 
PBG me?esu r)/me?oro ma ndoe? pandoe? i bemme? 
SEN me?esur)  ma ndo i pandoe i s i m b  j ?  
MAL mer)esur)  ma nd i u ? pand i u? i  dondor) 
MMJ menxoko mend i us mampa n d i us l amme 
SNY menxoko mend i yo? mempepend i yo? l ammeh 
SUM mencoko men d i yo d i o ?  dondor) 
POG men toko mend i o  d i o? i l amme 
TAP menxoko men d i yo? man d i yo ?  dondor) 
BOT me�oko men d i yo? n i d i yo ?  dondor) 
A-T mokko? men d i yo? mampopend i yo ?  dondor) 
MBI men toko mend i o  d i o? i dondor) 
RAN * tadol)ko/mokko mend i o? man d i o? metoba l)/ronno? 
BAM mokko ?  man d i yo? d i yo? i met toba 
MEH tacfol)kon mend i o  d i o ? i  ron no? 
KAL m i s u ?  mend i o? d i o? i ron no? 
MMS ma ? l oko men d i yo? d i d i yo? rono k' / don don 
RKA um i s u k' m.nd i yo? ma ? d i yo/d i yo? i meronno?/me l o l  i n/me l a ? po� 
RKB m i s u ?/tado ? ko men d i yo? d i yo? i me l a ? pok' /meronno 
SAD no?oko? men d i yo? n d i yo ?  tobal) 
TLA cado/tadokko m i  nj i yo p i nj i yo ? i botol'fono 
MSR cumadokko m i nd i yo d i yo i  r u n u  
PAT mepo? mand i yo? *ma ppand i yo ? /ma ? d i yo ?  ma bual) 
SEK mesor) d umo j ?  ' do i ? i  i ma r A S S A I)/madeppe� 
LEM mos uda medo i do i ? i  bote 
WOT tomol)ko ma nr i y u  padr i y uwA bot to 
LYL tHoro p+nr i yu p+nr i y uwa nrau , 
TOP namoha naneu kuneu nanaBu 
SAR mAh u ra mAn i yu ?  mAmpAn i yu ?  mnaBu? , 
PMN motunda man d i yu mampand i y u  manaBu 
v nd i u? i  RAM mahu ! a  mend i u  monavu?  




200 . 20l . 202 . I-' 
drop give speak � CXl 
ja tuhkan memberi bicara 
MAl< a n t u ? ' g u ra f) i  v b i tca ra a s sa re 
KNJ n i pa d a ? b u f)  v a s a re a ppau 
SEL a ppada ? pe ?  v ?a ? b i sara a s s a re 
BBN v mapam ll n r u f)  m a ? bere ma ? b i cara 
BLW botowa f)  i a re f) i  b i cara/pa u 
CAM b ua f) i  bea f) i  mapau 
BAL be ' mmea f) i mambef)an mappa u  
MAJ mambemea f) m a ?a l l i mapau 
PBG bemmea f)  i mambe i mappa u 
SEN 5 i m b i a f) f) i  mapp i eef)a f) mappau 
MAL dondof)an i mambe i  mappao 
MMJ l ammea f) mambe i kan a kana 
SNY l ammea f) mambea f) ma ? b i ca ha 
SUM dondof)a f) mam pebea b i !�a ra 
PDG l ammea f) s i bea bea makka n ka n a  
TAP mandondof)a f) mambea ma ka n a ka n a  
BOT d i dondof)an mambea ma kkada  
A-T d i dondof)a f) ma f)a I I  e ma ? kada  
MB! *ma �9O�9Of)a f)/dondof)f)a f) f) i  be? i f)  ma ? t u l a ? 
RAN d i ronnosan 
BAM toba l)an i 
MER ro ' nnokan i 
KAL v • ronnosann l 
MMS d i ronosan 
RKA ro ' nosann i 11  a ? ' pokan i 
RKB ro ' noan i 1 1  a ' pokan i 
SAD d i ronosan 
TLA rono?oka l)l) i 
MSR ru ' nusan  i 
PAT bual) i  
SEK deppek i I) 
LEM bo ' toa i 
WOT pa ' botoa 
TOP na bum u t ue 
SAR nabu i 
PMN mampa kanabu 
RAM ?ono?a k j ? i  
PDO <?-,on ta i yo 
mapebe ?en 
na be?em 
d i bel)an/d i be ?en 
mabel)an 
i be ?en 




do i ya 
sa i a  
bag i 
' ba i  ka 
ma ba i 
mepa ?a n i 
mo? o l  i 
*ma ? tu 1 a ?/ma ? kada  
ma ? tu 1 a ? 
ma ? t u 1 a ? 
ma ? kada 
man�u 1 a  
ma kada  
makada/ma p a u  
ma ? kada 
b i cara/pa u  
ma kka reba/ma ? b i ca ra 
mappau 
mo ' s uaa 
s i pappa u/s i pope i 1 ua 
mopa u 
b i s a ra 
na t un d u  
mompao 
v 
mav i ha 1 0  
mepa u/mepa i /mepaeu t-' \.D 
\.D 
NOT ES 
l The maj or non-South Sulawesi languages spoken in the province are detailed 
below : 
Javanese 
About 2 5 , 000 Javanese were settled in Kecamatan Wonomulyo in Kabupaten Polmas 
by the Dutch in 19 37  and remain there today . In addition , extensive govern­
ment relocation proj ects are currently underway in Kecamatans Malangke , 
Bone-Bone , Wotu , and Mangkutana of Kabupaten Luwu and in Kecamatan Kulukku of 
Kabupaten Mamuju.  
Bal i nese 
In Kecamatan Bone-Bone of Kabupaten Luwu there are large communities of 
Balinese transmigrants . The Peta bahasa reports that Balinese is also spoken 
in South Sulawesi on the distant island of Sailus (Kabupaten Pangkep) which 
is geographically near Bali . These inhabitants may be native to the island. 
C h i nese l anguages 
Between 30 , 000-50 , 000 people of Hokkien , Kwantung (Canton) , and Mandarin 
origins reside throughout the urban areas of the province , working mostly as 
merchants . Many of Chinese descent in Ujung Pandang speak Makassar as their 
first language . 
20f the 3 9  word lists taken , only the Sarudu language informant was not born 
of Sarudu parents and thus failed the screening . However , he had grown up in 
a Sarudu-speaking village and showed no hesitation with his responses . 
3 The taxonomic levels used in this study are adapted from Smith (1984 )  which he 
used in a preliminary classification of the languages of Sabah involving more 
than 60 , 000 pairings of word lists . This current study combined with our 
study of the languages of North Maluku (to appear) involves pairing of over 
1 , 000 word lists in which Smith ' s  levels were of significant value for 
analysis . 
4 It could correctly be argued , however , that this becomes a kind of chicken­
and-egg question . That is , the taxonomic levels are determined by natural 
groupings , and the groupings , in turn , are determined by the taxonomic levels . 
In spite of this apparent difficulty , it is nevertheless useful to extend the 
levels of the obvious groupings to those groupings which are not so immedi­
ately apparent . 
SHockett , in his discussion about the distinctions between language and 
dialect , provides a useful perspective to the unproductive dispute over 
taxonomic boundaries : 
A language , as j ust asserted , is a collection of more or 
less similar idiolects . A dialect is just the same thing , 
with this difference : when both terms are used in a single 
discussion , the degree of similarity of the idiolects in a 
single dialect is presumed to be greater than that of all 
the idiolects in the language ( 19 58 : 3 2 2 ) . 
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6Researchers of South Sulawesi  must sort through a confusion of place names , 
language names and spelling variations encountered in the literature , on maps , 
and in travel throughout the province . 
In the identification of language names two problems are frequently encoun­
tered . On the one hand , several terms may be used for a single language , 
while on the other , a single term may actually represent several languages .  
The basis of the confusion seems to be with the nature of Indonesian .  For 
example , Bahasa X can mean either : 
( 1 ) the language called X ;  or 
( 2 )  a language spoken in the place called X .  
Overdifferentiation frequently occurs when different language informants give 
the name of each of their villages for the name of the language they speak . 
Overdifferentiation also occurs when various ethnic groups each give their 
own term in referring to a specific ethnic group . For example , speakers of 
one language in Kabupaten Mamuju refer to themselves as Kalumpang while 
speakers of Toraj a-Sa ' dan refer to this group as Ma ' ki .  
Underdifferentiation occurs when the name of a geographical area i s  used to 
represent several languages in an area , for example , Luwu . Esser ( 19 3 8 )  
lists a Luwu ' Group within his South Celebes Group . It is unclear exactly 
which languages he includes in this . Bahasa Luwu as it  is  currently used in 
South Sulawesi can refer to any of the languages spoken in Kabupaten Luwu . 
It is most frequently used to mean either the Luwu dialect of Bugis , or the 
Toala ' language , but which of the two is often difficult to determine . 
Furthermore , Luwu is not to be confused with Luwuk , the administrative 
capital of Kabupaten Luwuk-Banggai on the far eastern arm of Central Sulawes i .  
A third problem i n  dealing with language names i s  that a single name may 
represent two or more places . For example , there is a village named 
Kalumpang in Kabupaten Mamuju and another by the same name in Kabupaten 
Sidenrang, although villages of the same name are not always separated by 
such distances . 
Thus , in light of these three types of problems it is not always clear that 
one writer ' s  language name can be equated with another writer ' s  language of 
the same name . 
Spelling variations occur due to both a variety of spelling conventions , 
for example , modern Indonesian , Dutch , German , etc . , and the lack of 
standarised orthographies for South Sulawesi languages , whose  words are used 
in place and language name s .  The most common types of spelling variations 
for South Sulawesi  linguistic features are listed below : 
(a)  Preglottalised stops may be represented by an apostrophe 
preceding the stop , by a double stop , or a geminate vowel 
preceding the stop . For example , the following spelling 
variations are all found : 
Sa ' dan , Saddan , Saadan : the name of a major river in South 
Sulawesi . 
Sa ' bang ,  Sabbang , Saabang : a town in Kabupaten Luwu . 
�2 
(b) Consonant length is a feature found in many South Sulawesi 
languages .  I t  is most frequently represented by a geminate 
consonant . However ,  occasionally length is not recognised and 
only a single consonant occurs . In Soppeng ,  the double 
consonant symbolises consonant length . The variation Sopeng is 
also found as a spelling of the same place name . 
( c ) Word final nasals are frequently velarised due to the influence 
of dominant South Sulawesi languages which allow only velar 
nasals in the word final position . For example , S a ' dang is 
another alternate spelling for the Sa ' dan River ( in combination 
with the other variations listed above ) . 
(d) Glottal stop in most South Sulawesi languages carries a high 
functional load and is almost always contrastive with /k/ . 
However , pressure to conform to the orthographic conventions of 
Indonesian has neutralised contrast between the two . Word final 
glottal stops are frequently either represented by /k/ or omitted . 
Word medial glottals may be unmarked. 
(e) Nasal i sa tion preceding a stop in word medial positions is 
occasionally represented by a double stop . 
( f) Imploded stops lose their distinctiveness and are usually 
symbolised as normal stops , but may also follow the spelling 
variations described under preglottalised stops above . 
( g) Other sounds not represented in standard orthographies are 
symbolised in numerous and creative ways such as the high 
central unrounded vocoid [ + ]  in Bugis . Ware and War a are both 
spellings for [ ' wa r+? ] , the area around Palopo/Paloppo in 
Kabupaten Luwu . The distinctive voiced alveolar fricative [ a ]  
found in Mandar dialects has been represented by d ,  d h , 0 ,  and a .  
7B . F .  Matthes was a German missionary who wrote dictionaries and grammars of 
Bugis and Makassar.  He  also translated the Bible into those two languages .  
8Mills has ' carried out a rather informal lexicostatistical survey - informal 
in the sense that the raw percentages are used , without taking Standard Error 
into account ' ( 1975 : 490) . Following the guidelines outlined in Simons 
( 19 7 7b : 122ff . ) ,  we have permuted the cognate percentages of Mi lls ' 200-word 
list and 100-word list comparisons ( 197 5 : 49 2 )  to reveal more clearly the 
relevant patterns . No relations have been changed , only the order of their 
display has been rearranged.  
Mills ' Duri-Cakka ( DuC) and Duri-Kalosi (DuK) have been averaged to  a single 
cognate percentage representing Masenrempulu (Msr) . (On Mills ' 200-word 
list DuC and DuK share 84 . 6% cognates and on the 100-word list 86 . 8% . )  
The permuted matrices are shown opposite . 
In both charts the following patterns are manifested, which parallel the 
patterns shown by our own lexicostatistic percentages : 
(a )  Makassar and Bugis show the pattern of successive divergence from the 
rest of the Stock with Makassar being the more divergent of the two . 




39 . 3  BUG MILLS ' 200-WORD LIST C OMPARISONS 
34 . 6  44 . 5  MDR 
34 . 9  42 . 1  60 . 8  MMJ 
33 . 0  45 . 3  58 . 5  69 . 8  PUS 
30 . 9  44 . 0  54 . 2  58 . 9  67 . 1  SAD 
33 . 9  
.. - . ,  
:�9 . q, 52 . 0  54 . 2  61 . 7  72 . 7  MSR 
.. -_ .. 
26 . 7  29 . 8  37 . 1  48 . 4  4 3 . 9  42 . 9  42 . 1  1 SEKO 
MAl< 
44 . 5  BUG MILLS ' 100-WORD LIST CO MPARISONS 
36 . 0  50 . 5  MDR 
3 3 . 0  44 . 3  66 . 0  MMJ 
3 3 . 3  48 . 4  63 . 0  74 . 6  PUS 
33 . 0  46 . 0  60 . 0  60 . 3  72 . 9  SAD 
, - - .. 
34 . 6  :,52 . � 54 . 5  56 . 7  65 . 9  76 . 8  MSR 
.. - - ' 
3 1 . 8 3 5 . 6 41 . 4  49 . 5  49 . 5  50 . 5  49 . 8  1 SEKO 
F i gure 2 1 : M I L L S ' SOUTH SULAWE S I  COGNATE PERCENTAGES 
(c)  Mandar , Mamuju ,  PUS , Sa ' dan , and Masenrempulu (our Northern South 
Sulawesi Family) show statistically significant internal cohesion grouped 
together and statistically significant external differences separating them 
from the other members of the South Sulawesi Stock ( see Simons 1977c) . 
(d)  Bugis and Masenrempulu show slight convergence . 
9 Sneddon lists Mandar as having 267 , 000 speakers , but he includes the Botteng­
Tappalang dialect in this figure . We place Botteng and Tappalang as dialects 
of Mamuj u .  
l O Sneddon ' s  figure of 7 7 , 000 speakers does not include Botteng and Tappalang. 
I l There are various speculations as to the origin of the term ' Toraj a ' , a 
common explanation being that it is derived from Bugis to- r i aj a  people of the 
highlands . The term Toraj a was used at least as far back as Adriani and 
Kruyt ( 19 14 )  as a linguistic cover term for the group of languages in the 
mountainous centre of Sulawesi , a large portion of the current province of 
Central Sulawesi . Confusion develops over the fact that modern use of the 
word by inhabitants of Sulawesi is restricted to the general Toraja-Sa ' dan 
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area in Kabupaten Tana Toraja in the province of South Sulawesi . The people 
of Central Sulawesi are culturally and linguistically distinct from the 
Toraja-Sa ' dan people . Indonesian scholars representing the government have 
suggested the use of the name Kaili-Pamona for the former ' Toraj a Group ' 
referring to the group of languages in the centre of Sulawesi (Barr , Barr 
and Salornbe 1979 : 32 ) . We follow this suggestion . 
1 2Sneddon ' s  figure of 202 , 000 probably includes speakers of Pattinj o .  
1 3 The Laskowskes give the following figures of lexical similarity : 
Seko Padang Seko Tengah 
Seko Padang - Panasuan 
Seko Tengah - Panasuan 




l sThe following languages have also been reported by various sources , but while 
in the general geographical areas in which they were reported to be , we were 
unable to confirm their existence . We list the reports here in the hopes 
that other investigators will be able to explore the reports and rumours more 
thoroughly : 
La poso 
Reported by the Peta bahasa and by oral sources to live on the isolated 
slopes of Laposo Mountain in Kabupaten Barru . 
L a t i moj ong 
This group is reported by the Peta bahasa to exist on the slopes of 
Latimojong Mountain in south-west Kabupaten Luwu . This group may very 
possibly be speakers of Toala'  (Bugis to ' a l + ? peopZe of the forest ) ,  who 
live in the area . 
Bal i a se 
Also mentioned in the Peta bahasa , this group is reported to hide in the 
forest around the s lopes of Baliase Mountain in central Kabupaten Luwu . The 
story has it that they live in tree houses and generally make life difficult 
for hunters of rattan and damar . Although our informants in the area were 
not familiar with such reports , they speculated that the rumours might 
possibly refer to some isolated speakers of Rampi . 
Topembu ni  
Officials in Kabupaten Mamuj u reported the existence of an isolated hunting 
and gathering group near the headwaters of the Budong-Budong River . Although 
signs of this group have been found periodically in the j ungle , it is reported 
that for two generations attempts to make official contact with the group have 
not met with success . The name given to the group was interpreted as peopZe 
who hide . 
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